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FOREWORD

One of the essential requirements for safe and reliable nuclear power plant operation
and maintenance is the availability of competent personnel. The systematic approach to training
(SAT) is recognized world-wide as the international best practice for attaining and maintaining
the qualification and competence of nuclear power plant personnel. Many countries have
applied and are now implementing or enhancing the use of SAT in their training systems, as
demonstrated by the results of the IAEA World Survey on Nuclear Power Plant Personnel
Training published in the beginning of 1999.

Among the major challenges of human resource professionals is the need to measure
the effectiveness of their training programs. Most training programs in the nuclear industry are
effective because they are meeting legitimate needs and are conducted by competent,
professional staff. Unfortunately, the extent of the impact of teaming is usually unknown or
vague at best. Measurement and evaluation processes and procedures are usually inadequate or
need further development and refinement.

The IAEA has already been addressing the NPP personnel teaming problem during the
last several years. Nevertheless, the scope of the problem is widening and new solutions are
being developed. Therefore, the IAEA has decided to invite teaming professionals to a
Specialists' Meeting to learn about and discuss NPP personnel training trends.

The topic of this meeting, evaluating the effectiveness of training for nuclear
facility personnel, was selected by the IAEA International Working Group on Training and
Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel.

A Specialists' Meeting on Evaluating the Effectiveness of Training for Nuclear
Facility Personnel, 22 - 25 June 1999, Richland / Pasco, Washington, USA was organized in
co-operation with EXITECH Corporation, the United States Department of Energy -
Richland, Washington, Flour Daniel Hanford Company, and Columbia Basin College. 63
participants from 12 countries attended the technical sessions presenting 21 papers. On June
24, 1999 a technical visit to the Hammer campus was organized as well.

The main objective of this meeting was to provide an international forum for
presentation and discussion on experience with evaluating the effectiveness of training for
nuclear facility personnel, to share experience on teaming effectiveness concepts, principles and
indicators, to identify and describe techniques to evaluate teaming effectiveness, and to define
topics for the new IAEA document on the subject.

The IAEA wishes to thank all participants and their Member States for their valuable
contributions. The IAEA is particularly grateful to the Government of the United States of
America and the EXITECH Corporation, the United States Department of Energy - Richland,
Washington, Flour Daniel Hanford Company, and Columbia Basin College for hosting a
meeting on the above topic from 22 to 25 June 1999 hi Richland / Pasco, USA.

Special thanks are due to Dr. Ron Bruno of the USA who served as a Chairman of the
National Organization Committee, to all Session Chairmen, Dr. S. Haber, Dr. K. Guttner,
Messrs. J. Gamin, J.-C. Hazet and A. Kazennov who did an excellent job coordinating
implementation of the sessions and subsequent discussions. The IAEA officer responsible for
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this publication is A. Kossilov of the Division of Nuclear Power. Special thanks are due to Mr.
A. Kazennov who edited the proceedings.

This volume contains administrative information on the Specialists' Meeting been
conducted and the papers presented by national delegates at the Specialists' Meeting.
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The IAEA Specialists' Meeting
on

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Training for Nuclear Facility Personnel

22 - 25 June 1999

Richland / Pasco, Washington, USA

Welcoming Address

Mr. Lloyd Piper

Deputy Field Office Manager, DOE Richland - Washington

It is a great privilege and honour to have so many talented people form so many
different countries attend this meeting. Evaluating the Effectiveness of training for Nuclear
Facility personnel is a way to bring all nuclear facilities together hi an effective way, for the
evaluation of training. The Department of Energy is very proud to be a part of this positive
action, leading us all down the path of success. This sharing of ideals with the common goal of
making training better will ensure a safe future in the Nuclear Industry.

When the governing bodies such as the Department of Energy and The International
Atomic Energy Agency work hand-in-hand with the Nuclear Facilities to ensure that a
systematic approach to training for maintenance and operations will prove to be successful.
This has been recognized as the international best practice for attaining and maintaining the
qualification and competence of nuclear facility personnel. And with mat I would like to thank
you for attending, and let us have a great meeting.
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The IAEA Specialists' Meeting
on

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Training for Nuclear Facility Personnel

22 - 25 June 1999

Richland / Pasco, Washington, USA

Welcoming Address

Mr. Andrei Kossilov

International Atomic Energy Agency

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,

On behalf of the Director General of the International Atomic Energy Agency I would
like to welcome you to this Specialists' Meeting on "Evaluating the Effectiveness of
Training for Nuclear Facility Personnel".

The meeting is convened with the support of EXITECH Corporation, the United States
Department of Energy - Richland, Washington, Flour Daniel Hanford Company, and
Columbia Basin College. On behalf of the Agency, I wish to also acknowledge the
Government of United States of America for hosting this meeting and for providing the
opportunity for participants from many nations to attend the meeting to exchange their
information and experiences.

The topic of this meeting, evaluating the effectiveness of training for nuclear
facility personnel, was selected by the IAEA International Working Group on Training and
Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel. This International Working Group is made up
of representatives from all Member States who have operating nuclear power plants. This
Group felt that there was a need to provide a forum for exchange of information among
specialists from Member States on this topic, and further that the Agency should publish tibte
proceedings of this meeting for the use of those specialists who were not able to attend.

One of the essential requirements for safe and reliable nuclear power plant operation
and maintenance is the availability of competent personnel. The systematic approach to
training (SAT) is recognized world-wide as the international best practice for attaining and
maintaining the qualification and competence of nuclear power plant personnel. Many
countries have applied and are now implementing or enhancing the use of SAT in their training
systems, as demonstrated by the results of the IAEA World Survey on Nuclear Power Plant
Personnel Training published in the beginning of 1999.
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While discussing the issues of nuclear facilities' personnel training, some common
trends should be taken in a consideration:

• Privatization of utilities and establishment of open energy markets are resulting in
additional emphasis on the cost-effectiveness and relevance of training programs, and
further in preparing utility managers and NPP personnel to work effectively in this new
environment. This environment has also led to increasing use of contractors to support
NPP operation and maintenance. We have heard from many of Member States regarding
the difficulties and issues associated with ensuring that contractor personnel have the
needed skills, knowledge and attitudes to perform their work to needed standards.

• Many of NPPs have been in operation for 15 or more years, and the personnel who
commissioned these plants and who through this experience have acquired the
competencies needed to operate and maintain them are now nearing retirement.

• Many of Member States have efforts underway, or recently completed to provide
simulators and other high technology training aids to improve the effectiveness of training.
It is important that the lessons learned from these efforts be shared so as to make the best
use of this technology.

Clearly, in today's environment we all benefit from the improved performance of
nuclear plants that has generally been demonstrated over the last several years. Having well
trained and qualified personnel has certainly contributed to these improvements. As the
industry faces new challenges, one of the best ways to be prepared to face them is through
having personnel who are appropriately trained and qualified.

Among the major challenges of NPP managers and human resource professionals is the
need to measure the effectiveness of training programs. Unfortunately, the extent of the impact
of training is usually unknown or vague at best. Measurement and evaluation processes and
supporting procedures need further development and refinement.

The IAEA has already been addressing to the NPP personnel training problem during
the last several years. Nevertheless, the scope of the problem is widening and new solutions
are being developed. Therefore, the IAEA has decided to invite training professionals to a
Specialists' Meeting to learn about and discuss NPP personnel training trends. The main
objective of this meeting is to provide an international forum for presentation and discussion on
experience with evaluating the effectiveness of training for nuclear facility personnel, to share
experience on training effectiveness concepts, principles and indications, to identify and describe
techniques to evaluate training effectiveness, and to define topics for the IAEA new document on
the subject. The contributions from designer's, regulatory body's and utilities' staff from 11
countries are expected within this meeting.

It would be very much appreciated if the discussion could help us to summarize the
current situation in this area as well as to give possible recommendations to the Agency for
further activities in this field, and provide more active support to international co-operation hi
this matter.
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Concluding, I wish to express our gratitude to the Exitech Corporation and other
organizations involved for all arrangements which have been made, especially to the Meeting
Chairman Dr. Ron Bruno, the Meeting Co-ordinator Ms. Cynthia Williams and thek
colleagues who all did an excellent job in organizing the meeting.

And to all of you I wish a successful and productive specialists meeting.
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The IAEA Specialists' Meeting
on

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Training for Nuclear Facility Personnel

22 - 25 June 1999

Richland / Pasco, Washington, USA

Welcoming Address

Mr. Ron Bruno

President, EXTTECH Columbia Corporation

It is truly a great honour to share with the international community the value of
evaluating the Effectiveness of Training for Nuclear Facility Personnel. The systematic
approach to training is becoming the way many countries are meeting the requirements for a
safe and effective facility. This forum will allow us all to become better informed, and better
acquainted with our ever-growing international community. I want to personally thank you all
for the effort of travelling so far, and the efforts all of you have contributed.
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The IAEA Specialists' Meeting
on

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Training for Nuclear Facility Personnel

22 - 25 June 1999

Richland / Pasco, Washington, USA

Welcoming Address

Mr. Jim Gamin

Director - Training, Flour Daniel Hanford Company

I would like to welcome each and every one of you personally and as well as from Flour
Daniel Hanford Company. This opportunity to have an international forum here in Richland
Washington is a great honour and a privilege. Some of you here I know and work with
routinely, and others are from different places and facilities. But we all have a common goal of
effective training with a positive outcome that is beneficial and economical to administer. Over
the next few days I hope to exchange views and needs with each and every one of you.

This forum is another example of the international nuclear community becoming a closer
circle for the betterment of all. With that in mind I would like to thank you for attending and I
hope you will enjoy your stay in Richland Washington. Thank You.
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Specialists' Meeting
on

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Training for Nuclear Facility Personnel

22-25 June, 1999
Richland / Pasco, Washington, USA

Programme

Monday, 21 June 1999

19:00 Registration / Welcoming Reception,
Doubletree Hotel Pasco

20:00 - 22:00 Hospitality Suite Hosted by EXITECH. SOFTWARE DEMONSTRATION

Tuesday, 22 June 1999

8:30 Registration
Columbia Basin College

9:00 Welcoming addresses:
Mr. Lloyd Piper, Deputy Field Office Manager, DOE HIGHLAND - WASHINGTON

Dr. Andrei Kossilov, INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

Dr. Ron Bruno, President, ExrmcH COLUMBIA CORPORATION

Mr. Jim Gamin, Director - Training, FLUOR DANIEL HANFORD COMPANY

10:00 - 12:00 Session 1. Chairman; Dr. Sonia Haber, USA

1 Conducting Evaluations to Determine Training Effectiveness
J.Doug Hall, USA

10:30-11:00 Coffee

2 Training Effectiveness and Cost Effectiveness:
The New Millenium Challenge
Richard Philippe Coe, USA
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3 Lessons Learned from Operating Experience, Maintenance Procedures and
Training Measures
Klaus Guttner, Germany

12:00 - 13:30 Lunch

13:30 - 17:00 Session 2. Chan-man: Dr. Klaus Guttner, Germany

4 Evaluation of Training Effectiveness- Overview of Principles, Problems and
Practices in Sweden.
Hakan Andersson, Sweden

5 Outsourcing of Training
Jim Gamin, USA

6 Tools To Improve ANGRA 1/2 General Training Program
Haroldo Barroso Junior, Brazil

15:00 - 15:30 Coffee

7 Training Warming Flags
Richard C. Miller, USA

8 Evaluating the Effectiveness of Operator Education/Training Program of
FUGEN
KouichiMaeda, Shimji Nakamum, Naoto Sakurai, Japan

9 Training Effectiveness Evaluation in CEZ
Bohuslav Svejda, Jaroslav Kopecny, Czech Repuplic

18:00 - 22:00 EXTTECH Wine & Cheese Reception, Software Demonstrations, DoubleTree
Hotel

Wednesday, 23 June 1999

9:00 - 12:00 Session 3. Chairman; Mr. Jean-Christophe Hazet, France

10 Maintenance Proficiency Evaluation Test Bank
Loran Maier, USA

11 Assessment of the Effectiveness of Training Technology Transfer Activities at
Soviet-Designed Reactors
Son/a B. Haber, Deborah A. Shurberg, John Yoder, Don Draper, USA
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12 SAT Projects' Effectiveness: Managerial Aspects
Alexei Kazennov and Andrei Zlokazov, Russia
Andrei Kossilov, IAEA

10:30 -11:00 Coffee

13 The Assessment of Training Efficiency. A Management Tool in a Spanish NPP
Antonio Santiago Lucas, Spain

E-folding and Training Evaluations
14 Ron Bruno, USA

12:00 -13:30 Lunch

13:30—16:00 Session 4. Chairman:Mr. A. Kazennov, Russia

15 Proactively Evaluating Training Effectiveness
Harry E. Fetterman, USA

16 New Approach to the Identification of Training Needs
Jean-Christophe Hazet, France

14:30 - 15:00 Coffee

17 TEAMS - Software to Support Training Management Activities.
Dennis Bean, USA

18:00 - 22:00 Columbia River Boat Tour and Dinner

Hospitality Suite Hosted by EXITECH, SOFTWARE DEMONSTRATION
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Thursday, 24 June 1999

7:30

8:00 - 8:30

8:30 - 9:00

9:00 - 9:30

9:30 - 9:45

9:45-11:30

11:30-12:30

12:30 -13:30

13:30-22:00

TRAIP4JNG

Bus departs hotel

Breakfast at HAMMER (Catered by Castle)

Opening Session (Welcome and HAMMER Overview by Karen McGinnis, Erik
Erichsen and Sam Volpentest)

Paper Presentation: Evaluating Hands-on Training, Tom Seeley and Kerry
Slape of EXITECH Columbia Corp.

Break

Observation, guiding by HAMMER staff members, Don Brock and Roger
Moennan, the EXITECH Fall Protection, Scaffolding Safety, Hoisting and
Rigging demonstrations. Observation of regularly scheduled Rad Practical
training and HPT drills.
Lunch in the HAMMER Restaurant (Catered by Castle)

Slide Show (History of the HanfordSite by FDH Historian, Michele Gerber)

Tour and Dinner hosted by EXITECH Corporation
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Friday, 25 June 1999

9:00-11:00 Session 5. Chairman: Jim Gamin, USA

19 CAI and Training System for the Emergency Operation Procedure in the
Advanced Thermal Reactor FUGEN
ShimjiNakamura, KouichiMaeda, Naoto Sakurai, MasayukiMiyamoto,
Tatsuro Kozaki, Kenjirou Imanaga, Japan

20 Regulatory Activities in Gaining Assurance of Training Program Effectiveness
in Canada
Michele Legare, Canada

10:00 - 10:30 Coffee

21 Evaluation of Training A ctivities in Argentina
Alejandro Damian Sanda, Argentina

11:00-12:30 Session 6. General Discussion and Workshop: Chairman: Dr. Ron Bruno,
USA

12:30 Adjourn
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Papers Presented at the Meeting
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XA0302211

CONDUCTING EVALUATIONS TO DETERMINE TRAINING
EFFECTIVENESS

J. Doug Hall
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory
Idaho Falls, Idaho
United States of America

John A. Yoder
U.S. Department of Energy
Germantown, Maryland
United States of America

Abstract

Training organizations must answer the question: "Is the training program adding value
in terms of workforce productivity and safety?" To answer this question, one needs to know
what circumstances led to the development of training to determine how to measure the result
of Gaining. The Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (ENEEL), under
contract with the United States Department Of Energy (U.S. DOE), has conducted extensive
research hi the area of training effectiveness. A comprehensive Training Performance
Indicator Model has been developed, which has become the basis for a DRAFT document
entitled "Guidance for Conducting Evaluations to Determine Training Effectiveness." The
indicator Model includes the performance indicators, strategies, and methods for measuring
training effectiveness. A common nomenclature is used throughout the DRAFT document to
aid in using and understanding training effectiveness evaluations. The model incorp orates
elements of Dr. Donald L. Kirkpatrick's evaluation model, other models from industry leaders,
and the findings of a benchmarking study involving both nuclear and non-nuclear industry
professionals. This presentation communicates recent Department of Energy efforts hi
evaluating effectiveness of training, including valuable lessons learned.

1. INTRODUCTION

Too often training organizations do not seek to determine if their training has been
effective because they do not know how to assess effectiveness, or even where to start. At the
close of most training sessions, a course critique is distributed and completed by participants.
This type of feedback is essential; however, to determine training effectiveness an advanced
feedback evaluation needs to be performed.

Many training organizations develop training using the Systematic Approach to
Training (SAT). Following the SAT model hi the development of trahiing guarantees that the
training matches the job requirements. If the training was not actually needed or did not
address a performance deficiency, a training organization cannot measure the effectiveness of
that training.

Increasing safety requirements, growing restrictions on budgets and resources,
continuously changing missions, and a growing focus of attention on improving operations,
especially improvements in human performance, are placing a more demanding emphasis on
the effectiveness of training. The United States Department of Energy (DOE) has been made a
concerted effort to measure training effectiveness, and the results are summarized in a
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document entitled "GUIDANCE FOR CONDUCTING EVALUATIONS TO DETERMINE
TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS." The document's Table of Contents and list of Appendices
are shown in Attachment 1. This paper reviews highlights from the draft document and shares
lessons learned from the DOE perspective.

O VER VIEW OF DRAFT DOCUMENT

Measuring training effectiveness is not an easy process. The US nuclear industry issues
many directives and guidelines which incorporate a variety of methods targeted at improving
the systematic evaluation of training. Industry personnel who conduct external evaluations on
nuclear training programs use such guidelines as the National Academy for Nuclear Training's
accreditation objectives and criteria, the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) plant
evaluation objectives for training and qualification, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
(NRC) training review criteria, the Department of Energy's Guidelines for Evaluation of
Nuclear Facility Training Programs (DOE-STD-1070-94), and their associated support
documents. Personnel who conduct internal evaluations and self-assessments also use these
guidelines to ensure that their programs meet applicable nuclear industry requirements.
Unfortunately, these directives and guidelines do not designate specific effectiveness indicators
for measuring technical training results.

Often training organizations, even after meeting the above noted requirements and
undergoing numerous training inspections, find themselves still asking, "how do \ve know our
training is effective?" Training effectiveness is a question regarding the value added by
training programs, a different kind of value than merit While training programs have merit,
merit in the sense that they meet the external criteria established by various overseeing bodies,
the question of their contribution to the organization often remains unanswered. These
questions can be answered through the use of performance indicators.

Training performance indicators are statistics about the training process. For example:
96% pass rate, zero deficiencies, a reduction of 50% in reportable occurrences, 85%
confidence level, a cost reduction of $200 per unit, and an improvement of productivity of
20% are all quantifiable measures that indicate some degree of effectiveness or ineffectiveness.
Such indicators are measurable forms of stated goals or outcomes; thus, they are tangible
expressions of value and are used by training professionals to measure and evaluate training
results.

Training effectiveness is indeed measurable: but you cannot measure something if you
cannot effectively communicate what you are attempting to measure. Within the DOE, a great
deal of emphasis has been placed on evaluating how training was developed and administered.
Over the course of several years, many DOE facilities have successfully met and even
exceeded existing training requirements. Unfortunately, when the objectives and criteria were
analyzed for the evaluation phase of the SAT model, there was not enough information
available to determine if the training programs were actually effective.

Time and time again training organizations were asked "is your training effective?"
They could not respond because they had not tracked important information that would help
them answer the question.

At that time, DOE had just completed development of a seminar entitled: "Table Top
Needs Analysis," which was designed to assist training organizations hi detennining the true
need for the development of specific training programs. This seminar taught the training
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organizations that training is not always the answer to performance deficiencies. The need
analysis process is relatively simple: it asks facility personnel to determine the job requirements
(which could be the results of a Job Analysis), and have the requirements reviewed by a select
group who determine which requirements are not being met by the training program. This
simple process yields measurable performance indicators, which are then defined as
performance deficiencies. The table-top process facilitator then leads the group in determining
what causes each performance deficiency, and the recommended solutions, training or non-
training.

Armed with this new information, the training organizations could now proceed with
the development of training to address those performance deficiencies which had training-
related solutions. The process yields enough information to now measure those deficiencies
and to determine whether the training had made a difference.

Lessons learned from the table top needs analysis revealed that fewer than 25% of the
performance deficiencies had training-related solutions. This meant that if training organization
personnel acted on training-related requests, they would only be able to solve up to 25% of
the problems/performance deficiencies. Often, when facility management received the report
generated by the working group, they would indicate they did not want to hear about all the
non-training related solutions and did not have time to address them.

By incorporating the concepts taught in the table-top needs analysis seminar, training
organizations and facility management can work together to solve many training and non-
training related issues. If this concept is not accepted by facility management, then the
challenge for training organizations to identify, monitor, and measure how effective their
training has been becomes more difficult. The draft guidance document I am reviewing will
help training organizations identify performance indicators, monitor them, and measure
training success.

An in-depth benchmarking study was conducted during development of the draft to
investigate the nature and origin of performance indicators used to measure training
effectiveness of organizations in various industries. These included the nuclear, banking,
insurance, and manufacturing industries. Indicators were sought that could be reliably and
consistently implemented in any industry, but specifically throughout the nuclear industry.
Dozens of different and individual performance indicators were found and are identified in the
draft document. The draft document lists sources indicators can be derived from as:

• Customer Satisfaction,
• Teaming Transfer,
• Job Performance Results,
• Impact on the Organization,
• Costs and Benefits,
• Return-On-Investment,
• Instructor Performance,
• Developer Performance,
• Instructional Materials,
• Instructional Aids,
• Testing Instruments,
• Training Facilities, and
• Training Information Management.
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Training design activities should address how student performance will be
evaluated, as well as how overall training effectiveness will be evaluated. In fact, the design
plan and the evaluation plan should be developed simultaneously. The draft document answers
the following key questions for developing an effectiveness evaluation program:

• What is training effectiveness evaluation?
• Why is it important?
• How is it performed?
• Who performs the evaluation?
• When is it performed?
• Where is the evaluation performed?
• What are the products of the evaluation?

2. THE TRAINING PERFORMANCE INDICATOR MODEL

The draft document introduces a Training Performance Indicator Model which visually
depicts a model that works. Used as a framework, the model can help trainers and
management ensure that their training is instructionally sound, technically accurate and up-to-
date. Use of the model can also ensure that the training meets the learning needs of
individuals, performance requirements of the occupation, and expectations of society at large.
Trainers, the organization, and nuclear industry will be able to refine training effectiveness
evaluation practices by using the Training Performance Model to improve the systematic
measurement of training effectiveness. The better we become at monitoring the effectiveness
of training and the learning of employees, the closer we are to ensuring safe and reliable
human performance. Furthermore, the Training Performance Indicator Model provides a tool
for better understanding of how managers, supervisors, and trainers can establish an evaluation
system to determine and monitor training's contribution to the overall effectiveness of an
organization's performance. It can also help identify specific strengths or weaknesses of
individual training programs. The specific evaluation methods and indicators ha the Model that
trainers, managers, and regulators choose to use are a function of established goals and
objectives.
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Training Performance Indicator Model

When Measurement and Evaluation Occur

Evaluation
Categories

What is Measured
The Training

Process

Measuring the
results of systems
approach and the
management of

training

Learner
Performance

Measuring the
results of learners
application of the
knowledge, skills,

and attitudes

Customer
Satisfaction

Measuring the
jj jreactions and

r» Jt—-» 1 £feedback 01
customers to
training and

training results

Returned
Value ROI

Measuring the
, * Jexpected and

actual returned
value, return on
investment and

cost/benefit

Prior to Training
Intervention

Measures, documents,
and records the
current activities
impact, and
performance levels of
training staff, training
department, or other
organizational
systems that provides
training where the
employees perform
the work.
Measures, documents,
and records the
current level of
learner performance
on the job or
preparation for entry-
level job positions or
training.

Measures, documents,
and records the
current level of
satisfaction with
training by training
staff or department
and the operational
systems where the
employee performs
the job.
Measures, documents,
and records the
current costs of
providing training
activities and
performs cost/benefit
analysis of proposed
training
interventions.

During
Training

Measures and
analyzes the
quality of the
training
implementation,
materials, and
facilities.

Measures and
analyzes learner
performance
during training.

Measures and
analyzes the
reactions and
satisfaction of
customers during
training.

Identifies and
documents areas
for cost
reduction and
avoidance.

After
Training has
Taken Place

Internal
Measures and
analyzes the
impact or results
of training
processes on
facility, site,
organizational
and corporate
goals and
objectives.

Measures and
analyzes the level
of learner
performance on
the job at the
facility, site,
plant, or
corporate level.

Measures and
analyzes
customer
reactions and
satisfaction at the
facility site, plant
or corporate
level.

Measures the
actual training
cost-effectiveness
and cost-
efficiency and
determines the
actual returned
value at the
facility, site,
plant, or
corporate level.

After Training
has Taken

Place
External

Measures the
impact or results
of training
processes on
industry,
government,
regulatory goals
and objectives and
societal needs or
requirements.

Measures and
analyzes the level
of learner
performance on
the job at the
industry,
government,
regulatory, and

11 1societal level.
Measures and
analyzes customer
reactions and
satisfaction at the
industry,
government,
regulatory, and
societal level.

Measures the
actual training
cost-effectiveness
and cost-efficiency
and determines the
actual returned
value at the
industry,
regulatory, and
societal level.
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The Training Performance Indicator Model was designed to assist individual trainers,
managers, and the Department of Energy hi refining training practices to improve the
evaluation and monitoring of training effectiveness.

3. EVALUATING ON-THE-JOB TRANSFER OF TRAINING

There is general agreement that transfer evaluation is a special type of evaluation is
designed to determine the relationship between training and on-the-job performance. This type
of evaluation is much more complex to design and conduct than measuring learner
performance during training. Evaluations of learner performance during training are conducted
immediately after the training session; transfer evaluation, however, takes place at a much later
time and in the workplace. Since this type of evaluation is more complex and time-consuming,
it has often been put on the back burner.

Although conducting transfer evaluation is feasible hi many circumstances, it presents
the evaluator with a number of new requirements. These requirements must be met for
transfer evaluation to demonstrate any organizational impact. Training must be focused on a
specific knowledge or skill deficiency that can be improved (refer to the discussion earlier on
how table-top needs analysis can answer these questions). Other factors include a supportive
work environment that can contribute to the resolution of problems that are beyond the
employee's control. The employee must have the opportunity to use the new skills on the job
within a relatively short period of time after the training. Employees must receive positive
feedback and be rewarded for implementing the new job skills on the job. Creativity and much
planning are needed to meet these challenges.

4. RETURNED VALUE (RETURN ON INVESTMENT)

Returned value evaluation is a special type of assessment that is designed to determine
the worth of training and educational efforts to the organization. Research indicates that a
small amount of returned value evaluation is actually occurring. This same research provides a
few specific cases of successful evaluation to examine the value of training on the
organization. Although conducting returned value evaluation is feasible, the concept has not
historically been widely adopted in business and industry. Based on the recent growth of
interest in and articles about this process, there appears to be a trend toward greater adoption
and utilization of this category of evaluation. This may be due to increased requirements for
accountability and quality control hi teaming, as in other parts of the organization.

Accounting for the positive economic influence of training and development is the
most critical issue hi the training profession today. Despite a growing amount of interest in the
process, the implementation of returned value evaluation appears to be hindered by a variety
of requirements. These requirements can generally be categorized as based on concept,
resource, knowledge and skill, or organization. These challenges must be addressed if
organizations are to be fully committed to conducting returned value evaluations.

5. TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION PLAN

Planning for the conduct of the evaluation is an important step hi the evaluation process.
The planning activity serves valuable and necessary purposes. Training designers should
commit the plan to paper while preparing the design plan. Each course must be designed to
have a successful evaluation. It provides a documented plan for conducting each evaluation.
Information in the evaluation plan adds to the overall efficiency and effectiveness of the
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evaluation by ensuring all persons involved are informed of the important elements of the
evaluation. The following checklist is designed to assist in the development of an effective
evaluation plan.

Directions: Use this checklist to review an evaluation plan. Note which planning guidelines
the plan reflects, which components the plan includes, and which standards, if
applicable, the plan meets.

Evaluation Planning Guidelines Checklist
• Does the plan reflect that the evaluator talked with stakeholders (customers)?
• Does the plan reflect customers' issues and concerns?
• Does the plan seem to reflect job operational data?
• Does the plan state the evaluation purpose and questions to be addressed by the

evaluation?
• Does the plan identify the program components to be measured and the criteria

that will be used?
• Does the plan identify the information to be collected and its sources?
• Does the plan identify the evaluation strategy, including data collection and analysis

methods?

Evaluation Plan Components Checklist:

Specifies the what, where, and when:

• Program to be evaluated
• Location where program is being implemented
• Time period for conducting the evaluation

Specifies why the evaluation is being conducted:

• Evaluation purpose(s)
• Evaluation questions

Sp ecifies how the evaluation will b e conducted:

• Program components and evaluation criteria
• Information and sources
• Evaluation strategies and methods

Specifies who will be involved hi the evaluation:

• Evaluators
• Evaluation customers
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6. EVALUATION INSTRUMENT DESIGN

There are basic design principles, regardless of the type of instrument, which can lead
to a more effective evaluation instrument. The most common are validity and reliability. There
are four approaches to determine if an instrument is valid. These approaches are (1) content
validity, (2) construct validity, (3) concurrent validity, and (4) predictive validity. Four
procedures, which can help ensure that an instrument is reliable, are (1) test/retest, (2)
alternate form, (3) split half and (4) inter-item correlations. An evaluation instrument should
also be easy to administer, simple and brief, and be economical.

7. DATA COLLECTION

Data can be grouped into two broad categories according to the degree of subjectivity
and ease of measurement. Hard data are desired but not always available, in which case soft
data are used. A program evaluation may use one or more methods to collect data. Each has
its own advantages and limitations.

8. THE EVALUATION REPORT

Communicating evaluation results is a critical step in the overall evaluation process. The
full impact of the evaluation results will not be realized if this step is not taken seriously. The
various target audiences should be considered and emphasis should be placed on the top
management group. A standard format for a detailed evaluation report should be used to
promote consistency in communicating results.
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Abstract

With the advent of the new millennium and energy deregulation, organizations will be
challenged to be cost competitive and profitable. Deregulation in the US energy industry will
force utilities and, more specifically, commercial nuclear power production to unprecedented
cost control measures. It will also renew the fires of debate about costs vs. safety. With
personnel costs being the single largest expenditure for most organizations management will
be faced with constant dilemmas of competition for scarce resources. Salaries, benefits and
training costs will be under greater scrutiny. Training resources and programs will face
increased pressure to be job related, based on conservative requirements and more cost
effective than in the past.

For nearly two decades the US National Academy for Nuclear Training (NANT) has
developed and used industry-wide accreditation and evaluation standards based on the
Systematic Approach to Training (SAT). This process assures that existing and emerging
technical training is constantly reviewed and evaluated against standardized criteria to assure
job relatedness and enhanced job performance. The process also requires management to
approve, actively participate in and support the training of NPP personnel. Instructors must
be highly skilled and well trained in the SAT process and various instructional strategies. The
SAT process is grounded in five interlocking keystone steps; Analysis - Design - Development
- Implementation - Evaluation (ADDIE). Evaluation of training is often said to be the most
crucial and most difficult step. Here is where an organization determines if the training is
effective and meeting the legitimate needs of all of the stakeholders. This QA/QC aspect of
training must be an ongoing process involving management, instructors and the students. It is
only through the discipline of an SAT based evaluation process that an organization can truly
determine if the training is efficient, effective, cost effective and meeting organizational needs.
Training effectiveness and cost effectiveness can and must be complimentary and compatible
in the next millennium.

1. INTRODUCTION

For the past decade the US energy industry has been preparing for full deregulation of
energy services. It has caused a flurry of utility consolidations and by 2005 it is expected that
less than one-half of the existing power producers will remain. Cost competitiveness and
profitability will drive the industry to unprecedented cost control measures. Needing to do
more with less will become the rule rather than the exception. Nowhere will this be more
evident than the commercial nuclear power producers of the US. It will also rekindle the
heated debates of safety vs. cost. Some feel that deregulation will push the nuclear
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environment to unsafe levels and perhaps foreshadow another TMI-2 accident. Whatever the
position if commercial nuclear power producers cannot compete with market driven cost they
simply will cease to exist. This is not just a US problem. As we become a more global
economy these pressures will cross borders and continents. Personnel costs represent the
single largest expenditure for most organizations. It is a very costly process to attract, recruit,
maintain and retain employees. Other issues, sometimes call the hidden costs of personnel,
are:

• Ethics and Social Responsibility
• Workforce Diversity
• Employment Values and Human Rights
• Information and Technology Changes
• Career Portfolios and Organizational Support

Depending on an organization expectations and commitment to these issues the costs
may vary but they are still costs that must be accommodated in a crucial cost control
environment.

2. RECRUITMENT

Employees are the most valuable asset of any organization. They are also the most costly
asset so it is crucial that the Human Resource Function attract a quality workforce.
Employment costs are a high cost of doing business. Some surveys show that the average cost
to recruit a lower level non-exempt employee is $12,000 USD. If professional recruiters are
used the cost can triple. These costs can be higher depending on the size of the organization.
Employment in the US is also in a complex legal environment. Laws protecting against
discrimination can add to the cost of recruitment and hiring (Figure 1). Organizations can also
be faced with added costs of the wrong choice (lost productivity, extra training, etc.) or the
cost of a legal challenge if an employee feels they were discriminated against. This does not
include the cost of the adverse affect on organizational morale or the distraction it poses to
management.

3. PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE

Compensation and benefits will remain the ongoing focus of management and
employees. More often than not organizations will look first to cut employee costs as a way
to lower overall costs. Workforce reduction, benefit givebacks and reduced time off the job
have become common even in traditional employment for life organizations. This is
unfortunate but not surprising since personnel costs remain the single largest expenditure of
most organizations. This trend is forecast to continue in the age of consolidation and mergers.
It poses a unique challenge to commercial NPP's that are uniquely restricted in the amount of
personnel reduction they can safely do. The strength of the US economy poses another
dilemma in that salaries, bonuses and benefits are forecast to rise over the next five years
causing organization to look harder for different ways to be more cost competitive and
effective.

4. PERSONNEL TRAINING

The commercial NPPs have probably the most crucial need for and the highest rate of
training than any other organization. Some surveys show the average NPP employee will
spend 6-8% of their time annually in training. Some of the more technical and operational
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employees spend a much higher amount of their time annually hi training. This does not
include the cost of instructors, classrooms/labs, materials, simulators, mockups,
etc. When coupled with new employee orientation training, technological, career
development, management development and fitness for duty training the cost for employee
development becomes more significant and an easy target cost reduction. The cost of train ing
will face unprecedented scrutiny in the next millennium. Demands will be that training
requirements be based on more conservative standards and training resources will be more
scarce than in the past. It also will not be unusual to hear expectations that training maintain
the same quality standards and levels.

- The Systematic Approach & Training (SAT)

The SAT Process assures that existing and emerging training is constantly reviewed
and evaluated against standardized criteria to assure job relatedness and enhanced job
performance. The process also requires management to approve, actively participate in and
support the training of NPP personnel. Instructors must be highly skilled and well trained in
the SAT process and various instructional strategies. The SAT process is grounded in five
interlocking steps, see Figure 2.

- Analysis - - formalizing the training need, analysis
and selection of tasks for training.

- Design - defining objectives, courses and
settings, test items, selection of
tasks and JPlVFs.

- Development - specifying training program, developing
training materials, lesson plans and
tests.

- Implementation - preparation of instructors, conduct and
documentation of training

- Evaluation - evaluation of performance of training
against objectives, identification of
needed changes and action plan

Fig. 2. SAT Process.

For nearly two decades, tihte US National Academy for Nuclear Training (NANT) has
developed and implemented an industry-wide accreditation and evaluation process based on
the SAT process. Reviewed against a core set of objectives and criterion, utility training
programs are initially accredited and reaccredited based on their adherence to these standards.
The core objectives focus on:

- Training Program Content
- Organization and Management of Training
- Development and Qualification of Training Staff
- Analysis, Design and Development
- Conduct of Classroom Training, Individualized Instruction and Trainee Evaluation
- Conduct of Laboratory and In-Faciliry Training and Trainee Evaluation
- Conduct of Simulator Training and Trainee Evaluation
- Systematic Evaluation of Training Effectiveness

Systematically evaluating training serves several purposes. Formal feedback is used to
appropriately modify and improve the content and conduct of training programs. It can also
be a tool for management to determine if training resources are sufficient and efficiently used.
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Procedures and policies should be formalized and institutionalized to define the responsibility
to monitor and feedback the effectiveness of the training process. It should also include the
process to systematically incorporate appropriate changes in a timely fashion. It must also
involve and be actively supported by management, instructors and facility personnel.
Effectively integrating these pieces will assure training effectiveness, cost effectiveness and
appropriate dedication of training resources.

6. SUMMARY

Evaluation of training is often said to be the most crucial and most difficult step. It is
here however, that an organization determines if the training is effective and meeting the
legitimate needs of all of the stakeholders. It is also here where facility management assures
adequate financial support of training activities. This QA/QC aspect of training must be an
institutionalized ongoing process involving management, instructors and students (Figure 3).
It is only through the discipline of an SAT based evaluation process that an organization can
truly determine if the training is efficient, effective, cost effective and fully meeting the needs
of the students. Using an SAT based evaluation process as a benchmark, training effectiveness
and cost effectiveness can be complimentary and compatible in the next millennium.
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Equal Pay Act of 1963-*

Title VII of the Civil Rights -»
Act of 1 964 (as amended)

Age Discrimination Employment
Act o/ 1967 (as amended)

Occupational Safety and -*•
Act of [ 970 (OSHA)

Vocational Rehabilitation ->
Act of 1973

Pregnancy Discrimination -
Act o/l 978

Immigration Reform and-*
Control Act of 1986

Americans with Disabilities •
Act o/l 990

Civil Rfctos Act 0/1 99 1-»

am*
Act o/l 993

Leave

Prohibits pay differences for men and
women doing equal work.

Prohibits discrimination in employment
based on race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin.

Prohibits discrimination in employment
against persons over 40; restricts man-
datory retirement.

Establishes mandatory safety and health
standards in workplaces.

Prohibits discrimination in employment
based on physical or mental disability.

Prohibits employment discrimination
against pregnant workers.

Prohibits knowing employment of ille-
gal aliens.

Prohibits discrimination against a quali-
fied individual on the basis of disability.

Reaffirms Title VII of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act; reinstates burden of proof by
employer; and allows for punitive and
compensatory damages.

Allows employees up to 12 weeks of un-
paid leave with job guarantees for child-
birth, adoption, or family illness.

Figure 1. A sample of federal laws relating to human resource management
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Figure 3. Training for Job Performance
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Abstract

Training programmes for nuclear facility personnel as a result of the developing phase of
SAT have to be approved in the subsequent implementation and evaluation phases with the
consequence of several feedback activities in the whole training process. The effectiveness of
this procedure has to be evaluated especially with respect to an improvement of safety culture,
shorter outage times or better plant performance, resulting in a smaller number of incidents
due to human failures. The first two arguments are directly connected with all types of
maintenance work in a nuclear power plant and the related preparatory training measures. The
reduction of incidents due to human failures is the result of different influences, i.e. training of
the operational as well as of the maintenance personnel together with changes of the operating
procedures or system design. Though an evaluation of the training process should always be
based on a clear definition of criteria by which the fulfilment of the learning objectives can be
measured directly, the real effectiveness of training is proven by the behaviour and attitude of
the personnel which can only be taken from indirect indicators. This is discussed in more detail
for some examples being partly related to the above mentioned arguments. An excellent plant
performance, representing a general objective of all activities, can be analysed by the changed
number and reasons of incidents in a plant during its operation time. Two further examples are
taken from the reactor service field where there is a tendency to reduce the individual dose
rates by changed devices and/or procedures as an output from training experience with mock-
ups. Finally the rationalisation of refresher training for operational personnel by the use of
interactive teaching programs (Computer Based Train ing - CBT) is presented which integrate
learning objectives together with a test module.

1. INTRODUCTION

The SAT process is not complete without the evaluation phase. The purpose of the
evaluation phase of SAT is to determine the effectiveness, efficiency and impact of training
programmes and to identify whether and where revisions or improvements are needed [1].

Inputs for the evaluation phase can be taken from criteria being directly or indirectly
connected to the related training measure. Examples for direct inputs are
- procedures for the evaluation phase including evaluation objectives and criteria.
Examples for indirect inputs are :
- plant operating experience data and performance indicators,
- inputs from supervisors and job incumbents,
- plant modification data,
- plant procedure changes.

Outputs from the evaluation phase can result in changes of the training programmes or
the plant design itself. Changes of the training programmes can effect all individual phases of
the SAT procedure. Changes of the plant design can effect the design of individual
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components but also e.g. applied inspection and maintenance procedures relevant to prior
training activities.

The subsequent presentation concentrates on examples from the operation and
maintenance field taking into account direct as well as indirect indicators for successful
performance based on the feedback mechanism after a thorough evaluation.

2. ANALYSIS OF INCIDENTS IN GERMAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

It is world-wide agreed that the analysis of incidents in nuclear power plants (NPP) with
the resulting changes is an important contribution to the conservation and development of the
overall NPP safety. Therefore already in 1975 a procedure with uniform reporting criteria was
agreed between the German federal government and the licensing authorities. The reported
events and findings of German NPPs represent the basis for the evaluation of operating
experience.

Since more than 20 years the German society GRS is evaluating this operating
experience on behalf of the federal government. Main emphasis is laid on the applicability to
other German plants and safety related problems of more general nature. Safety-significant
events with important lessons to be learned are also reported to the international Incident
Reporting System (IRS). The review of these analysing activities tries to draw some logical
conclusions from the findings [2]. Important questions are asked with respect to
- an increase of the safety due the lessons learned from the events,
- statistical trends in the analysis dates,
- repeated events.
Though examples are available for the different levels of the German safety concept a suitable
global indicator for an undisturbed operation is the reactor scram rate.

hi order to get a reasonable comparison all events with automatic or manual initiated
scram can be discussed as number of scrams per year and plant. Within international
comparison the scram rate during the last 20 years shows a favourable development despite
the statistical fluctuations. The corresponding rate decreased from about 1.4 scrams at begin
of the observation period to about 0.4 in 1996. This reduction can be explained by the effort of
the plant owners to improve all influences based on the operating experience. The continuous
improvements comprised changes of the control systems, limitations and technical measures in
order to avoid faults during operation and maintenance.

Further details can be taken from a structuring with respect to the different causes,
mainly external/internal hazards, human failures, latent failures (only detected after switching
actions) and spontaneous component failures. The contribution of external/internal hazards
was of minor importance, whereas the scram rate due to human failures and spontaneous
component failures could be reduced significantly. Fig.l shows the related development for
human failures. This emphasizes the efficiency of improvements. Part of it can be contributed
to the improvement of plant components and operational procedures. Part of it can also be
contributed to changes of the training measures. Revisions of the guidelines for initial and
refresher training regulating the necessary training measures as well as the availability of a
larger number of suitable simulators reflects the successful feedback mechanism based on the
event analysis.

Though the statistics do not directly confirm that tiaining programmes are either
adequate or inadequate the NPP should make every effort to analyse events in order to identify
causes based on human factors. Even if these causes cannot be eliminated by suitable training
courses, there is another possibility to change the connected operating procedure or install a
higher degree of automatic.
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3. IMPROVEMENTS IN THE REACTOR SERVICE FIELD

The role of operating personnel has meanwhile been emphasized by every country with a
nuclear programme leading to corresponding training programmes and resources. Despite the
fact that the competence of maintenance personnel is essential for reducing the number of
events connected with equipment failures, maintenance training has received much less
attention to date in some countries. Today there is a general agreement that training for
maintenance personnel must be improved, also by the use of SAT in order to develop or
improve these programmes. Nevertheless it has to be taken into account that the frame
conditions depend on the specific situation of the considered country. The subsequent
examples are based on the experience in Germany and have to be adapted to other countries
taking into account e.g. different training systems or different economical situations. In
Germany the first SAT phases have been used already long ago (without calling it SAT!), so
that nowadays mainly feedback processes are necessary.

The first example is related to the eddy current (EC) inspection of the steam generator
(SG) tubing. These inspections have to be seen in the field of preventive maintenance
increasing the availability of the plant and preventing an unplanned outage. Critical part of this
activity is the risk of high dose rates hi the primary water chamber of the SG. Already years
ago this fact led to an intensive training with mock-ups in order to reduce the time for
installing the detector manipulators and thus reducing the personnel exposure. The experience
from this training revealed a further potential for increasing the efficiency by changing the
design and also the installation procedure. Fig. 2 shows some details of the applied measures
by which the productivity was increased by more than 100 % compared to the previous
numbers. The plant owner thus benefits from the much shorter inspection time representing
mainly a commercial arguments. A second safety-related effect is the much less accumulated
radiation dose allowing the employment of highly experienced personnel for a longer period at
different plants.

A second example is the regular inspection of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) by
ultrasonic testing (UT). A characteristic indicator for this activity is the vessel occupation time
(VOT) representing the time, when the manipulator is over the RPV. Reduction of this time
means that other activities e.g. refuelling can be done earlier thus reducing the total outage
time. Again commercial arguments are the driving component for changed procedures. Fig. 3
shows the development of the VOT during the last 10 years for several German nuclear power
plants. Again the productivity is increased by more than 100 %. This effect is based on several
measures, explained in detail in Fig.4, which are the result of all experiences gained from
previous inspections but also the related training.

Both examples clearly prove how the feedback mechanism results hi a considerable
increase of the productivity hi the field of reactor service, which is directly connected with a
corresponding reduction of the radiation exposure. Evaluation of the related training measures
is mainly performed on the basis of safety-related (dose rate) and commercial arguments (time)
and less on the basis of learning objectives defined for the specific training programme. This
was possible by involving mainly experienced personnel in these inspections, only training the
use of new equipment. During initial training "newcomers" have to pass a specific training
programme with individual evaluation steps preparing them for their future work.
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4. COMPUTER BASED TRAINING (CBT)

A development of the last years is the use of interactive teaching programs (Computer
Based Training - CBT) to rationalise mainly the continuing training requirements in Germany.
Central topics of the CBT lessons are taken from the field of reactor physics. Other topics are
related to the operation of the refuelling machine and the radiation protection. CBT offers
more motivating, more vivid and practice oriented elements together with an individual
learning progress.

The typical structure of the developed CBT-lessons is shown in Fig. 5 together with
some details. Main parts of a lesson are the
- Index, with the structure of learning steps. From here a specific topic can be chosen

for fast information without working through step by step.
- General Information, with all chapters. Each, chapter is split into several learning

steps also containing related learning objectives. Special features of this part are interactive
dialogs allowing self-tests during working through the lesson, small simulations raising the
practical understanding of the trainee and a lot of pictures, diagrams and animations
motivating the elaboration of difficult contents. This part is the main source of information
which, is the basis for an initial training by working through step by step.

- Exercises, with a pool of test questions. Out of this pool a selection of e.g. 25
question can be chosen by chance allowing an individual progress monitoring. Even during
the test jumps back to the general information are possible. Only after correct answering to
all selected questions a certificate is given. Especially the exercise part is useful for a
rationalization of the regular refresher training.

Additional parts of a lesson are
- Information boxes, which are integrated into the general information. These offer in-

depth information, if the trainee opens the corresponding box.
- Lexicon, containing additional information to related terms.
- Register, connecting a specific term with the corresponding learning step.
Especially these features allow the use of the CBT lessons similar to a technical dictionary.

Since four years several CBT-lessons from the field of reactor physics have been used in
six German PWRs mainly for the regular refresher training of the basic nuclear topics, but also
as rnformation source for newcomers and personnel of the technical departments. The
production of a radiation protection CBT was finished this year and will be used in ten
German NPP (PWR and BWR) for refresher training of the operation personnel as well as for
other personnel of the plant. The use of CBT for the mentioned topics is meanwhile accepted
by the licensing authorities, though the concept of integration into the overall refresher training
programme differs from plant to plant. Therefore no statistics about an increased effectiveness
or productivity due to application of CBT hi the involved NPPs are available.

Nevertheless the experience from other industrial fields give some ideas about the
potential of CBT supported training Fig.6 shows as example the comparison of CBT with
self-study based on a framing manual and with "normal" classroom training. The best test
results combined with the smallest amount of training lessons clearly favour the modern
training medium. Also the advantage of individual learning activities using free times for
studying has to be acknowledged. Nevertheless a cost'benefit analysis has to undertaken with
respect to possible CBT topics. Often the necessary effort to develop a CBT cannot be
compensated by a frequent use or the topics are subjected to larger changes hi relatively short
time intervals, thus requiring additional refinishing.
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5. CONCLUSION

The presented examples taken from different fields of NPP activities prove lie large
potential for increasing the effectiveness of training based measures. Parts of the evaluation
were done by indirect indicators as failure statistics or registering the duration of regular
primary loop inspections. All of them have also to be regarded within the frame of increasing
the plant safety and performing an economical job. Thus a double benefit for the plant owner
is achieved. The CBT — based training is still lacking of a more reliable analysis with respect to
suitable topics and attained improvements of the operation performance.
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Fig. 1 Scram Rates in German Nuclear Power Plants Due to Human Failure
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SIEMENS

EC Inspection of SG Tubing
Increase of Productivity in 1997 to 1996

Measures

• Inspection of 2 SG tubes simultaneously by introducing a twin pusher puller unit (per manipulator)

• No entering of water channel head for set-up of manipulator

• 25 % more scanning speed

• Less accumulated radiation dose by doing data collection and manipulator control from outside

Productivity in 1997

• 500 tubes (full length) per 10 hour shift

Productivity before

• 220 tubes (full length) per 10 hour shift

Benefit: Increase of Productivity by more than 100 %
(Experience from the KWU built NPP: KCB, KWO, KKS, KKI2, GKN2, KWB-A)

Fig. 2 Increase ofSG Inspection Productivity
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SIEMENS

UT Inspection of RPV
Increase of Productivity in 1997 compared to 1993
Measures

• Increase of track index

• Only one scan per area (combined system for all scanning directions)

• Benefits of new SAPHIR UT system:

=> Enough channels for simultaneous inspection for all defect orientations

=> Very fast data processing in order to get the inspection results fast

• Reliable equipment (no downtime)

Productivity since 1997 Vessel Occupation Time (VOX) 3,8 d

Water level below nozzles after 2,3 d

Productivity before Vessel Occupation Time (VOT) 8,3 d

Benefit: Increase of Productivity by more than 100 %
(VOT = time when the manipulator is over the RPV)

Fig. 4 Increase of RPV Inspection Productivity
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SIEMENS

CBT

(2 groups, each with 10 persons)

Self-study

Test Results 83%

correct answers

40%

Needed Time 2 to 3 hours

individual individual

CHT 1st one #f Ute mmt effecUve traMitig

<|Bf 'sow* &m$ for the trainee 4tid ttttt^t expenses of |li« «oitipatty

Fig. 6 Comparison of CBT With Other Training Methods
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EVALUATION OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS- OVERVIEW OF PRINCIPLES,
PROBLEMS AND PRACTICES IN SWEDEN

Hakan Andersson
Kamkraftsakerhet och utbildning AB
Sweden

Abstract

Evaluation of training is a complex concept that involves many interrelated activities.
Successful evaluation studies require a basic understanding of this complexity. Evaluation of
training and training effects is therefore a part of the basic instructor-training program at KSU,
The Swedish nuclear training and safety centre. Complex evaluation studies require, however,
preconditions that far from always can be met. It is therefore also important to learn from
successful evaluation studies and try to extrapolate the conclusions to other similar situations.
A short overview of one such study at a Swedish nuclear power plant is presented.

1. WHAT IS EVALUATION?

Evaluating of training is a broad concept that carries several meanings.

The most common meaning refers to the practice of giving tests and questionnaires to the
participants at the end of a course. The tests are then used to see if individuals meet the course
objectives and the results of the questionnaires are used to improve the way the course is being
conducted.

A second meaning refers to the practice of evaluating the efficiency of the training itself.
The purpose is then to see if the training is done in the best and most economic way. Could
the same result be obtained at a lower cost or could a better result be obtained at the same
cost? These are typical questions in such studies.

A third meaning would be to evaluate if the training has positive effects on quality, safety
and production and if the resources spent on training is justified as compared to the savings
that can be made.

These types of evaluations are all interrelated. The second type of evaluation cannot be
made without data from the first type and the third cannot be made without data from the first
and second type of evaluation. Unless a good practice has been establish in the first types of
evaluations it is difficult to make well-controlled evaluation studies of the last and perhaps
most interesting kind. Even then, assessing and evaluating the effects of training on quality,
safety and production is a complicated task.

One difficulty is that the direct effect of training e.g. skills, knowledge and attitudes, is not
the only factor that have effect on quality, safety and production. So does also management
practice, procedures and equipment.
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The effect of training may also interact with the other factors. Good procedures would for
instance require a certain amount of training to work properly. The way the training activities
are organised and integrated into the everyday operation may have strong effects on how
much impact the training will have. It is therefore difficult to measure the effects of training
alone.

2. PROBLEMS

Because of the complexity well-controlled and well-documented studies are rare. Optimistic
attempts to "prove" the positive effects of training have too often failed to provide the clear-
cut evidence of the training effects that the evaluators had hoped for. There are many
problems along the road. For evaluations to be successful it is necessary to define all relevant
variables, define the measurements, design an evaluation plan, collect all needed data, analyse
those data and draw valid conclusions. The problems of doing all this are easy to
underestimate. They can be found in the following categories:

Defining training.
Defining tests.
Defining questionnaires.
Defining how costs should be calculated.
Defining how efficiency should be calculated.
Defining valid measurements of quality, safety and production.
Implementing evaluation plans that isolates the effects of training from other factors.

Ill-defined variables and inadequate planning almost certainly lead to either wrong
conclusions or to no valid conclusions at all. Studies that fail to handle these problems are at
best a waste of time and money for the evaluation efforts. In the worst case the result will be
erroneous conclusions regarding to effects of the training. Useless training practices may in
such cases survive for years without responsible managers becoming aware of this fact.

Although trivial as they may seem at a first glance the problems mentioned above are not so
trivial at a closer look. Just one example. It is quite common that training only is defined as the
number of hours the participants spend in training. However, training defined this way may in
some cases be extremely effective and in other have effectiveness close to zero. Unless the
training objectives and the training activities are part of the definition of training the evaluation
efforts are likely to fail from the very beginning. Even if the training objectives are well defined
and also achieved during the training the effectiveness could be close to zero if the needs
analysis has not been properly done. You might train the wrong stuff.

3. TRAINING THE EVALUATORS

Because of the complexity of the evaluation task it is not reasonable to expect that everyone
can do this without adequate preparation and training. Learning what the proper preparations
are, is an important part of that training. For this reason KSU is giving two courses with the
focus on different phases of the evaluation process. The first course is a three-day course
where instructors are taught the basic skills of how to make tests and questionnaires and how
to score and evaluate the results.
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The course content is:

Writing training objectives for skills, knowledge and attitudes
Writing test items
Formulating statements in questionnaires.
Scoring tests and questionnaires
Estimating the reliability of tests and questionnaires.

The second course is a three-day course focused on the evaluation of training effects on
quality, safety and production.

The course content is:

Planning evaluations.
Defining variables and measurements
Collecting data and making interviews.
Statistical concepts and methods.
Analysing quantitative and qualitative data

4. THE EVALUATION PRACTICE AT THE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Written tests, performance tests and questionnaires at the end of a course are the most
common evaluation activities in Swedish nuclear power plants. For all safety related training
like operation, radiation protection, electrical safety these types of evaluations are the common
practice. This means that the situation is acceptable from a safety point of view.

Evaluations focusing on the efficiency and the effectiveness of the training itself are rare,
however. In many situations it is not possible to make proper assessments and evaluations
because the needed data is simple not available. In other situations there has been no economic
incentive in spending the extra resources on such evaluations.

In a few cases it has been perceived to be worth the efforts, however. Unfourtunatly these
cases are not well documented. One good example is however sufficiently well documented
and the lessons learned from that one will therefore be shortly described here.

4.1 Valve operation training for auxiliary operators

In 1992 a member of the central training staff at a Swedish nuclear power plant started to
investigate the reasons for reported valve problems at the plant. In the database the valve
errors were described as leakage and/or corrosions problems. Such problems were generally
not considered to be problems that could be attributed to a lack of training. When the data
were studied in more detail, however, it turned out that a large proportion of the problems
could be found in certain types and dimensions of valves and that those were manually
operated by the auxiliary operators. An even closer look revealed that the valves were
operated incorrectly.

Typical errors were that small and weak valves were closed too tight and were damaged that
way, whereas larger valves not were closed tight enough! In both cases it led to leakages and
corrosion problems that needed to be repaired. The auxiliary operators were not aware that
these long term effects were the result of their way of operating the valves.
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When the problem was identified a training course with the focus on the specific problems
was designed and given to all 37 auxiliary operators at the power plant. Since the cost for the
specially designed course was considerable higher than for a general "off the shelf' valve
course it was decided that an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of this course should be
made. The results are shown in Table 1 which shows short-term and long-term effects of a
problem oriented training course on the annual repair of valves.

When the data was analysed it turned out that the dramatic reduction in numbers of repairs
could be attributed to a changed behaviour as a result of the training. The training was the
only plausible cause that was present at the critical time.

The cost for developing and runnirig the training was also monitored. When it was compared
to the reduced costs of repairing valves it turned out that the cost for developing and
conducting the problem oriented training was covered in one year.

4.2 Lessons learned

The staff that received the training was well trained from the beginning. They had all
received basic training on valves and how they should be operated. The problems with the
valves were therefore not originally perceived as a training problem. A careful analysis by a
skilled trainer was required to detect this.

When the problem oriented training was preceded by a careful needs analysis and this
analysis also was reflected in the content of the training considerable economic gain was made
through the effects of the training.

The cost for developing the specific problem oriented course was considerable higher then it
would have been to run a standard course about valves with a more general content.

Without the evaluation of the training effects it would not be possible to know, if the
specifically designed problem oriented training would be worth the additional efforts. Without
this knowledge the low cost standard course would look a lot more attractive. The chances are
that the company in that case would be tempted to go for the low cost alternative and thereby
be losing money without being aware it. A practice that also could go on for years.

The long term data shows an increasing trend in the number of repairs. This makes perfectly
sense since the problems oriented training haven't been given since 1992, and there has been
some turnover among the auxiliary operators since then. It is thus possible to use the data to
see when a retraining need to be scheduled.

hi a few words:

Low cost solutions are not always the most economical solutions.
A qualified evaluation is often needed to uncover the true value of training.
Resources spent on effectiveness evaluations can pay off more than expected.
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Education/training > Costs

Duration of training
(Months, weeks, hours)

Training activities
(Lessons, sessions)

Training objectives
(Number, proportion)

Skills,
knowledge and,
attitudes

Management
practices

Procedures

Equipment

Man-hours
Money
Loss of production

Scores on tests
Scores on questionnaires

Effects on
quality, safety and
production

Cause-effect relationship

Measurable variables

Unplanned stops
Reported errors
Levels of radiation exposure
Number of accidents
Production figures

Figure 1 . Conceptual map of the evaluation of training.
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OUTSOURCING OF TRAINING
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Jim Gamin
Director - Training
Flour Daniel Hanford Company
USA

hi 1996, Flour Daniel Hanford, Inc. along with several other partners were awarded the
Project Hanford Management Contract (PHMC). The contract for Management and
Integration (M&I) differed significantly from previous contracts awarded at the Hanford site.
As the lead contractor, FHD was expected to help diversify the area economy by outsourcing
upwards of 50% f the work previously performed by contractor staff, whith outsourcing
reference to local business. In addition to creating private sector jobs, FDH was expected to
infuse "best commercial practices" into the Hanford clean-up effort, thus achieving greater
results within the available funding levels approved by the U.S. Congress. In 1997, FDH
Training began the process of outsourcing site-wide training. The process took nearly a year
from start to contract award and included the delivery and maintenance of over 100 nuclear
and non-nuclear worker training courses.

In March of 1998, Fluor Daniel Hanford outsourced a large segment of the general
training required for Department of Energy nuclear and non-nuclear workers at Hanford. The
segment of training that was outsourced impacts the safety and operations of the different
Hanford Site facilities managed by seven major subcontractors who make up the Project
Hanford Management Companies (PHMC). This work was outsourced to Exitech Columbia
Corporation in a competitive bid process.

The three major types of training outsourced were:

• Hazardous Materials Health and Safety

• General Industry Health and Safety

• Technical Development and Quality

During the first 16 months of this outsourcing effort we have learned several important
lessons tihat I would like to take a few minutes and share with you. I believe that these lessons
learned will be applicable to virtually every outsourcing effort undertaken by a training
organization.

Lesson #1

Clearly define the goals and purposes of outsourcing.

There may be several reasons (goals) why an organization would want to outsource its
training function. It may want to:

• Improve the quality of training (brief discussion)
1. Greater performance based versus lecture driven
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2. Rigorous application of SAT process
3. Infusion of greater training expertise

• Be more responsive to workforce training (brief discussion)
1. Engage workers more in training process
2. Realize quicker response to emerging training needs (JIT)

• Reduce the cost of training (brief discussion)
1. Incorporating '"best commercial practices"

Any organization that outsources a part or all of its training function should objectively
evaluate its own training needs against criteria such as cost, quality, and responsiveness. And
then determine if outsourcing of the training function looks like a sound business solution.

Lesson #2

Take measures to minimize any negative impacts during the transition from being a
provider of training to a contractor of outsourced training. Workforce training needs
are the same regardless of the provider .

One measure of particular significance is assisting the new training provider in
identifying local talent available to staff the necessary training functions and positions.

Remember that once you have outsourced the training function, you have, in effect,
become a partner with another company.

Typically, a company who has chosen to outsource work will incur a staff reduction for
those personnel who were performing the work prior to the outsource.

These training personnel can be a valuable resource to a new organization selected for
outsourcing.

These personnel can have a significant impact on the continuity and quality of training
services. The outsourcing organization should work closely with the selected contractor to
identify resource pools of local talent available to meet workforce training needs for continued
quality training.

Lesson #3

Funding to support contracted deliverables

The Department of Energy is the provider for funds to support the FDH and EXITECH
outsourcing contract. From our personal experiences this past two years, we have learned that
revisions to training budgets can significantly impact your ability to fund those deliverables
specified in an outsourcing contract.

If you are going to outsource, please have well planned and "agreed to" contingencies
for contract relief for both the contractor and the seller of services. In our particular case,
funds were not available to support a major deliverable specified in the outsource contract. As
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you may expect, this causes problems for all parties involved in trying to provide identified and
required training for a large workforce like we have here at Hanford.

Lesson #4

Determining training projections of workforce and "levelizing" training so that the
"outsource" will permit the provider to maintain core of full-time training staff.

Several problems can arise when the level of effort needed to train the identified
workforce cannot be load leveled across a fiscal or calendar year.

Our experience shows that quality and responsiveness are much improved if a provider
of training can maintain a core of experienced dedicated trainers who meet the rigid
qualifications requirements of DOE nuclear facilities, OSHA, and WISHA.

Prior to our outsource, FDH and its major subcontractors had train ing needs that were
not load leveled. In fact, some training was just the opposite. All of the annual training and
requaMcation/recertification requirements for a particular group of workers would be
accomplished during a very short period of time only one time each year. This concentration
of training was often caused by such things as the high cost of special equipment (cranes,
aerial lifts, etc.) rental to support this training. Due to these high costs of equipment rental,
we would concentrate the annual training requirements in a short window of time.

This example points out the difficulty of a contractor establishing and maintaining a
sufficient number of qualified training staff to support both the concentrated training that I
mentioned earlier and being able to justify retention of qualified staff to respond to
unexpected, emergent needs of the Hanford Site.

If you can project your training needs and schedule training to meet those needs
throughout a contract period or calendar year, then the contractor will be able to maintain
sufficient numbers of qualified staff to not only meet your projected needs but who will be able
to respond to emergent training needs. The latter need is very critical to a site like ours.

Lesson #5

Define the Buyer's new role and immediately transition to it!

The training provider will take on the role of providing quality training to those who
need the training.

Since the buyer is no longer the provider of training services, the buyer of the training
services will need to immediately take on a different role,.

What role should the Buyer have? Four possible roles come to mind when you are the
training integrator or are part of a centralized teaming function:

• "Oversight"

• Training Program Direction
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• Direct Technical Support

• Provider of specialized training not in the outsource scope of work

Lesson #6

Training Outsourcing contract relationships

At the instant that outsourcing occurs, a partnership is created between the Buyer and
the training provider that is both formal and informal. The question is what things should be
included in that new partnership.

The Buyer and training provider now have several things in common. Both:

• have a common customer base

• want the same end result, "a well trained, safe workforce"

• share the responsibility of meeting the training needs of the customer

All of these things shared can cause outsource training contract relationships to be
unnecessarily complicated and at times confusing. Our experience with this FDH Training
outsource has been that we tried to build too many shared relationships into our contract
document. We did this because of the uncertainty that comes with subcontracting work that
you have a deep sense of responsibility and dedication to someone else to accomplish. In an
attempt to ensure that our customer would be well served, we built into our contract
unnecessary duplication of effort, and at other times unclear direction on who is responsible
for the deliverable product

hi hindsight, I recommend that you avoid or at least minimize "partnering" activities
within the contract documents. Clearly define who is and is not responsible for each
deliverable product. At the beginning of outsourcing, bring both parties together and go
through the contract carefully, discussing each activity and clarifying roles that the Buyer and
service provider will have responsibility.

Summary

I have covered several lessons that we have learned here at Fluor Daniel Hanford during
our outsourcing effort.

I don't want to give you the impression that outsourcing is bad. hi fact, I believe that
several good things have happened as a result of the outsourcing.

Our training provider (EXITECH) has proven to be very responsive to our many
different customers.

We have been able to establish and support a 6-month training schedule. This has
allowed the different facilities who send workers to training more flexibility in planning their
workers' time away from their jobs.
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In addition to the master training schedule, each facility on the Hanford Site has its own
special or emergent training needs, and EXITECH has been very responsive in meeting these
individual facilities' needs.

Student and supervisor feedback on the quality and effectiveness of environmental,
safety and health training provided by EXITECH has been very positive.

Worker and supervisor feedback indicates that the '"hands-on" training better serves their
needs, and focuses on they need to know and to be able to perform work safely and efficiently.

EXITECH strives very hard at presenting training so that students can become
successful in their training efforts. The workforce has noticed that EXITECH's training
philosophy is based on shared success with the trainee, not failure.

FDH has saved money as a result of this outsourcing.

If we had it to do all over, we would outsource training again. But we would factor
some of the valuable lessons learned during this first 16 months into how we would do it the
second time around.

I hope that some of these remarks helps you if you should plan to outsource training.
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Angra NPP - Training Department
Angra dos Reis - RJ
Brazil

Abstract

Since Brazil restarted Angra 2 construction in 1995, as a result of the studies of
future energy consumption, the Training Department of Eletronuclear developed the train ing
program for site personnel. This new situation has demanded additional efforts and new
routines. In the following paragraphs there is a description of significant aspects in this
concern. Most of them are now under discussion in the Training Department and some
alternative solutions are being adopted in order to face the new challenges.

1. INTRODUCTION

Brazil has one nuclear power plant in operation (Westinghouse - design 657 MW
PWR Angra 1 NPP, in commercial operation since 1985), a second one under commissioning
(Siemens/KWU design 1300 MW PWR Angra 2 NPP, scheduled to reach its first criticality in
December 1999) and a third one for which about 60% of the components are already stored in
the site, but pending construction (Siemens/KWU design 1300 MW PWR Angra 3 NPP).
These three plants are located in Angra dos Reis, about 150 km south of Rio de Janeiro .

The construction and operation of these three NPPs are under the responsibility of
the electrical utility ELETRONUCLEAR S.A.

ELETRONUCLEAR has three Training Centers at the Angra site, namely Angra 1
Training Center, Angra 2 Training Center and the Maintenance Training Center.

International cooperation and assistance has been extensively used during the first
years of operation of Angra 1. Today all training modules are developed and updated by the
utility staff. Most of the instructors come from the operation staff.

The training methodology is characterized by modules that follow the international
practices. The courses are provided for six categories of personnel: licensed operators (SRO
& RO), field operators, health physics, chemistry & radiochemistry, maintenance and general
employees.

Since 1985 an extensive scope of courses for operators, managers and other
specialists from a total of eleven NPPs and other organizations in Germany, Spain, Argentina
and Switzerland are being provided by ELETRONUCLEAR with the utilization of the
simulator and the Angra 2 Training Center staff.
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The provision of such courses for NPP operators from other countries results in the
acquisition, by ELETRONUCLEAR instructors, of considerable experience in the field of
training of NPP operation personnel. This experience is useful for the qualification of the
Angra 2 operators.

The Maintenance Training Center was inaugurated in July 1996. It presently consists
of classrooms, meeting rooms and offices for the staff. A maintenance workshop is currently
under construction and will be part of the Maintenance Training Center.

The Training Department is responsible for the activities of the three Training
Centers. The budget of the Training Department is about 3 million dollars per year, and the
average salary of the instructors is about US$ 2,000.00 per month .

The National Nuclear Energy Commission - CNEN, which is the Brazilian
Regulatory Body, is subordinated to the Strategic Affairs Secretary - SAE of the Brazilian
government.

There are two categories of nuclear power plant personnel which are regulated by
CNEN : Licensed personnel (Senior Reactor Operators - SRO and Reactor Operators - RO)
and Health Physics Supervisors. For these two categories, CNEN sets up standards and
regulations, which require approval of training programs and certificate them through
independent written and oral examinations. All the training activities related to those personnel
are reviewed by CNEN. The licensed operators are required biannual retraining courses and
their licenses are renewed every two years, after the programs applied are evaluated and
approved by CNEN. Their requalification training programs with the utilization of full-scope
simulators, however, are performed every year .

2. IMPROVING THE TRAINING PROGRAM

Angra 2 training program was developed and approved in 1996 as part of the general
panning of the enterprise that includes all aspects concerning erection, commissioning and
operation.

The available time to get the qualification of operation personnel has led
Eletronuclear to select a group composed by recently graduated technicians supported by
experienced ones.

The purpose of such decision is to compensate the short time dedicated to qualify
Reactor Operators and Senior Reactor Operators, through Brazilian Regulatory Body formal
evaluation, taking advantage of the experience already gained by Angra 1 operators.

The main goal is the qualification of both new and experienced groups to perform
with the functions related to control room activities to ensure good results during plant
operation.

Angra 1 operators selected to play this role have been working in shifts at least for
the past fifteen years. All of them have been attending the requalification program with good
results.

Since the beginning of the training courses, based on the original design philosophy
training, some conflicts have arisen. In our preliminary evaluation we have taken into
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consideration the fact that the different backgrounds within the group components added to
the particularities of each specific operational philosophy would bring some problems to the
training classes.

That situation has led Eletronuclear Training Department to start the development of
tools to compensate problems that would arise from that specific situation. During this period
it became clear that there were also problems in other training activities .

A permanent assessment of the quality of the training program through a systematic
evaluation of lectures, scheduling and training material is being established, taking into
consideration the observations of all parts involved in the preparationn and execution of the
General Training Program.

The second step of that process will be the establishment of a formal system to
evaluate the effectiveness of training. Presently, Eletronuclear Training Department is studying
the alternatives to perform that task.

Modifications have started through a review of the traditional methods of establishing
the particular training programs. Regular observation of training activities has pointed out the
need of some changes that could improve the results of the General Training Program.

The starting point to achieve that goal, is the establishment of a better communication
between plant organization and the Training Department.

A pedagogical evaluation of lectures and lecturers is scheduled in order to assure that
suitable training material and teaching techniques are in use by instructors. Once each fifteen
days a skilled teacher with a pedagogic approach will witness lectures following a specific
procedure to evaluate the main pedagogical aspects concerning the objectives of each
particular subject. Communication, ability to involve trainees in discussions and selection of
adequate training material, etc will be observed and discussed. Together with the pedagogical
evaluation a technical evaluation, to be performed through a rotating instructors schedule will
take place. The observations and comments that will come from these evaluations will be
permanently discussed and from the conclusions, procedures will be revised.

One of the most important aspects concerning the upgrading of the training process
is the quality of training material. Trainees usually wish text material were shorter and oriented
only to qualification test preparation, but the policy of the Training Department is to prepare
and qualify Angra 1 / 2 personnel to their jobs in a consistent way, they must be able to
perform their tasks without direct supervision following the concepts of Safety Culture. The
basis for the elaboration of Angra 2 operators training material is the original Design
Philosophy Course from KWU/Siemens. It is very extensive, detailed and during the system
description phase of the training course, it demands strong dedication of the trainees. A Pre-
Licensing Condensed Course which contains a review of the system descriptions focused in
the requirements of the Regulatory Body licensing test has been introduced, in the last part of
the training program. Text material and lesson plans are being revised in order to eliminate
irrelevant information, oral and written examinations are being redesigned to cover clearly the
important topics to be evaluated and self-study is now supported by instructors and
questionnaires indicating the important points of each particular system .

Rescheduling is also permanently under consideration, feedback from trainees,
instructors, line management and coordinators is being encouraged through formal and
informal meetings and reports. Training procedures are being revised to include feedback from
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trainees through appropriate channels, cooperative interaction between Training Department
and Plant Management is established in order to support and monitor the train ing programs.

Some audiovisual aids are now being introduced in the lectures to replace old slides.
Multimedia computer based training supports maintenance and operation training classes, the
level of participation and the number of discussions have been significantly increased by the
use of these resources.

Maintenance training is now being developed in such a way that it becomes clear to
everybody the importance of maintenance for safety. A national industrial school SENAI is
now in charge of maintenance basic training, under the supervision of experienced engineers
from the Training Department. Specialized Maintenance Training Programs happen in a
regular basis in order to fulfill the requirements of Maintenance Qualification Procedures that
were revised last year to establish qualifi cation needs for each job position.

The modifications now being implemented should result in more effective training
programs and will also reduce the time and effort associated with the training process.
Periodic improvements are part of the strategy to get the General Training Program validated
and licensed by Brazilian Regulatory Body. In order to achieve this goal a better
understanding of SAT methodology is very important. Eletronuclear has just sent IAEA,
through Brazilian Regulatory Body, a formal request of technical support in this concern.
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TRAINING WARNING FLAGS
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Accreditation Division
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
Atlanta
USA

Abstract

Problems in accredited training programmes at US nuclear stations have resulted in
several programmes having their accreditation status designated as probationary. A limited
probationary period allows time for problem resolution before the programmes are again
reviewed by the National Nuclear Accrediting Board. A careful study of these problems has
resulted in the identification of several 'Training Warning Flags" that singularly, or in concert,
may indicate or predict degraded training programme effectiveness. These training warning
flags have been used by several US nuclear stations as a framework for self-assessments, as a
reference in making changes to training programmes, and as a tool in considering student and
management feedback on training activities. Further analysis and consideration of the traimng
warning flags has developed precursors for each of the training warning flags. Although more
subjective than the training warning flags, the precursors may represent early indicators of
factors that may lead to or contribute to degraded training programme effectiveness. Used as
evaluative tools, the training warning flags and the precursors may help identify areas for
improvements in training programmes and help prioritize training programme improvement
efforts.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1996, problems in accredited training programmes were resulting in several
programmes being placed in a probationary status. Careful analysis of probation cases from
the previous five years and other problems in training programmes were analyzed to identify
common problems that resulted in probation or other degradation of training programme
effectiveness. Problems were identified and grouped in seven common categories. These
categories were designated as training warning flags.

Periodically, problems that lead to or contribute to probation in accredited training
programmes are reviewed to determine if adjustments to the training warning flags are needed.
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The training warning flags are:

1. LACK OF OWNERSHIP

2. WEAK SELF-ASSESSMENTS

3. STUDENT DISSATISFACTION

4. ISOLATIONISM

5. WEAK USE OF A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH

6. INSUFFICIENT TRAINING EXPERTISE

7. DISTRACTIONS

Each training warning flag is discussed in the following sections.

2. TRAINING WARNING FLAGS

2.1. Lack Of Ownership

Strong involvement and participation of training and line managers are vital components
of robust training programmes. Conversely, weak ownership of training programmes has
contributed to degraded training effectiveness at some stations. An indicator of weak
ownership of the training programme may be infrequent monitoring and observation of
training activities. Direct observation of training activities is a necessary input to the manager
on the health of the training programme.

Often, line managers will be the instructors for particular topics practicing ownership
and participation in the training programme. Some stations have established procedural
requirements for managers to observe training activities.

Managers need performance indicators that relate, to the quality of the training
programme. In the absence of such indicators, managers may assume that their training
programme is satisfactory if human performance and station performance is acceptable.
However, degraded training performance is often a leading indicator of performance at the
station. For example, it may take several months plant performance to suffer from
inappropriate work practices or incorrect methods included in a training session.

Just as line managers should be responsible for the performance of the training
programmes, the training manager and the training organization should have a high level of
ownership for station performance. Several stations have adopted training performance
indicators that relate, in part, to the performance of the station.

2.2. Weak Self-Assessments

Most stations perform self-assessments to identify weaknesses and areas for
improvement in their training programmes. However, problems have resulted from these self-
assessments being less aggressive or less critical than necessary to identify problems.
Contributing to these problems may be that training or line managers do not participate or
properly direct the self-assessment. As a result, problems not identified tend to grow and
amplify themselves until they are self-evident and have caused significant degradation in the
training programmes.
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In some cases, self-assessments properly identified training programme weaknesses;
however, corrective actions taken to address me weaknesses were ineffective. The corrective
actions may have been inappropriate or they may have failed because of weak implementation
or lack of follow-up by managers.

Often, self-assessments will identify weaknesses in one training programme that is
reasonable to assume exists in other training programmes or in other training areas. Limiting
the self-assessment to one small area or restricting corrective actions may allow the problem to
continue in the other areas.

2.3. Student Dissatisfaction

Student dissatisfaction with the training they receive has been seen in several areas.
Often attendance is low for scheduled training with minor work assignments taking priority
over the scheduled training activities. Also, the training staff may be overly engaged in
providing make-up sessions for missed training.

Students may provide feedback after training that the material presented was not
applicable to them or to their jobs. These comments indicate a weakness in providing training
to address actual job performance.

. Often, student dissatisfaction with training results in students not participating in the
training, not asking questions, or not providing comments. Instructors should be aware of this
sort of passive feedback. Also, managers observing training can identify these behaviors.

To improve student satisfaction with the training provided, some utilities include
incumbents in the curriculum development process for initial and continuing training. Also,
some utilities conduct surveys with students some time after the training to gather information
on the effectiveness of the training when applied on the job.

2.4. Isolationism

Learning from others is a necessary component of a robust training programme.
Stations without benchmarking or other methods of learning from other stations often do not
recognize when degradation begins in training content, methods, or other programme
attributes. One method used to learn from other stations is to participate on evaluations or
peer reviews through INPO or WANO.

As stations reduce staff and budgets, sharing ideas or benchmarking activities may be
decreased or stopped totally being viewed as an unnecessary expense or as requiring too much
time. To offset these arguments, stations develop specific objectives and expectations for each
benchmarking visit such that the personnel involved extract the maximum benefit possible
from the activity.

2.5. Weak Use of A Systematic Approach

At some stations, new positions were formed as a result of organizational changes.
These new positions required new skills and knowledge of the persons assigned. However,
training to support the new skills and knowledge was not considered in the change process.
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Also, problems existed at some stations where significant procedure or equipment changes are
made without considering training needs.

Often, training is not part of the strategy for improving plant performance. In these
cases, there is a poor link between known human performance problems and training being
provided. It is often the case that the training staff does not proactively seek solutions to plant
problems, either by being aware of human performance issues or analyzing plant event/incident
results for training needs.

2.6. Insufficient Training Expertise

A working, practical knowledge of training processes and content by the responsible
managers is necessary to maintain a robust training programme. When plant line managers do
not fully understand their responsibilities for their training programmes, they rely on the
training manager to identify and address training related weaknesses. The training manager is
often not able to provide this level of support for all the training programmes.

Rotational assignments are valuable in developing and maintaining the technical skills
and knowledge of training personnel. However, when the training staff is assigned to
responsibilities outside of their training role for extended periods, the training organization
loses the benefit of their training expertise.

Management changes at some stations have led to new training managers being assigned
to the position prior to obtaining training experience. This situation is not desirable but can be
managed if the personnel supporting the training manager have sufficient training experience
to compensate for the manager's lower level of expertise. However, some stations have
totally reorganized their training organizations in such a manner that the training manager and
several senior training personnel were new to their positions. These cases can be much more
difficult to manage and can lead to degraded training performance.

2.7. Distractions

The complete text for this warning flag is "Distracting activities that focus management
attention away from training." Every station has many varied concerns and activities, in
addition to training, that must be managed in accordance with appropriate priorities.
However, significant degradation in training programmes has resulted when a major station
problem or regulatory issue caused management attention to be focused exclusively on that
issue.

Indicators that this warning flag exists may be that continuing training programmes are
suspended during extended outage periods. During these periods, familiarity with the training
content may degrade and maintenance of training materials stops.

Distractions such as major regulatory challenges or significant plant performance issues
result in decreased emphasis on training. Training activities may be assigned a low priority in
comparison to other plant activities. Training personnel may be assigned other duties that
detract from their training and development responsibilities. Also, training requests for
assistance from the other station organizations or personnel may not be considered.
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2.8. Document Availability

The training warning flags are available on the Internet at the INPO web site by going to
the National Academy for Nuclear Training home page. The training warning flags are
maintained under the "Hot Topics" section. For those stations outside the US, the training
warning flags can be requested through the WANO Atlanta Center.

2.9. Precursors

In general, the problematic aspects of the training warning flags do not appear instantly,
but rather develop over time. Several diverse factors influence their development. These
factors were examined to identify the early signs that weaknesses were developing and to what
degree. The handout provided lists the precursors relative to each of the training warning
flags. The precursors are more subjective than the warning flags and should be used with that
understanding.

Because of time limitations, neither this paper nor the talk provided will cover the
precursors in detail. The list is provided for the information and use of the participants.

3. CONCLUSIONS

When used appropriately, the training warning flags can provide an effective framework
for self-assessments of training programmes. The precursors provided for each training
warning flag may be used a subjective means in identifying early indicators of developing
problems in training programmes.

Considering the training warning flags when making changes to training programmes
and processes may help maintain the effectiveness of the training provided.
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TRAINING WARNING FLAGS AND
PRECURSORS

Training Warning Flags And
Precursors To Degraded Training

Effectiveness

TRAINING WARNING FLAGS PRECURSORS
1. LACK OF OWNERSHIP

Satisfactory plant personnel performance is given as
the primary basis for confidence that training is being
done well.
Line managers infrequently observe training and
seldom provide meaningful comments or verify that
expectations are met.
The training staff assumes little responsibility for plant
performance.
The line staff assumes the training organization has
sole responsibility for training performance.
Training managers do not effectively communicate
training deficiencies to appropriate levels of line
management

First line supervisors infrequently attend continuing
training with their employees.
Instructor development is assigned a low priority.
Other duties assigned or expected of instructors impedes
development efforts.
Communication between the line and training
organizations is limited or ineffective.
Management observations of training do not offer
improvements or constructive criticism.
Weak training management does not communicate
training needs or weaknesses to line or utility
management.
Strong training management carries most training
responsibilities relieving line to do other activities.
Morale in the training organization is low.
Housekeeping is degraded in classrooms, labs, and shops.
Training performance indicators are inadequate or are not
used.
Training management has not reviewed performance
indicators for applicability to current training needs.
Continuing improvement in training effectiveness is not
pursued because indicators show satisfactory performance.

2. WEAK SELF-ASSESSMENTS

Self-assessments seldom identify weaknesses because
reviews are not self-critical.
Line management does not actively participate in self-
assessment activities.
Follow-up is not done to evaluate the effectiveness of
corrective actions.
Problems identified in one program are not considered
in other programs.
Self-assessments seldom include observations of
training activities.
Self-assessments do not consider industry training and
qualification lessons learned.
Self-assessments do not identify training recurring
weakness trends previously identified from internal
assessments and external evaluations.
Ongoing evaluations of training miss weaknesses that
are subsequently identified during comprehensive self-
assessments.

Personnel assigned to conduct self-assessments are not
knowledgeable of training processes, programs or
requirements.
An environment conducive to the open identification and
discussion of weaknesses does not exist.
Self-assessments are assigned a low priority.
Weaknesses identified in self-assessments are not resolved
or used for program improvements.
Expectations for self-assessments are not defined.
Process for conducting self-assessments is not well
defined.
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3. STUDENT DISSATISFACTION

Student attendance at scheduled training is frequently
low. Makeup training is not completed or is conducted
at a lower standard than the originally scheduled
training.
Students complain that training provided does not apply
to their jobs.
Students do not actively participate in class activities or
discussions.
Student feedback is generally negative, not provided, or
contains little useful information.

Instructors do not follow lesson plans and do not initiate
revisions for recognized problems.
Instructor skills and knowledge are poor.
Instructor development is assigned a low priority
compared to other instructor duties.
The quality of training materials is poor.
The process for revising training materials is
cumbersome, slow, and difficult.
Review process for training materials requires several
signatures such that responsibility for training material
quality is diluted.
The exam failure rate is very high or very low.
Very old lesson plans are used.
Expectations for exam use and difficulty are not defined.

4. ISOLATIONISM

Training staff rarely interacts with staffs at other plants,
and lessons learned from other plants are rarely factored
into training.
The utility seldom provides peer evaluates to support
accreditation and evaluation team visits.
Utility staff interface with the Academy training
coordinator is minimal.

Information from past evaluations or assistance visits is
not used.
Industry experience is not effectively used in training
programs.
Recognition of industry practices or available
information is lacking.
Difficulty in making contact or spending quality time
with training or line personnel.

5. WEAK USE OF A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH

Training is not considered in the strategy for improving
plant performance. Training provided does not correlate
with known human performance problems.
The training staff does not actively seek solutions to
plant problems, either through awareness of human
performance issues or analysis of plant events for
training needs.
Training impacts are not considered following
significant procedure or equipment changes.
New positions are developed or existing positions
significantly modified without consideration of training
needs.

Corrective actions for human performance problems are
narrow and concentrate on individuals rather than
processes.
Line managers do not view training as a resource for
addressing human performance weaknesses or
improving performance.
Station personnel and trainers are unfamiliar with
industry operating experience relative to their work.
New training programs do not use a systematic approach
in their development.
Training is not appropriately used as a corrective action
in addressing human performance or plant performance
problems.
Supervisor or worker input is not used in determining the
content of continuing training.
Human performance problems are occurring especially
in newly hired workers.
Organizational changes are made without consideration
of training needs
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6. INSUFFICIENT TRAINING EXPERTISE

Cumulative knowledge, skill, and experience of the
training staff have declined, including understanding
of accreditation standards.
Training managers are assigned with little training
experience and do not receive timely training.
Line managers lack sufficient understanding of how to
apply a systematic approach to training to improve
plant and worker performance.

Management and leadership development activities are
weak, ineffective, or are given a low priority.
Contractors are used in supervisor or management
positions.
The qualifications or traits needed for training
management positions are not recognized or defined.
Senior management expects that training management
alone is responsible for solving training problems.
Management personnel are rotated to various positions
without training and development in areas to be
managed.
Turnover in management positions is high.

7. DISTRACTIONS

Continuing training is suspended during prolonged
outage periods.
Major regulatory challenges, significant plant
performance issues, and extensive support of plant
activities take the focus off of training.
The training staff is assigned to responsibilities outside
of training for extended periods.

Training is assigned a low priority in comparison other
plant activities.
Training personnel are assigned collateral duties that
detract from their training and development
responsibilities.
Training requests for line assistance or personnel are not
considered.
The quality of training materials is poor.
The backlog of training material revision requests is
high and/or is growing.
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JAPAN Nuclear Cycle Development Institute, Fugen Nuclear Power Plant,
3 Myojin-cho, Turuga-shi, Fukui-ken
Japan

Abstract
The ATR Fugen determines "the Operator Education/Training Program" for plant operators

to acquire knowledge, technique and skill from the reactor facility, operation and the other
nuclear plant technology.

This program consists of the On-the-Job Training (OJT), desk education, ETC training,
compact simulator FATRAS training, and lectures in external organization. So it provides
education/training according to operators' technical level, knowledge, and experience.
Fugen is investigating the most suitable training/education based on past training/education

experience.

1. ESfTRODUCTOION

The ATR Fugen (a heavy water moderated boiling water cooled reactor, hereafter referred
to as Fugen) with an electric generating power of 165MWe was developed independently by
Japan as a national project. It is the world's first thermal neutron reactor for power generation
using mainly uranium-plutonium-mixed-oxide fuels (MOX fuels). Since March 1979, when
commercial operation started, Fugen has been operating successfully, demonstrating the ATR
technology. Fig. 1 shows a view of the main systems.
At recent nuclear power plants, preventive maintenance activities are accomplished thoroughly
and equipment is kept more reliable by the introduction of the latest technology, such as digital
technology. As a result, operator intervention during operation is decreasing. And the
importance of safe and stable operation of the nuclear power plant rises more and more. The
lesson learned from the TMI and Chernobyl accident is that it is important to improve an
operational ability and the long period education/training of the operator in plant safety
operation management. Ffigh operational knowledge, technology, and skill are required to the
operator in the nuclear power plant.
For this reason, Fugen makes "Operator Education/Training Program" in order to maintain
and develop the ability of operator. The Image of education is shown in Fig.2, and the
operator education system is shown in Fig.3.
The following explains the contents, aim, and record of the education/training.

2. CONTENTS OF EDUCATION/TRAINING PROGRAM

The "Operator Education/Training Program" consists of the OJT, desk education, lecture in
external organization, ETC training and compact simulator, FATRAS training. Under
guidance and supervisor from a high-class operator, the operator acquires knowledge on
nuclear technology. The contents of the education/training and standard execution time are
shown in Table 1.
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2.1 Desk Education
2.1.1 Freshman introduction education: 2 weeks

This desk education is for freshmen with no shift experience. It lectures them on work and
role of the power generating section, a general knowledge as shift crew, outline of Fugen
facilities, and so on.
2.1.2 New moving in person education: 1 week

This desk education is for persons who move into the power generating section from other
section and power company. It lectures them on work of the power generating section,
introduction of the operation shift crew, and outline of Fugen facilities.
2.1.3 System education(l)(n): 4 weeks

This desk education is for trainee and beginners' class operators with a little experience.
They have fundamental knowledge about nuclear power generation and practical job
experience at Fugen. It lectures them on not only all system of Fugen facilities, but also a
machine general, an electric general, a chemical general and the base of radiation safety.

2.1.4 Assistant senior operator education: 1 week
This desk education is for the beginnings' class operators who have the fundamental

knowledge essential to the nuclear power plant operators and the experience of auxiliary
equipment systems. It lectures them on the control systems such as the feed water control
system, and reactor protection system (RPS), reactor physics, and radiation protection.
soon.
2.1.5 Senior operator education: 1 week

This desk education is for the assistant senior operators with a lot of experience of
equipment system who are supposed to become the senior operators soon. It lectures them on
the safety regulation for Fugen facilities, and management of radiation protection and water
chemical and plant characteristic to fugen.
After the education, they are supposed to be senior operator soon.

2.2 Lecture in external organization
Using the training of an external training school is extremely useful for the operator to

acquire basic knowledge not obtained by the site OJT.
2.2.1 Training Center of Japan Atomic Energy Institute, JAERI at Tokai
This training school is designed for engineer with a little experience of operation,

maintenance, designed, chemical, and nuclear physics. The training consists of basic
knowledge such as nuclear physics.

Fugen sends operator with a few operational experiences in university graduates other than
nuclear engineering major.

2.2.2 Training Center of Japan Atomic Power Company, JAPCO at Tokai
This training school is designed to give a general knowledge of nuclear engineer.
Fugen sends operator with 5 or 6 years of shift crew experience in graduate of a high

school.

2.3 Full-Scope Simulator Training
Fugen performs operator training using full-scope plant simulator at BWR operator

tiaining center (BTC). The ETC was established in 1971 with aim of training operator of
BWR power plants. The main characteristic of BTC is operator training using full-scope
simulator, which are credible reproductions of the main control panels of actual nuclear power
station.

The characteristics of Fugen are similar to those of BWR except ATR characteristic
system, so training at BTC is very important for Fugen operator to develop operational skill,
knowledge and ability. And more important thing is that plant operator is reviewed as well as a
BWR operator by a BTC instructor. The BTC training maintains and enhances the level of
Fugen operators' techniques and skills.
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ETC provides various training courses in accordance with operators' technical levels.
Fugen has been sending operators to the following courses.

In addition to the training to deal with the events within the design basis accidents (DBAs),
EPG training has been added to the recent simulator train ing for developing the operators'
ability to cope with the accidents beyond the design basis.

2.3.1 Standard operator training course: 6 weeks
This course is designed for personnel experience as suboperators at a nuclear power station

and having the basic skills and knowledge of a nuclear power plant. This course develops
general ability in operation and is composed of lectures, simulator training, and examination.

Fugen sends assistant senior operator with more than about five-year operation experience
to the course.

2.3.2 Operator retraining course II: 8 days
This is a refresh course designed for operators currently working in the main control room

of a nuclear power station. The course is composed of lectures, simulation training, and
examination. Using the simulator, the trainees can obtain various kinds of experiences in
handling abnormal situations and conditions arising from unexpected problems during
operation. This ensures that the level of the operators' technical ability is continuously
maintained and enhanced.

Fugen has this course attended a training for the assistant senior operator or senior operator
who attended a standard operator training course a few years ago.

2.3.3 Operator retraining course IH: 8 days
The purpose of this course is the same as above. In addition the course provides ability of

recognition of emergency situations.
Fugen has this course attended a training for the senior operator or assistant shift supervisor

who attended operator retraining course n a few years ago.
2.3.4 Operator refresh course: 3 days
This is a refresh course designed for operators who took operator retraining course IK.

Fugen has this course attended a training for the senior operator who attended the operator
retraining course tv a few years ago.

2.3.5 EPG (Emergency Procedure Guidelines) training course: 2 days
This course is done with operator retraining course II. This course enhances the ability to

cope with accidents beyond the design basis.
Fugen has sent this course since 1991.

2.3.6 Advanced operator training course: 6 days
This course is one level above the retraining course and is designed for higher-ranking

operators currently on duty. The course is composed of lectures, simulator training, and
examination. The purpose of the course is to upgrade the skill and knowledge of shift
supervisors regarding recognition of emergency situations, decision making, management,
supervision, and direction.

Fugen sends assistant shift supervisor or supervisor with taking EPG training course to the
course.

2.3.7 Family training course: 3 days per year
This course is designed to improve the teamwork of all shift crewmembers. Training is

centered on the simulator and is conducted to improve operators' competence and strengthen
their teamwork.

Fugen sends all five shifts once per year.
2.3.8 Special training course: 6 days

This course is designed and done based on Fugen own special objective since 1994. The
purpose of the course is to enhance the technical competence and skill of the each member of
the team, consisting of eight shift crews with a few year operation experiences.

The course is composed of two days lecture and four days simulator training.
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2.4 Compact Simulator FATRAS Education/Training
2.4.1 Development of FARAS
Operation training for operators of Fugen is carried out using the Full-scope simulator in

BTC. This simulator was developed for the BWR, which has similar characteristics to those of
Fugen. Learning characteristics and operation training for systems characteristic to the ATR
only depended on desk education at Fugen. These systems include a 2-loop reactor coolant
system, a heavy water (moderator) circulation system and a helium (cover gas for heavy
water) circulation system.

In order to improve education and operation training for ATR's systems, a compact
simulator, FATRAS (Fugen ATR Advanced Simulator) was developed. FATRA was installed
at the Fugen site and started its operation in September 1990.

It was confirmed that this plant simulator of Fugen satisfied the accuracy required by the
ANSI/ANS-3.5-1985 Nuclear Power Plant Simulator in comparison with the actual data of
Fugen.

2.4.2 Learning and instruction with FATRAS
FATRAS contributes to improvement of individual ability being used both in regular

planned operation training and in personal education training
Making the best use of the advantages offered by a compact simulator, man-to-man

instruction is carried out using FATRAS according to the level of the operator's knowledge of
operation. A beginner should start with a study of the plant characteristic in a normal plant
state with simple operations and plant interlocks.

FATRAS is also used in family training in advance of start-up and shutdown of the actual
plant, and for understanding simulating plant behavior in advance of periodical emergency
operation training.

2.5 License, Seminar
In Fugen, operators are made to try to get licenses such as Safety Superintended of Reactor

and to participate in various courses of short lectures, and seminars in order to acquire the
related technology.

3. AIM OF EDUCATION/TRAINING FOR OPERATOR

Each class operator's education/training targets are as follows.
3.1 Trainee operator

• To understand the inspection tour route and method in order to perform it by oneself.
• To do an easy operation under the guidance of a high-class operator.
• To read the interlock sequence easily and speedy.
• To do supplementary work.

3.2 Beginners' class operator
• To perform the inspection tour by oneself.
• To operate auxiliary equipment.
• To perform a periodic surveillance test of auxiliary equipment.
• To isolate equipment or signal from the system for maintenance.

3.3 Assistant senior operator
• To manage operation of auxiliary system.
• To direct the auxiliary equipment operators to operate.
• To operate main equipment in the main control room under the guidance of senior

operator.
• To perform a periodic surveillance test of main equipment.
• To make an isolation plan for maintenance.
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3.4 Senior operator
• To operate main equipment in the main control room.
• To judge on plant condition.
• To response to accident.
• To order operation to assistant senior operator.

3.5Assistant supervisor
• To judge on plant condition.
• To take appropriate actions before abnormal conditions in case of finding subtle

indications.
• To judge what operation is important in the plant situations.
• To carry out shutdown after scram.
• To give proper operation to senior operator in all plant condition.
• To deal with accidents beyond the design basis.

4. REVIEW OF THE EDUCATION/TRAINING

To review and to record operator individual education/training progress result, "operator
education/framing record" is made. "Operator Education/Training Record" is supposed to
record the result of the basic knowledge, system knowledge, and the operation of system by
acquiring the credit. The supervisor should advance the education/training in premeditation so
that each operator can achieve the credit acquisition target that the power generating section
manager set.

In shift crew, the role of the education/training is given to a high-class operator. Especially,
teaching to a trainee operator, a beginner's operator, and a assistant senior operator is nearly
executed by a man-to-man method.
"Operator Education/Training Record": the example is shown in Table2. Supervisor confirms

how operators get, improve, and enhance their knowledge, skill and ability by
education/training at a regular basis. And the general manager of the power generating section
regularly checks the "Operator Education/Training Record". It is effectively used for making
the educatiori/training plan and executing it according to the level of operator's knowledge,
skills, and ability.

5. CONCLUSION
Fugen has been successfully operated since March 1979 when its commercial operation

started. The average electrical load factor throughout 18 years is achieved to about 65%.
hi Fugen, scheduled start-up and shutdown are conducted about twice a year at most. Some

of operators, especially young operators, have no experience with unscheduled scrams.
On the other hand, the importance of the education/trarning of the operation rises more and

more because of the focus of the safety after the TMI accident and the Chernobyl accident.
As a result, Fugen has been performing various kinds of education/training for operator

based on "the operator education/trarning program". This fact has contributed significantly to
the safe and stable operation of Fugen.

In Fugen, efforts to improve the "Operator Education/Training Program" should be
continued. In addition, Fugen should enhance the education/training program from the
viewpoint of the brewing of safety culture.

REFERENCES

N. Sakurai, 1993, "Development of a Compact Simulator for the Prototype
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Table 1 Process of Education/Training for Operator

Trainee Beginner's
Operator

Assistant
Senior
operator

Senior
Operator

Note

1. Desk Education
(1) Freshman Introduction Education
(2) New Moving in Person Education
(3) System Education (I) (II)
(4) Assistant Senior Operator Education
(5) Senior Operator Education
2.0n-the-Job Training
(1) Knowledge
(2) Facility Operation
3.FATRAS (Compact Simulator)training

D
D

CZ3

BTC Training
(1) Standard Operator Training course
(2) Operator Retraining Course II
(3) Operator Retraining Course III
(4) Operator Refresh Course
(5) EPG Training Course
(6) Advanced Operator Training Course
(7) Family Training Course
(8) Special Training course

Review &
Examination
by BTC
Instructor

Lecture in External Organization
(1) Training Center of JAERI
(2) Training Center of JAPCO

Review &
Examination
by Lecturer



Table2 Example of "Operator Education/Training Record"

I.Basic Knowledge

^\^_
Outline of Fugen NPP

Nuclear physics.

Plant Dynamic Characteristic

Safety Regulation

Operator's Class

Trainee

•

Beginner's
Operator

•

Assistant Senior
Operator

O

O

Check

Manager of
Education

General
manager

Note

2.System Knowledge

System No.

21

32

System Name

Primary Cooling Sys.

Heavy Water Cooling Sys.

Operator's Class

Trainee Beginner's
Operator

•
O

Check
Manager of
Education Supervisor Note

3.System Operation

System No.

56

22

75

System Name

Fuel Pool Cooling Sys.

Clean-Up Water Sys.

Residual Heat Removal Sys.

Operator Class

Trainee
Beginner's
Operator

•

Assistant Senior
Operator

O

O

Simulator
Training

•
O

O

Check
Manager of
Education

Supervisor

>:Unit Acquisition, O:Unit Unacquisition
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Abstract

Nuclear power plant personnel training is realised by the way of basic and periodical
training forms within the framework of Czech power company CEZ1. What concerning of
contractors, the similar forms of personnel training are used, too. Goals and scope of the
training are defined unambiguously - all training process executes according to prepared
training programmes. For each profession category exists a comprehensive complete of
training programmes covering all forms of personnel training. Thus, evaluation of the training
programmes is closely connected with information about effectiveness of training. On the basis
of these facts is possible to improve all the training process continuously. The basic
information about training centre, some results of the programme training evaluation using
method of characteristic indicators and information about its present status in NPP Dukovany
are provided in first part of this paper. In the Appendix is described used procedure of
feedback to analysis phase to improve content of training process for job position "turbine
repair man".

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. PURPOSE OF NTC2

The training of NPP personnel is one of the most important phases of the process of
construction, commissioning, operation and maintenance of nuclear power facilities. The
objective is to improve personnel abilities so that they would be able to assure reliable, safe
and economic operation of these facilities with high investment costs.

It is the purpose of Nuclear Training Centre Brno (NTC Bmo) to provide training and
services which are responsive to the technological demands and emerging educational
standards and criteria of the NPP and the nuclear industry.

The staff of NTC Brno, in a joint effort with NPP Dukovany3and NPP Temelin4, has
responded to the challenge with comprehensive programs aimed at meeting our customers

1 CEZ company is the biggest producer of power in Czech Republic. It generates about 80 % of the total Czech Republic
electric power consumption. The total capacity installed in CEZ power plants is approximately 11 000 MW. From this
total capacity about 1760 MW comes from the NPP Dukovany. The other Czech NPP situated at Temelin, is under
construction and will supply about 1960 MW.
2 Nuclear Training Centre Bmo (NTC) is an organisation unit of the CEZ-Headquarters.
3 NPP Dukovany - Generating capacity 4x440 MW. The construction and assembly were performed by local companies,
ninety percents of all equipment, including steam generators, reactors and turbines were supplied by industry of former
Czechoslovakia. The reactors used are pressurized water reactors PWR WER 440 - type 213. NPP Dukovany has been
generating electricity since 1985.

4 NPP Temelin - Generating capacity 2x981 MW. In construction of this NPP are participating engineering companies
from Czech Republic and from the West They are developing new systems to completion the Soviet technical design that
will improve safety standards to the highes industry level A guarantee of safe operation of NPP Temelin is also
cooperation with the American firm Westinghouse, which supplies the control system for the plant Type of reactor is
pressurized water reactor PWR WER 1000 - type 320 and at present are building two units. Starting up of the NPP
Temelin is planned in 2001.
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needs. The programs are broadly based, yet flexible so that they can incorporate specific
customer requirements. Closed feedback between practical requirements and thematic volume
of the training is quite evident. Possibilities following from the feedback-cooperation cover all
sphere of the technological operations.

1.2. STATUS OF NIC

The NTC has been established in accordance with the Status of the Ministry of Fuels and
Energy from 1978 and according to the Order of the General Director of the CEZ company
issued in 1978. The NTC Brno was one part of the NPP Dukovany to October 1995, but in
according to the building of second NPP Temelin and to the recommendation of G24, NTC
changed this position in framework of CEZ to the unique NTC for both NPPs - it means
Dukovany and Temelin together.

Purpose of the Nuclear Training Centre is to provide:
« its capacity as the Guarantor of NPP Personnel Training Implementation including
licensed personnel training and training of contractors
« its capacity as the Guarantor of Subject Matter Expert Training and End-user
Training in Power Plant Information System including Process of Evaluation
« its capacity as the Guarantor of Psychological Capability of NPP Personnel including
Process of Evaluation
* policy, system and structure definition of NPP Personnel Training (including licensed
personnel training and training of contractors), Power Plant Information System
(PassPort/ Indus software) Training and Psychological Capability Survey
« implementation and development of Systematic Approach Training following from
State Office for Nuclear Safety recommendations and international standards IAEA
recommendations

1.3. STAFF OF NTC

Training and operational services is staffed by professional educators and operationally
experienced personnel. The most of them are degree with extensive experience in such diverse
areas as nuclear, mechanical and electrical engineering, mathematics, physics, chemistry, I&C
systems, radiation protection, psychology and education (TABLE I.). Nevertheless in some
cases it is necessary to engage external instructors from the needs operating personnel or from
the special schools, institutions and enterprises.

All of psychologists have long years of practical experience in consulting and clinical
psychology. They also participate in the education in the NTC.

Thus, the training and operational services staff represents a strong resource of
experience and specialized knowledge to meet customer training needs. All NTC instructors
have to graduate pedagogical course.

Besides of the above mentioned activities employees of NTC have taken part in research
activities concerning of analysis phase NPP personnel training - see the Appendix, where a
special example is presented.
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TABLE I. TRAINING AND OPERATIONAL SERVICES HUMAN RESOURCES
QUALIFICATIONS

Number of Professionals

Number of Training Instructors

Average Years of Teaching
Experience

Average Years of Nuclear
Experience

32

20

12

14

Number of Psychologists

Number of Support Staff

Education:

PhD.
Dipl. Ing./Master
High school graduate
Skilled workman

Licenses/Certificates:

Category beta
Category alpha
Pedagogical

6

6

3
20
8
1

2
18
16

Practical training in form On Job Training (OJT) is performed by the instructors from
employees of NPP with very strong operational experience.

1.4. FACILITY

In the present time complex of NTC Brno consists of this parts:

» office and administrative building C including offices for the NTC employees,
Psychological Laboratories, Copy Centres, Technical Library and Maintenance Room
* two training buildings A and B of the NTC consisting of 14 class-rooms with the
total capacity of 238 listeners (56, 24, 24, 24,18, 12, 12, 12, 12, 24, 8, 4, 4, 4) -
inclusive PC classroom for Computer Based Training, PC simulators, Model of NPP
Temelin controlled by PC and Representative Teaching Classroom in usage for
international courses and workshops

All classrooms are conformed to modern standards by video-data projectors, overhead
projectors and flexible white board systems. Comfortable furniture allows to change lay-out of
classrooms for all kinds of training methods.

Computer Network of NTC is supported by integrated structured LAN Network and is
divided into two segments - classrooms and offices. Switches HLrschmann are main elements
of network and the interface to WAN is supported by Timeplex Ascom. Communication with
NPP Dukovany a NPP Temelin network is served by radio transmission and has direct access
to Internet. About 85 PCs are supported by File Server Novell IntraNetware 4.11, that
integrates whole communication.

Software standard is MS Office 95 including communication tools as Internet, Lotus
Notes and is extended by special programs (banks of tests, personal database, CBT, PC
simulator PWR 440, etc.).
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1.5 CHARACTER OF TRAINING

According to the G-24 mission of 1994, power company CEZ has in general an
adequate and a good functional nuclear power plant personnel training system. Used training
system is based on the long-term plant operational experience and industry wide operational
experience. Many basic elements of JTA/JCA approach are used for training process of
selected personnel with direct impact on nuclear safety only.

The nuclear power plant personnel assigned for nuclear safely related activities are
divided into these categories:

* management
personnel that manage operating, technical and maintenance departments of
organization

* selected (licensed) personnel
personnel that have direct impact on nuclear safety by their activities

* technical personnel
personnel that carry out activities in technical departments of organization

* servicing shift and operating personnel
personnel that carry out servicing activities on technological equipment

* maintenance personnel
personnel that carry out maintenance activities on technological equipment

In addition to mentioned categories is yet category ,,other personnel" - personnel that do
not have impact on nuclear safety

The training programmes for selected personnel with direct impact on nuclear safety are
approved by Czech regulatory body (SONS). Necessary training materials for different type of
settings are prepared by training instructors and experts from the nuclear power plant.
Specialists of the NTC prepare also scripts of different instruction films - besides that
professional TV films it is possible to make and to use TV shots.

2. EVALUATION OF TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

2.1. GOALS AND ROLE OF EVALUATION

The main goal each NPP is to operate the plant in a safe and efficient manner. Thus,
plant performance is a good indicator of the training effectiveness. Easy and no problem
operation of NPP always corroborates the high effectiveness of training process at all points.
This fact is full corresponding with top position of NPP Dukovany (Czech Republic) among of
other operated WER type plants to nowadays.

Purpose of the executed evaluations is always to obtain information about weak parts of
training programmes. Knowledge of weakness is needed for revisions and improvements of
certain parts of the training programme. The results of evaluation are used to confirm, improve
or modify the training programmes and training process.

Evaluation of the training process effectiveness begins practically already on the trainees
level hi the implementation phase of training. But the demonstration of an expert professional
level is always the basic recognizing domain of the real technical knowledge and skills. The
professional efficiency level of training program me graduates - new workers - is the best
measure of the training process effectiveness.
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Evaluation of training programmes is one of key moments from the total evaluating
process of training effectiveness. In the framework of the joint-stock company CEZ is given a
great attention to the elaboration of evaluation training programmes methodology in form of
company standard in the last time. The present status of this work is not yet closed - the
precision and possibilities of method are discussed.

2.2 EXAMPLES OF EVALUATION

In NPP Dukovany was used the evaluation methodology recommended by SONS5 in
Document BN 01.1 "Instruction for professional preparation and training personnel for
performance on job positions (functions) in nuclear facilities in Czech Republic". Table below
presents a short information about milestones and results of used procedure.

TABLE H. USING OF INDICATORS FOR EVALUATION

year

name of indicator

support of management

plant operation

efficiency after training

emergency plan

basic training

periodical training

participation in training

actuality of training

weight of training

1994

green

39,6

35,6

26,7

31,7

47,5

28,7

19,8

9,9

36,6

yellow

54,5

53,5

52,5

48,5

45,5

56,4

67,3

74,3

51,5

red

2,0

2,0

4,0

9,9

2,0

7,9

2,0

4,0

4,0

non

4,0

8,9

16,8

9,9

5,0

6,9

10,9

11,9

7,9

1995

green

46,5

35,6

29,7

33,7

50,5

29,7

26,7

16,8

35,6

yellow

51,5

53,5

49,5

48,5

44,6

60,4

60,4

67,3

56,4

red

0,0

2,0

4,0

7,9

0,0

4,0

2,0

4,0

0,0

non

2,0

8,9

16,8

9,9

5,0

5,9

10,9

11,9

7,9

Selection of respondents who evaluate training process is the first phase - in NPP
Dukovany 108 managers of plant departments from all levels were selected. On the basis of
their linkage to plant performance, to each respondent group was assigned so called "weight" -
it presents the second phase. The highest weight was "3" and has been given to operating
licensed personnel and top management, middle weight "2" was chosen for technical and
maintenance personnel, at least the lowest weight "1" to the other personnel. Third phase -
definition of indicators was used without changes, in the same form as it has been presented in
Document BN 01.1.

In CEZ project of Company evaluation standard certain characteristic areas of the
evaluation were defined for the purpose of the evaluating precision. There are presented that
characteristic areas considered to use for the evaluation of the training programmes in next
Table HI. Fulfilling of Evaluating List A is the first phase of evaluation.

5 SONS - State Ofice for Nuclear Safety (Czech regulatory body)
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TABLE m. EVALUATING LIST EXAMPLE (RESPONDENT COMPLETES)
F.vnhinfinv Livf A

Name of respondents

Job position

evaluated area

level of special knowledge, KSA

orientation on workplace

work independence

work organisation

communication ability

bearing to documentation

using of PC

radiation safety

safety and health protection

nuclear safety

safety culture

internal linkage in TP

actuality ofTPandSM

respondents type green yellow red non

Note: KSA = knowledge, skills and attitudes, TP - training programme, SM = study material

Level categories of evaluating indicators are again differentiated by colours with
meanings mentioned below.

* GREEN
suitable conditions for work or acceptable reached results in the indicator area
* YELLOW

suitable conditions for work or acceptable reached results in the indicator area but
some partial imperfections exist

* RED
conditions for work or reached results in the indicator area are not acceptable

Evaluation of training programmes is performed by respondents from different job areas.
That is why to need take this fact into consideration by means of three evaluating categories.
Each category has appended its evaluating weight - the highest weight (3) belongs to third
category, middle weight (2) is for second category and the lowest weight (1) belongs to the
first category.
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TABLE IV.

type of respondents - A, B, C

category / weight specification

first /1 A-type: managers of plant departments without direct impact on NFO
and maintenance cohering of NFO
B-type: managers of plant departments non-ensuring the radiation
control without direct impact on NFO and maintenance cohering of
NFO
C-type: managers of plant departments non-ensuring safety/health
control and protection without direct impact on NFO and maintenance
cohering of NFO

second / 2 A-type: managers of plant departments with indirect impact on NFO
and with direct impact on maintenance cohering with NFO
B-type: managers of plant departments non-ensuring the radiation
control with indirect impact on NFO and with direct impact on
maintenance cohering with NFO
C-type: managers of plant departments non-ensuring safety/health
control and protection with indirect impact on NFO and with direct
impact on maintenance cohering with NFO

third/3 A-type: managers of plant departments with direct impact on NFO
B-type: managers of plant departments ensuring the radiation control
and plant departments with direct impact on NFO

C-type: managers of plant departments ensuring safety/health control
and protection and plant departments with direct impact on NFO

Note : NFO = nuclear facility operation

Also three types of respondents are defined - type A, B, C. These types are selected on
the basis of respondent job relations to the areas of operation, radiation protection and
safety/health protection. The short description of a professional position with an assumed
influence is shown in TABLE IV.
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On the basis of data in Evaluating List A are executed data for Evaluating List B - see an
example in TABLE V. It is the second phase of evaluation process.

TABLE V. EVALUATING LIST EXAMPLE (TO BE COMPLETED BY PERSON WHO
ORDERS EVALUATION)
F.vnlnnfiYXr f.isf 7?

area

evaluated area

cateeorv

1

2

3

evaluating number

(number of evaluating persons)
multiplied by its (weight)

green

... xl =

. . .x2 =

... x3 =

2i

yellow

... xl =

... x2 =

... x3 =

£2

red

... xl =

... x2 =

... x3 =

23

non

Ei + £2 + £3 = 100%

green yell. % red %
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In the third phase the resulting data of Evaluating List B are compared with criteria of
Evaluating List C. In accordance of the acquired results will be carried out corrections for
improvement found situation. In the TABLE VI. is example of projected criteria.

TABLE VI. EVALUATING LIST EXAMPLE (CRITERIA OF CORRECTION START)
Evaluating List C
Criteria for starting of corrections for improvement

1. SATISFACTORY STATE
training programmes are able to ensure a preparation of employees on the

needed/requested level in evaluated area
* green indicator evaluating number > 40 and simultaneously

red indicator evaluating number < 20
carry out only a planned revision of the training programmes in accordance with
SONS requirements in regular term for approving of training programmes

2. ACCEPTABLE STATE
training programmes are able to ensure a preparation of employees in the limited
scope but on the acceptable level in evaluated area
* green indicator evaluating number > 40 and simultaneously

red indicator evaluating number > 20 but < 30
* green indicator evaluating number > 25 but < 40 and simultaneously

red indicator evaluating number < 20
start analysis of this state and extraordinary revision of the training programmes no
later than three months after the evaluation, in accordance -with SONS requirements
extraordinary approving of training programmes

3. UNACCEPTABLE STATE
training programmes do not ensure a preparation of employees on the acceptable
level in evaluated area
* red indicator evaluating number > 30
* green indicator evaluating number > 25 but < 40 and simultaneously

red indicator evaluating number > 20
start immediately analysis of this unacceptable state and extraordinary revision of
the training programmes, in accordance -with SONS requirements extraordinary
approving of training programmes
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Appendix

ANALYSIS OF THE MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
AS IMPLEMENTED AT NTC BRNO

The maintenance personnel of NPP have been receiving the training at NTC Brno since
1980. In the course of the general professional preparation development and gradual
improvement, the maintenance personnel training profile has been shaped to focus more
distinctly on and in closer relation to the topics of the maintenance itself. The knowledge of
the maintenance topics thus proved to constitute the predominant portion. Importance of the
skills and habits acquired through practical training - study stays at power plants, with
equipment manufacturers, etc., was laid stress upon.

Following research project has been dealt with in March 1990:

1. EDUCATIONAL PROJECT FOR IMPROVED PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF
MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL FOR WER 440 NPP AND WER 1000 NPP FOR

BLUE COLLARS AND SECONDARY-EDUCATED PERSONNEL

• The general method to acquire information on the training objective content consisted in
interviewing the executives of the specialisation in question.

• The comments recorded concerned the reinforcement of both the content and the extent of
the practical training with emphasis on the training of skills and promoting the importance
of the nuclear power plant maintenance personnel for the nuclear safety and the operation
safety.

• The subject matter of the professional training is the result of interaction between the
following issues:

• what the worker is doing according to his job specification,
• what the worker has to know and be in command of to perform this job,
• what he has to learn,
• the way he shall learn it,

In October 1990, the following research was conducted:

2. ELABORATION AND VERIFICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY TO
ANALYSE THE MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

AND SET OUT THEIR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
(FOR THE POSITION OF A TURBINE REPAIR MAN)

2.1. METHODOLOGY

The aim of the methodology consisted in identifying the basic amount of knowledge,
skills and habits for the job of a machine maintenance man, in the fields of both the theoretical
and practical training.

Following outputs served to document the methodology verification:
• inclusion of the position in question into the nuclear power plant organization chart
• breakdown of general operations and their characteristics
• breakdown of the documentation used, usage frequency, importance of the documentation

in relation to the operation concerned, pertinent information sources
• breakdown of basic instruments and fixtures to be used when performing the job
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• collecting data on the general operations performed in the framework of the job in question,
evaluation thereof by 3 to 4 performers of mis job and 1 to 2 foremen, who are managing
the former ones

• summarising the knowledge acquired on the job based on data collected
• evaluation of theoretical and practical training syllabuses currently in force, their content

from the viewpoint of application of knowledge, skills and habits to the performance of the
job

• definition of supplements to add, or, if the case may be, reduction in the content or extent
of the training program.

Data collection techniques:
• controlled questionnaire
• controlled interview
• analysis of documents relevant for the position and its spheres of activity
• analysis of the theoretical and practical training content, from the viewpoint of the

knowledge, skills and habits required to perform the job

2.2. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

2.2.1. Position identification from the nuclear power plant organization chart viewpoint

• data was collected from employees performing the job of a turbine repairman

2.2.2. Study and analysis of the documentation related to the operations included in the
position

Following documents, related to the operation and spheres of activity of the position hi
question, have been studied to get better orientation:
• flow sheets of the installations to be repaired
• selected work sheets, assigned to the turbine repair crew
• turbine repair crew job description
• nuclear power plant (Dukovany) organization chart

2.2.3. Observation and interviewing the job performers and their direct superiors

The interviews covered following topics:
• the content of the activities to perform in the framework of the occupied on systems and

equipment
• documents used for this work
• tools, instruments and fixtures needed to perform the job

The method of observation has not been applied, as the turbine maintenance or repair is
carried out during the shut-down period. The research was not carried out during the turbine
shut down. Controlled interviews took place with 4 position performers ranked in different
qualification classes (2 employees in qualification classes 5 and 6, 2 employees in qualification
classes 8 and 9) and one foreman-in-chief.

A schedule was used to find out what importance the position performers attribute to their
own operation of systems and pieces of equipment. The criteria, which were made more
specific during the interviews are listed in a table.
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/. System and equipment related activity evaluation criteria
A) Activity frequency
• activity is performed frequently more than once a month rating - V
• activity is performed less frequently more than once a year rating - S
• activity is performed rarely less than once a year rating - N

B) Activity criticality
• activity showing serious potential consequences,

nuclear safety and work safety hazard rating - V
• faulty steps result in system operation deviation rating - S
• faulty steps result in a slight deviation in the system operation rating - N

C) Difficulty from the training viewpoint
• the worker is not able to master the activity by himself,

a specialist must teach him rating - V
• the worker can master the activity by himself,

however slowly and inefficiently rating - S
• the worker can master the activity by himself, being merely instructed rating - N

D) Activity history - assessment of the level of activities already performed at NPP
• faulty performance due to the worker's mistake -

adverse effect on operation and nuclear safety rating - V
• faulty p erformance resulted in p artially

increased susceptibility to failure rating - S
• no failure results from human factor rating - N

E) Similarity to another activity - risk of mistaking one activity for another and faulty
performance
• high similarity to another activity, confusion possible rating - V
• similarity to another activity in partial steps only rating - S
• atypical activity, can hardly be mistaken for another one rating - N

2. Status of system (piece of equipment) under repair
• in operation
• during an unplanned shut-down
• during a planned shut-down

3. Documentation used for the repair
• operation manual
• repair instruction
• work sheets
• sundries

4. Tools, instruments and fixtures used for the repair
The number of the respective tools, instruments and fixtures, corresponding to the list, is
involved in the table.

5. Knowledge the activity performer should have of the system/piece of equipment
• the performer must identify basic concepts and
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terms in order to perform his job rating - A
• the performer must be able to discuss the procedure and

understand the principles rating - B
• the performer must be able to apply the facts and

concepts he has knowledge of rating - C
• the performer must be able to evaluate independently rating - D

6. Performance level the activity performer should exhibit
• the worker can prep are his work environment in dependency rating-A
• the worker can do the work independently however under direction rating - B
• the worker can do the work independently,

following a specified procedure rating - C
• the worker can do the work independently and smartly,

without prior knowledge of the procedure rating - D
• the worker can manage the procedures and
methods to carry out operations, checks and evaluates work quality rating - E

7. Are the knowledge, skills and habits, which are necessary for the position performance,
included in the training program theoretical background?
• yes, exhaustively
• yes, however partially
• yes, however for information only
• no

7a. Completion of the training program (items only)

8. Are the knowledge, skills and habits, -which are necessary for the position performance,
included in the training program practical exercises?
• yes, exhaustively
• yes, however partially
• yes, however for information only
• no

8a. Completion of the training program practical exercises (items only)

2.2A. Establishment of the list of basic activities included in the position, sectioning the
activities by systems and pieces of equipment the worker is operating

The basic activities of a position have been summarised in the table supplement, in which
a more detailed division is shown for systems and pieces of equipment

2.2.5. Establishment of the list of basic documents the position performer is working
with, their evaluation from the viewpoint of frequency, importance and reference
information sources

The list of documents used to perform the position has been given in the table
supplement.
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2.2.6. Establishment of the list of tools, instruments, fixtures, etc., the worker is using to
per form Ms job

The list of tools, instruments and fixtures used has been given in the Appendix. The list
includes only basic tools, instruments and fixtures of a more complicated design, whose
operation the workers should get acquainted with during the practical training. The interviews
show that model devices for practical training are badly missing.

2.2.7. Data collection using the "Job related operation of systems and equipment
schedule"

The schedule - questionnaire is to be completed content-specifically and the different
activities are to be evaluated based on the criteria setting. The completed schedules include
following responses:
• 2 turbine repair man - qualification class, 5 and 6
• 2 turbine repair man - qualification class, 8 and 9
• 1 foreman-in-chief

2.2.8. Summary of knowledge acquired from a five-schedule set, information
generalization

The summarisation of the knowledge acquired resulted in following generalized facts:
• activity frequency - higher qualification classes are performing mode demanding activities

more frequently
• activity criticality - the reason for the V - rating is the potential to affect the equipment

op er ability
• activity difficulty - as a rule, lower qualification classes rate the work as more difficult
• activity history - no generalization was needed
• activity similarity - no generalization was needed
• status of system or equipment during repair - repairs of equipment in operation are carried

out exceptionally only, the training should lay stress on the equipment design and delimit
the operation modes

• documentation number - the documentation is reduced to flow sheets and drawings
• numbers of tools, instruments, fixtures used - the application is as a rule identical, the

worker has no possibility to get acquainted with the tools, instruments and fixtures in
advance - creation of fixture models

• level of knowledge - higher qualification classes include a whole range of the knowledge
level

• performance level - during the training it can be acquired theoretically only, its confirmation
can be required in higher-class qualification examinations

• are the knowledge, skills and habits included hi the training program? - all informants agree
on the information needed being for tihe most part included in the training program.
However, tihere is a problem with the information level of detail. The information is quite
extensive, however, in view of the job performance requirements it is rather outlined and
general. The workers performing the turbine repair job must know the different parts of the
steam turbine exactly and in detail.

The summarisation of the responses results hi following conclusions:
• the current theoretical and practical training is preparing the staff to reach basically the level

of the branch - in this particular case, machinery maintenance
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• the practice requires further training specialization oriented towards the particular job and
the job related activities

• the training must be individual-specific in both the theoretical background and, particularly,
in the practical training

• individual consultations must be implemented for tie theoretical preparation, including the
solution of simulation problems in individual mode; the self-study should be extended

• in the practical training., the portion of individual operation of different pieces of equipment
should be extended

2.2.9. Training program contents analysis in relationship to the results gained by the
data collection and included in the summarisation

The analysis of the theoretical and practical elements of the training program results in
following proposal to correct the subject matter contents and scope:
• the contents of the theoretical and, particularly, the practical part of the training must focus

more closely just to the piece of equipment whose maintenance is carried out be the
workers receiving the training

• the general theoretical background training can be implemented jointly for mechanical,
electrical, I&C and construction maintenance professions

• the contents of the training should be divided into self-contained sections - modules

2.2.10. Completion or reduction of the training program contents, outline proposal for
modifications

For the turbine repair man job, the training program has been amended as follows:

Module No. 1: Theoretical training -4 weeks
Stay in the NPP - 1 week

Module No.2: Theoretical training - 2 weeks
Stay in the NPP - 4 weeks

Concluding Module: Preparation for exam - 3 days
Certificate exam - 2 days

2.3. CONCLUSION

• The subject matter contents, necessary for the turbine repair man job, acquired through the
methodology, was not in contradiction with the current train ing program. This fact can be
understood to confirm the validity of the information gained from the methodology.

• An integral picture of the requirements the position has for knowledge, skills and habits,
can only be acquired by interviewing a mixed group of informants, in which both lower-
qualification and higher-qualification class workers and foremen are represented. Their
responses supplement each other and thus gained knowledge can be generalized better and
more exactly.

• The research results show that not only the personnel general training being carried out in
the training centres, but also a professionally specialized training and preparation for
certification examinations must be paid due attention. It follows that the methodology and
its applications have a wider radius than supposed initially.

• The main requirement, resulting from the research, is that the training should get closer to
the particular positions. This requirement can be solved by re-grouping the general training
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syllabuses in such a way that the general background related to all NPP areas remains
conserved, whereas the profession-related - specialized knowledge, skills and habits is
promoted.
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Abstract

The Maintenance Proficiency Evaluation Test Bank (MPETB) is an Electric Power
Research Institute- (EPRJ-) operated, utility-sponsored means of developing, maintaining, and
disseminating secure, high-quality written and performance maintenance proficiency tests.
EPRTs charter is to ensure that all tests and test items that go into the Test Bank have been
validated, screened for reliability, and evaluated to high standards of psychometric excellence.
Proficiency tests of maintenance personnel.(mechanics, electricians, and instrumentation and
control [I&C] technicians) are most often used to determine if an experienced employee is
capable of performing maintenance tasks without further training. Such tests provide objective
evidence for decisions to exempt an employee from what, for the employee, is unnecessary
training. This leads to considerable savings in training costs and increased productivity because
supervisors can assign personnel to tasks at which their competence is proven. The ultimate
objective of proficiency evaluation is to ensure that qualified maintenance personnel are
available to meet the maintenance requirements of the plant Numerous task-specific MPE tests
(both written and performance) have been developed and validated using the EPRI MPE
methodology by the utilities participating in the MPETB project A task-specific MPE consists of
a multiple-choice written examination and a multi-step performance evaluation that can be used
to assess an individual's present knowledge and skill level for a given maintenance task. The
MPETB contains MPEs and test items for the mechanical, electrical, and I&C classifications that
are readily available to participating utilities. Presently, utilities are placing emphasis on
developing MPEs to evaluate outage-related maintenance tasks that demonstrate the competency
and qualifications of plant and contractor personnel before the start of outage work. Utilities are
also using the MPE methodology and process to identify retraining and initial training needs as
part of their accredited training programs. Identification of the present knowledge and skills of a
potential new hire or transferee has proven to be very cost effective for some utilities. Utilities
participating in the MPETB project have experienced substantial O&M cost savings through the
application of MPE methodology and access to the test item data bank. One utility used MPEs
for rigging during one of their outages and realized a cost savings of $227,500. Others have
experienced similar savings on other maintenance tasks.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent changes in the electric power industry have increased the need to improve
performance, shorten plant outages, reduce unnecessary rework and improve maintenance. Over
the last 10 years, organizations such as INPO and the US NRC have reviewed many factors
which can lead to operations and reliability improvements. One of the areas that has received a
significant amount of attention has been training. Almost all nuclear utilities have training
facilities accredited by INPO. A number of utilities have centralized their training activities for
all facets of then- organization.

However, with the increased emphasis to reduce operations and maintenance costs,
utilities can no longer afford to provide blanket training on an annual basis to all their workers,
and contractors. As a result of the industry downsizing trends, many utilities are using more
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contractors. Additionally, with the effects of current and pending deregulation of the industry,
many utilities are reluctant to invest significant amounts of time and resources in training new
personnel and are demanding qualified personnel to perform specific tasks.

Proficiency tests of maintenance personnel (mechanics, electricians, and I&C) are most
often used to determine if an experienced employee is capable of performing maintenance tasks
without additional training. Tests, of this nature, provide documented evidence for
administrative decisions to exempt an employee from unnecessary training. Considerable
savings in training costs and increased productivity can be achieved, because supervisors can
assign personnel to tasks for which their competence is known. The ultimate objective of the
proficiency evaluation is to assure that qualified maintenance personnel are available to meet the
maintenance requirements of the plant.

2. EPRI RESEARCH

EPRI through its Nuclear Power Group initiated a research and development project to
develop and pilot test a reliable proficiency evaluation process for application to maintenance
tasks. The objective of the R&D project was to provide a resource for maintenance and training
manager who are developing and applying proficiency evaluation tools.

A team of researchers from Anacapa Sciences, Inc. evaluated the needs of the industry
and reviewed current practices to determine the best approach. It was determined that a
standardized proficiency evaluation system would be impractical because of wide variations in
plant equipment, designs and management. The project team decided to develop a guidelines
document which would aid hi the development of proficiency tests.

Based upon this conclusion the research team surveyed proficiency evaluation practices
at six nuclear plant and other non generating industries and organizations. From this data they
selected a set of best practices for proficiency evaluation test development which would provide
a consistently valid and reliable test. The Results of the research project were summarized in the
EPRI final report NP-5710 Handbook for Evaluating the Proficiency of Maintenance Personnel
in March of 1988 which serves as the basis for EPRI's Maintenance Proficiency Evaluation
(MPE) methodology.

The MPE Methodology answers the following three basic questions:

• DO THEY HA VE THE KNOWLEDGE?

• DO THEY HA VE THE SKILLS

• CAN THEY DO THE JOB?

3. MPE METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW

MPE's, are task-specific tests designed to demonstrate that an individual is qualified to
perform a given task, in the plant. Each MPE covers a particular piece of equipment (e.g.
Kerotest valve) or class of equipment (e.g., centrifugal pumps), and consists of two parts: 1) a
40-item, multiple-choice written test, and 2) a 2-3 hour performance test. The performance test
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contains a combination of hands-on and discussion items. The examinee demonstrates his or her
knowledge and skills of the task by using spare equipment or equipment that has been isolated
from the operational system.

Each MPE test includes a set of self-contained testing instructions, equipment and set-up
requirements, and scoring requirements and expectations which ensure that reliable and valid test
scores are obtained. It is necessary that a task-qualified "journeyman," supervisor, or trainer be
available to serve as a test administrator, although expertise demands are much less for the
written test. MPE tests should be administered hi a semi-controlled environment, such as a
training laboratory, in which the administrator and examinee can work relatively free from
distractions. The written part of the MPE test can be administered in a group setting, however
space and equipment limitations usually dictate that the performance test be administered one-
on-one. MPEs can be written at varying levels of difficulty, so the examinee can range from
trainees, experienced new hires, journeymen, or supervisory-level personnel.

The particular uses of the MPE will depend on the plant's requirements for proficiency
testing. To date, the primary uses of MPEs have included demonstrating task qualification,
making hiring decisions for contractors or new personnel, and making placement decisions
concerning refresher, remedial, or class room training for experienced plant personnel. This
latter decision might occur when an experienced craftsman, recently hired from another plant, is
being evaluated. Since MPEs typically last an average of 3-5 hours (written+performance tests),
it is more time and cost-effective to demonstrate an individual's competence with the MPE than
to put them into a longer on-the-job or formal classroom training setting. However, MPEs are
not a substitute for formal initial training. Rather, the MPEs are intended to unburden the
training department by serving as a formal way to document and justify waiving the training
requirements for experienced and competent personnel on a task-specific basis.

Typical applications of MPE's by utilities include:

• Pin Point Re-Training Needs
• Identify Initial Training Requirements
• Evaluate Contractor Capabilities
• Verify Provisionally Qualified Personnel

4. MPE FEATURES

A four-item, multiple choice test format is recommended for the written part of the MPE.
It is preferred over such alternatives as short answer, true-false, fill-in-the-blank, matching, or
essay. Initially, multiple choice tests require more time and effort to create than the other
formats. But once developed, they are easier to administer, score, and archive, and offer greater
reliability and validity.

The MPEs are designed to employ simple language, plant-specific vocabulary, and
unambiguous distracters, with minimal emphasis on theoretical, academic knowledge. The
written test is intended to be acceptable to craftsmen, hi which graphics, component
identification, functional knowledge, and symptom-diagnosis types of items are used
extensively. As such, the written test, if properly constructed, should allow examinee's who
have not performed the task previously to fail, whereas personnel who have successfully
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performed the task previously, but perhaps in another plant or work environment, should pass.
Items are equally weighted to create a total score, with no correction applied for guessing.

Figure 1 shows two examples of written MPE test items. The top part of the figure
illustrates a practical test of hydrostatic test pressure, where the stimulus materials are taken from
a data sheet that might be found in a work package. The lower part of the figure contains an
equipment schematic (specifically, a safety/relief valve), often used hi procedures, in which the
examinee must identify a numbered component. As can be seen, each stimulus figure might
refer to several test items. Because the written MPEs are highly reliable and valid, they are
often used as a screening device, in which examinee's who fail to pass the written test are
not given the performance test. This makes the MPEs even more efficient in terms of time and
test administration resources.
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Valve No. JMR 8555-12 MO No.CCNP-12234
.Design Set Pressure/Tolerance 425+/-2S psig
Cold Differential Test Pressure (CDTP) 500+/-25 psig
Maximum Allowable Pressure for Test ???? psig
a. For set pressure <250 psig, use (CDTPxl.l+ tolerance)
b. For set pressure >250 psig, use (CDTPxl .05+ tolerance)

Relief Valve Lift Date:
500 psig
525 psig
520 psig

515 psig
Test Results: Satisfactory ????
Leak Tested at: ???? psig

First Lift:
Second Lift:
Third Lift:
Average:

Unsatisfactory ????

Figure 3 Hypothetical results from hydrostatic testing

o

0
©

Questions 35-37 Refer to Figure 3

35. The maximum allowable
pressure for this test would be:

a. 475 psig
b. 515 psig
c. 525 psig
d. 550 psig

36. Based on the results of the list of data, what
would you conclude:

a. Test result is satisfactory
b. Test result is unsatisfactory
c. Test is inconclusive
d. Retest is needed

37. If the lift was successful, at
what pressure would you test for

seat leakage?

a. 450 psig
b. 475 psig
c. 500 psig
d. 525 psig

38. The disc is identified by what number in Figure
4?

a. 11
b. 12
c. 13
d. 14

39. The nozzle is identified by what number in
Figure 4?

a. 11
b. 13
c. 14
d. 15

40. The adjusting bolt is identified by what number
in Fig. 4?

a. 11
b. 13
c. 16
d.17

Figure 4

Figure 1

Example Test Items from A Written MPE
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The performance MPE is a unique blend of hands-on items interspersed with discussion items to
keep total test length under 3 hours. In this way, the MPE takes significantly less time than that
required to perform the entire task either in the plant or in an OJT environment. Test items are
task steps that have been identified during test development from procedures, vendor manuals,
lesson plans, laboratory guidebooks, or other documents that describe equipment maintenance
and operation. Interviews with subject matter experts (SMEs) are also used to generate test
items. Task steps suitable for administration in a discussion format are identified using the
criteria shown in Table I.

Table I
Criteria for Administrating a Task Step as a Discussion Item

CRITERION
Task step takes too long to perform and/or
makes little contribution to overall task
proficiency
Task step is performed only under special
conditions
Incorrect performance could lead to injury
or damage
Task step involves cognitive activities not
directly observable
Need to assess implications of findings
out of specification

EXAMPLE
Remove upper half of a pump casing

Resetting valve relief pressure if out of
calibration
Valve bonnet removal under system
pressure
Inspection of components for damage

Shaft misalignment

Figure 2 shows an example page from a performance MPE. The first part contains transition
instructions that are to be read by the examiner to the examinee; this helps standardize testing
conditions and increases reliability of the scores. Each task step is designated as either a P
(performance) or a D (discussion) item. Discussion items are farther distinguished by using
italicized type, and are to be read, verbatim, by the examiner. Point values for each task step are
given in parentheses, with on-the-spot scoring criteria given hi the form of performance
standards or scoring rules. Cautions and other safety-related information are indicated in
the test in bold type.
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Transition
Instructions

Point Value

Safety Caution

Performance
Standard

Discussion Item

Scoring Rule

Performance Item

B. DISASSEMBLE THE PUMP; INSPECT AND MEASURE
PUMP INTERNALS

Now I want you to disassemble the pump. As you do so,
inspect the pump's internal parts, and take any measurements
required. Tell me what you are looking for, and what you are
measuring and why.

_ (4) P5. Remove the back pull-out assembly.
a. matchmark casing to adapter
b. loosen capscrews in crisscross pattern:
Caution: Ensure that the pressure is relieved before removing

capscrews
c. jackscrews may be used, if available; capscrews may be used as

jackscrews, if necessary.
d. remove capscrews and assembly

_ (6) P/D6. Inspect the casing internally and tell me what you are
looking for. What would you normally do with the casing, after
you had completed your inspection?
a. look for erosion, corrosion, cavitation, any abnormal wear
b. inspect gasket surface, bolt holes, etc., for damage
c. after inspection, mic the casing wearing ring
d. after inspection, cover the opening to exclude foreign material

(3) D7. What would you do if the pump has an oil reservoir?
a. drain oil from bearing housing

(5) D8. What is the direction of rotation of the impeller? How many
stages does this pump have? Is this pump single or double
suction?

a. must indicate the correct direction of rotation of the impeller; is
opposite to what you think, looking at the top of the vanes

b. this pump has one stage
c. this pump is a single suction pump
[answer all to pass]

(3) P9. Remove the Impeller
a. use strap wrench to hold shaft as impeller nut is removed.

(3) P10. Remove the endplate (backhead).
a. remove leakoff plug first

(3) D11. What method is used to seal the shaft on this pump ?
a. packing

Figure 2
Example Test Items from Performance MPE
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5. INDUSTRY REQUIREMENTS FOR PROFICIENCY VERIFICATION

The nuclear power industry's requirement for a formal proficiency testing process, as
represented by the MPE methodology, grew out of the 1989 Maintenance Action Plan produced
by the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO). This document was issued as a directive
"stimulus" to encourage utilities to identify a reliable method of demonstrating the maintenance
proficiency and competence of plant personnel to exempt them from formal training. Prior to
that directive, an all-too-common response had been to waive personnel from rigorous
proficiency testing or training.

Specifically, Attachment 2 of the Maintenance Action Plan stated that INPO's
accreditation and evaluation teams were finding:

"In many cases, personnel at utilities where the exemption program was based on a
less rigorous review do not meet the higher knowledge and skill levels achieved by
graduates of the training programs."

The action requested by INPO was that all utilities must:

"Verify, by April 1990, that individual incumbent maintenance personnel, who were
not trained and qualified using the accredited training program, do, in fact, posses the
requisite knowledge and skills."

Thus, informal waiving or "grandfathering" would no longer be an acceptable practice,
and would be grounds for loss of training program accreditation.

In determining whether the MPE methodology would be a legitimate method for
verifying proficiency, it was important that the tests be developed according to INPO-mandated
systematic guidelines. As covered in a number of TNPO governing documents (i.e., INPO 85-
006, INPO 85-038, INPO 86-018, INPO 86-029, INPO 88-002), this involved meeting
requirements in ten distinct areas as shown hi Table II.

Table II
Systematic Guidelines Requirements

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9
10

Selecting Tasks
Measuring Test Performance
Constructing Performance Test Items
Constructing the Performance Test Itself
Administering the Test
Selecting the Test Item Format
Specifying Test Administrator Qualifications
Documenting Test Results
Interpreting Test Scores
Documenting Test Relevance and Fairness
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Following a several-year review, INPO currently recognizes the MPE methodology as a
legitimate means of documenting the proficiency of plant maintenance personnel. This approval
is evident in INPO's document, ACAD 92-008, Guidelines for Training and Qualification of
Maintenance Personnel, in which several EPRI documents on the MPE process are cited as
reference materials for plant use. Specifically, ACAD 92-008 states:

"When the exemption process identifies training from which someone may be
exempted, the individual's knowledge and skills should be verified. EPRINP-5710,
Handbook for Evaluating the Proficiency of Maintenance Personnel; and EPRINP-
6697, Guidebook for Maintenance Proficiency Testing, provide specific guidance for
developing effective test instruments that may be used to measure the proficiency of
maintenance personnel"

6. VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

Task specific MPEs are developed by utilities using the EPRI MPE methodology.
Application of the methodology results in tests that are valid, reliable, and technically correct.
The MPETB project has developed operation guidelines which govern the inclusion of test items
and ensure their content validity.

Under the MPETB project, written MPE test items are developed in accordance with the
MPE guidelines to ensure that a high standard of test content validity is achieved. Specifically,
several key steps are implemented to meet the MPETB requirements.

1. The test developer works with a Subject Matter Expert
(SME) to develop or verify a complete set of learning
objectives for the subject task.

2. Each test item is associated with an objective and the
domain of the learning objective is adequately sampled by
the test items.

3. A SME reviews each test item to ensure its technical
accuracy and that it conforms to current plant practices
and standards.

Once these steps have been completed, the written test is administered to a sample group
of individuals. This group must include individuals from both ends of the skill level scale, that
is, at least one journeyman and one trainee. These two individuals provide the end points in the
test results. That is, if the MPE is constructed properly the journeyman should score high, and
conversely, the trainee should score low.

The MPE methodology provides a continuing review and verification of test items over
time. As the number of times a test has been administered increases, the test data on each test
item is collected and an item analysis is conducted for each test. An item analysis identifies
questions which are missed with a high degree of frequency and matches this information with
the profiles of the individuals who have taken the test. For example, if a question is missed 95%
of the time regardless of the individual's experience level, then this question is flagged for
review by the test developer and the SME. This process provides an ongoing review and
validation of the test items and an increase hi the confidence level is directly related to the
number of times the items is administered.
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7. CURRENT APPLICATIONS

Numerous task specific MPE Tests (written and performance) have been developed and
validated using the EPRI MPE methodology. The Maintenance Proficiency Evaluation Test
Bank (MPETB) and Contractor Qualification Registry (CQR) has been established as an EPRI-
operated, utility-sponsored means of capturing these MPEs and making them available to
subscribing utilities.

The MPETB provides the electric utility industry a mechanism for developing,
maintaining, and disseminating secure, high-quality written and performance maintenance
proficiency tests. EPRI's charter is to ensure that all tests and test items that go into the Test
Bank have been validated, screened for reliability, and evaluated to high standards of
psychometric excellence. Through continued contact with and feedback from participating
utilities, the MPETB and CQR will expand to encompass additional tasks in the mechanical,
electrical, I&C and other disciplines, such as, health physics, chemistry and others as needed.

The MPETB is a data base of validated and reliable task-specific written and
performance tests developed by participating utilities following the proven methodology
referenced hi the EPRI Guidelines. The data base, made available exclusively to utility
participants in this project, already contains a large population of task-specific written and
performance tests which can be readily administered to maintenance or contractor personnel.
Table III shows an example of the current MPETB test banks and task listing.

Table HI
Current MPETB Test Banks and Task Listing

Mechanical

Rigging
Scaffold Building
Valve Maintenance
AOV Maintenance
MOV Maintenance
Pump Maintenance
Snubbers
Insulation

Electrical

Breaker Maintenance
MOV Maintenance
Termination (EQ)
Test Equipment
Protective Relays
Penetrations
Soldering
Rigging & Scaffolding

I&C

Transmitter Calibration
AOV Positioners
Switches (P,T,L,F)
Tubing & Fittings
Termination (EQ)
Test Equipment
Soldering/Desolder

Other

Safety
Asbestos
FME
STAR
Tagging
Admin. Proc's
Health Physics
Chemistry

The CQR is a database containing names of contract and utility personnel who have successfully
passed one or more MPE task specific tests. The registry is populated as MPEs are administered to
contractor and utility personnel and their associated scores and documentation are forwarded to the
EPRI by the sponsoring utilities. The registry may be accessed by participating utilities to determine the
proficiency of an individual for a given task and used to exempt personnel from pre-outage training, for
roving maintenance teams or sharing of personnel between various sites. This product is designed to
provide the necessary information plant outage and maintenance planners need to assure only proficient
and qualified personnel are assigned to perform important plant maintenance tasks.

Both the MPETB and CQR are accessible on-line through a dedicated modem connection or
EPRIWeb internet which allows for test construction, review and downloading. Additionally,
participating utilities can also request tests directly from the EPRI staff. Only EPRI MPE-trained and
authorized (secured password) individuals have access to the test bank.
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8. FUTURE APPLICATIONS

EPRI staff are working with utility and industry organizations to expand the application and
adapt the use of the MPE methodology. Currently the MPE methodology has been adapted for use in
the evaluation of plant procedures to aid in the identification of weak procedures and guide their
improvement. Another applications include integration into outage planning activities. This application
takes a MPE from a task specific application to a more general task for example Fisher Control Valves
to Control Valves. This allows the outage planner to better allocate resources in accordance with the
outage planning process. The use of the methodology is also being considered as part of the Nuclear
Mechanic Apprenticeship program. The MPETB and CQR programs are being offered to Fossil plants
allowing them to benefit from the existing database and apply the methodology to fossil specific tasks.

On-line access to the MPETB and CQR is currently being enhanced to migrate from a DOS
based system to a Windows environment using software from Logic Extension Research (LXR), Corp.

9. SUMMARY

The MPE methodology has been proven to provide a reliable and valid process for evaluating
personnel proficiency in a cost effective manner. Cost savings have been achieved by elimination of
unnecessary training, identifying training needs and ensuring qualified personnel are assigned to plant
maintenance tasks. Documented savings of $227,000 from the application of MPE for rigging were
realized at one nuclear station for support of a planned outage. Other utilities are experiencing similar
savings.

Currently there are over 250 written and performance tests contained in the MPETB and several
hundred names in the CQR. At the end of 1998 48 nuclear plant sites have joined the program and are
actively using and contributing MPE's to the test bank and names to the registry.
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How It Started
EPRI Research Project
Based on Industry Identified Need
- Improve Productivity

• Reduce Maintenance Time
• Reduce Job Rework
• Reduce Costly Training

- Avoid Unnecessary Training
• Incumbent Utility Personnel
• Potential New Hires
• Outage Contractors

Objectives
The Terminal Objective Was:
- To Assure that Qualified Maintenance

Personnel Are Available to Meet the
Maintenance Requirements of the Plant

Do They Have the Knowledge?

Do They Have the Skills?

Can They Do the Job?
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MPE - How It Started - cont

THE EPRI MODEL
• Maintenance Qualification Driven by Proficiency

Evaluation

Job & Task
Qualification

Knowledge
Written

EPRI Guidance Documents

Handbook for Maintenance
Proficiency Evaluation
EPRI NP-5710

1986

Guidebook for Maintenance
Proficiency Testing
EPRI NP-6697

1988

Workbook for Maintenance
Proficiency Testing
EPRI TR-101981

1990
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Methodology Overview
Provides a Systematic Approach for
Implementing the Evaluation Program
Guides the Needs Analysis Process
- Who Should Be Evaluated?

• Mech., Elect., I&C, Chem., OPS, & Others
- What Should Be Evaluated?

• Maint. Tasks, Oper. Tasks, Training Results
- Why Should We Evaluate?

• Job Performance, Procedural Errors, Job
Placement, Competency, Training Needs,
Hiring Decisions, etc.

Methodology Overview (cont.)

Guides the Test Design & Development
Process
- Determines the Test Requirements

• Format - Common Format

• Length - 1/2 hr Written. 2-1/2 hr Performance

• Resources-Personnel, Equipment, Materials

• Administration - Location, Environment
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Methodology Overview (cont.)

Guides the Test Item Construction Process
- Constructing Written Test Items

• Stem - States the question to be answered

• Correct Response - Best alternative answer

• Distractors - Plausible but incorrect

- Establishing Difficulty Level
• Basic Knowledge - General walk around

• Function Knowledge - How the component works

• Component Identification - Spacial Recognition

• Symptom Diagnosis - Troubleshooting

Methodology Overview (cont.)
• Guides the Test Item Construction Process

(cont)
- Construct Performance Test Items

• Task Step - Analogous to the stem in a MC question
• Performance Standard - How the step is to be performed
• Task Caution - warnings of possible injury or damage
• Scoring Criteria - Pass or fail based on outcome of task

- Construct Discussion Test Items
• Question - Oral essay type question
• Response Key - Oral short answer or answers
• Scoring Rule - list of answer(s) that must be given to pass

10
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Methodology Overview (cont.)

Guides the Test Validation Process (cont.)
- Test Review & Refinement

• SMEs Review Completed Tests
• Resolve Discrepancies
• Conduct Pilot Tests
• Analyze the Test Results
• Input to Test Bank
• Ready to Use by Others

EPRI Maintenance Proficiency
Evaluation

Maintenance Proficiency Evaluation
Test Bank

(MPETB)

12
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MPETB
Numerous Utilities Expressed Interest in
Sharing Test Items
- Organized a Utility Advisory Committee

MPETB Concept
- Data Base of Task-Specific Written & Performance

Tests

MPETB Has Been Fully Automated
- On-Line -1-800 single users secure access
- Internet - EPRIweb secure access (1-1999)
- Over 300+ MPEs and 350+ names in CQR

13

Example MPE Test

Mechanical
M1 - Pumps
M2- Valves
M3 - Piping
M4 - Rotating Machinery
M5 - Rigging & Scaffolding
M6 - Special Tools
M7 - Filters & Strainers
M8 - Air Compressors
M9 - Bearings & Seal
M10 - Fundamentals

14

t&C
11 -Sensors
12 - Transformers
13 -Amplifiers & Converters
14 - Indicators
15 - Relays & Circuit Breakers
16 - Control Units & Actuators
17 - Test Equipment
18 - Core Tasks
19 - Communications 4 Admin

Banks

Electrical
El -Motors
E2 - Circuit Breakers/

Fuses/Disconnect
Switches

E3 - Batteries/Chargers
E4 - Control Circuitry
£5 - Transformers/
Insulators/Voltage
Regulators/Relays
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Test Bank Specifics
Example of Item in Bank

- Current Test File: E4-1520A
- Item Bank: 1003-E4 #1 MC

General Task: Control Circuitry
Task List No.: 4.7
Identifier Code: WB
Key Word: Raychem
Source: HL&P

Titled/Date: E4-1520 A/12-96

15

Test Bank Specifics - cont'd

Example of Item in Bank
Objective: State the requirements for cleaning cables, butt splices

and terminal lugs for installation of Raychem.

1. Prior to installing Raychem products on low
voltage (<600 volts) cables, prepare all areas
coming in contact with the Raychem products by:

*A.

B.

C.

D.
16

removing all grease and contaminants,

roughing up all surfaces and contaminants,
removing all shielding material.

All of the above. (Applying a Non-conductive coating)
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Test Bank Specifics - cont'd

Response Frequencies:

Last: A.54 B.O CO D.46 E.O
Overall: A.54 B.O CO D.46 E.O

Key to Response Frequencies

A. = Percentage of total group choosing A choice

B. = Percentage of total group choosing B choice
C. = Percentage of total group choosing C choice
D. = Percentage of total group choosing D choice

Test Bank Specifics - cont'd

Item Analysis
Last: N.13 C.54 H.100 L.O D.88

Overall: N.13 C54 H.100 L.O D.88

Key to Item Analysis
N. = Number of students taking the test item
C. = % of total group w/ correct responses
H. = % of Upper 27% w/correct responses
L. = % of Lower 27% w/correct responses
D. = Discrimination Index (>.30 is very good)
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EPRI Maintenance Proficiency
Evaluation

Contractor Qualification Registry

(CQR)

19

Contractor Qualification Registry
(CQR)

• MPE Expanded to include a Contractor
Qualification Registry
- Utilities Are Using the CQR Database to

Identify & Document Task Qualified &
Proficient Workers

- INPO (reference ACAD 92-008) Has
Accepted that Successfully Passing a Test
Developed by this Methodology Provides
a Basis for Exempting Workers from

— Costly Training —
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CQR (cont.)

Utilities Using the CQR Database Have
Benefited by:
- Reducing Their Outage Training Costs

• Past Practice Was to Train All Contractors
• Using the MPE Process, Only Those Proficient

Were Hired
- Support Outage Planning

• Industry Pool of Qualified Workers

21

CQR (cont.)

22

Information Contained in Registry
- Individual's Name
- Company / Organization
-SSN
- Actual MPE Test Score
- Task Description(s)
- Test Date
- Test ID Number(s)

On-Line Access Provided to Participants
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23

MPETB/CQR Participants
Nuclear

- Calvert Cliffs - Braidwood
- Duane Arnold - Byron
- Sesquehanna '- Dresden
- Perry - Lasalle
- Davis Besse - Quad Cities
- Limerick - Zion
- Peach Bottom - Crystal River
- San Onofre - Fitzpatric
- South Texas - Indian point 3
- Catawba - Browns Ferry
- McGuire - Watts Bar

MPETB/CQR Participants
Nuclear-Con't

- Galloway - Seabrook
- Harris - Salem
- DC Cook - Vermont Yamkee
- Indian Point 2 - Surry
- Prairie Island - North Anna
- Clinton - DC Cooper
- Montecello - Nine Mile Point
- Point Beach - FortCalhoun
- Palisades - Diablo Canyon
- WNP-2 - ComanchePeak
- Beaver Valley

——- Thrpp Milp Island M 46 Nuclear Sitco—
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MPETB/CQR Participants
Fossil

- Florida Power Slight • 10 Fossil Utilities
- Potomic Electric Power _ Represents over 70 units
- Allegheny Power
- Baltimore Gas & Electric
- Entergy
- Common wealth Edison
- Alliant Power
- SC Electric & Gas
- Carolina Power & light
- Salt River Project

25

EPRI Maintenance Proficiency Evaluation
Summary

A Valid and Reliable Process to Assess an
Individuals Present Knowledge and Skills
A Cost Effective Means to Identify Training
and Re-Training Needs

A Data Base of Valid and Reliable Tests and
Test Questions

A Registry of Task Qualified Individuals
A Industry Recognized and Well Accepted
Program ANY QUESTIONS
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ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER ACTIVITIES AT SOVIET-DESIGNED REACTORS

S. HABER & D. SHURBERG

Human Performance Analysis Corporation

New York, NY, USA

J.YODER

U.S. Department of Energy

Germantown, MD, USA

D. DRAPER

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

Richland, WA, USA

Abstract

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has been working with personnel
at Soviet-Designed Reactors (SDRs) to enhance management and operational safety by
upgrading many areas of plant operations to levels that meet established international
standards. Since 1992 this work has included activities related to training. The work initially
focussed on the establishment of nuclear training centers in Russia and Ukraine and the
transfer of U.S. training methodologies but has since expanded to include all Russian and
Ukrainian nuclear power stations and training centers as well as SDRs within other countries.
A key component to the work has been the determination of programmatic effectiveness. Of
specific interest has been the success of the transfer of U.S. training methodologies to SDRs
so the capability exists for independent expansion of training efforts. Of equal importance has
been the question of whether the training programs being developed are having the desired
impact on facility safety performance. "While progress has been made hi the evaluation of the
impact of training on facility safety performance, the question has not yet been fully answered.
The issue has been further confounded due to wide-ranging and concurrent changes being
made beyond training to many aspects of facility operations and maintenance. This paper
focuses on the selection of a strategy to upgrade and, as necessary, develop training programs
to assist in the improvement of SDR safety. Difficulties encountered in the development of
assessment strategies across all SDRs that are being worked with are discussed. In addition,
measures collected related to the success of the overall program efforts and data indicating the
success of the DOE efforts in the transfer and adoption by SDRs of an effective training
methodology are outlined.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has been conducting activities
related to improving the training of nuclear power plant (NPP) personnel at Soviet-designed
reactors (SDKs) since September 1992. These activities are part of the DOE's larger efforts
to reduce risks at SDKs by improving and upgrading many areas of plant operations to levels
that meet established international standards. The training activities were among the first
projects started, with the initial focus being on the development of national training centers
within both Russia and Ukraine. The work has since expanded to encompass training program
development activities at all Russian and Ukrainian NPPs and training centers as well as at
SDRs within other countries. Where possible, the U.S. has combined efforts with the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to conduct coordinated training development
activities. Most recently this has occurred in joint projects being conducted in both Armenia
and Lithuania.

2. THE PROBLEM

Training was selected as an area of focus because it was recognized that
the traditional training methodologies being employed at many SDRs were inadequate to meet
the challenges being faced. Specifically, on-the-job training through the use of mentoring and
self-study historically served as the primary means of tiaining new personnel. While this had
been an effective means of tiaining for many years, due to low turnover rates and generally
high experience levels, the breakup of the Soviet Union led to increased turnover rates making
this a much less effective means of training. In addition, few formal classes existed, largely
due to the generally high educational levels of workers upon entry into the plant. However the
education received by many of the workers was not focused on plant specific operational
issues and with the increased turnover levels encountered, mentoring became a less effective
means of providing plant specific ttaining. Therefore formal classes were needed. Curriculum
materials were scarce, limiting trainee ability to effectively engage in self-study. Because on-
the-job ttaining through mentoring was the primary technique used, the time to qualify for a
position varied across trainees and was largely dependent on the motivation of the trainee as
well as the abilities of the mentor (i.e., trainer). The quality of the mentor also influenced tie
quality of the training, and no effective means existed to ensure that individuals trained to
serve in the same position were in fact competent to some minimally prescribed set of
standards. While trainees had to pass examinations prior to assuming their positions in an
independent capacity, the examinations were primarily oral with large variation in the depth
and breadth of material covered. Question banks did exist at some plants and for some
positions, however the banks had not been validated to ensure they focused on critical
knowledges, skills or abilities. Finally, little if any formal program evaluation was conducted
that might allow for program improvement.

3. THE PROPOSED SOLUTION

The U.S. nuclear industry had had ample time following the 1979
accident at Three Mile Island to institute a training methodology that corrected for many of
the weaknesses that existed within the Former Soviet Union nuclear power training structure.
Specifically, a methodology commonly termed the Systematic Approach to Training (SAT)
had been instituted at a number of U.S. and foreign NPPs as well as across many other
industries. The SAT is an internationally recognized training methodology1 that provides a
standard framework for the establishment of qualification requirements and tiaining programs
based on the knowledge and abilities required to perform job tasks.
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3.1 THE SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO TRAINING

SAT consists of five phases which., when used together, provide a logical,
comprehensive, consistent, and iterative approach to the identification, development,
implementation, and evaluation of training needs and materials. The five phases are as
follows: analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation. SAT has been
described in great detail elsewhere.2'3 The following brief description of the phases of SAT is
offered to refresh the memory of the reader.

Analysis: In this phase, training needs and constraints are identified and
the job processes and personnel are described. Training requirements are
then specified based on the tasks identified.

Design: In this phase, the data obtained in the analysis phase is used to
specify the training curriculum and to establish a plan to guide the
development of training materials. In particular, learning objectives are
designed and examination items developed based upon the objectives
identified.

Development: In this phase, training materials are written based on
learning objectives developed in the design phase. Training materials
developed include lesson plans and all supporting material. Preparation
for course implementation also occurs.

Implementation: In this phase, the training program is presented and
teaching takes place in a structured and consistent manner using the
lesson plans developed during the development phase. Trainee mastery
of the learning objectives is tested and the results of the training are
documented.

Evaluation: During this phase, the effectiveness of the training efforts is
assessed. As necessary, data collected from this monitoring effort is used
to determine the need to update information from each phase as
appropriate.

3.2 THE BENEFITS OF SAT

The benefits of using SAT are numerous. Specifically, greater confidence
is gained in the quality and content of training programs developed because measurable
objectives have been established. Based on these measurable objectives, trainee performance
can be evaluated and documented and those responsible for training have a basis from which
they can measure and improve performance. In addition, increased cost savings occur because
the training content is based on those elements that require proper job performance.
Resources are more rationally allocated to training and unnecessary and/or redundant training
efforts are eliminated. Finally, using SAT ensures that training is provided in a consistent
manner for the skills and knowledge necessary to perform the job properly, as the skills and
knowledge are determined through systematic analysis.
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3.3 TRANSFERRING THE SAT TECHNOLOGY

The challenge of the training activities was not simply to assist our
counterparts working at SDKs in the development of training materials, but rather to instill an
entire philosophy regarding the importance and impact of training on safety performance. As
part of this plan, it was determined that for our efforts to make a meaningful impact, it was
necessary to transfer and institutionalize the SAT technology as opposed to simply developing
and transferring some key training programs. The reasons for this included the fact that
resources allocated to the project were limited. Thus, while some critical training programs
could be developed using those resources, it was equally important to ensure that our
counterparts at SDKs could continue SAT training development efforts independent of
external support.

To meet this goal, two primary objectives were established. The first
objective was to assist in the establishment of training centers, one each in Russia and Ukraine,
through the transfer of the SAT methodology and provision of basic and course-specific
equipment necessary to implement training program improvements. After this initial objective
was met, a second objective was to transfer the training technology, information, and courses
developed by the Balakovo and Khmelnytskyy plants in Russia and Ukraine, respectively to
other nuclear power plants within those countries, as well as to other countries with SDRs.
Additional details on the activities conducted to meet these objectives are presented elsewhere
4 and will not be discussed in this paper.

4. MEASURES OF PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS

As discussed earlier, the effectiveness of U.S. training activities at SDRs
can be examined from two perspectives. The first issue of interest is whether safety
performance has improved because of increased training program effectiveness. The second
issue of interest is the effectiveness of the transfer of the training technology methodology.
Both aspects of effectiveness will be examined.

4.1 TRAINING PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS EVALUTTON

Given the substantial resources, both human and financial, invested in
training program improvements by both the U.S. and our counterparts in countries with SDRs
since 1992, a logical question is whether these investments have yielded a net gain in facility
safety performance. In. 1959 and 1960, Donald Kiikpatrick published a series of four articles
devoted to the types of training program evaluation techniques available.5'6'7> 8 These four
articles have since been referred to in combination numerous times as the four levels of
training program evaluation. The four levels are:

Level 1: Reaction: A measure of how the trainees feel about the
training program they participated in. For example, do the trainees feel
the material was relevant to their jobs; do the trainees feel the trainer had
an adequate grasp of the content area; was the time allocated to the
training sufficient? This level is often assessed through the use of rating
scales.

Level 2: Learning: A measure of whether trainees' knowledge, skills,
or attitudes changed based on the training. This level is often assessed
through the use of written, oral, or performance testing.
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Level 3: Behavior: A measure of whether or not the training is
transferred to the job such that on-the-job performance changes. This
level is often assessed by asking supervisors to rate trainees' on-the-job
performance on variables of interest or collecting specific data on
behaviors while trainees are performing their jobs (e.g., number of
instances trainees are observed wearing safety glasses after taking a
course on safety).

Level 4: Results: A measure of whether the training impacted the final
results in the manner intended. This measure could be looked at, for
example, in terms of increased profits, lower costs, or improved overall
safety performance.

Of note here is the fact mat each level of evaluation produces different
types of information, all of which may be important in determining the effectiveness of a
training program. It is commonly believed that as one progresses from level one to level four,
the evaluation becomes more difficult and expensive to conduct. It is also generally believed
that information obtained at the higher levels is more meaningful than at the lower levels. This
is not to say that level one information is unimportant and should not be collected. If trainees
do not like a training program, that may impact how much they learn from that program and
whether it is transferred to on-the-job performance and whether it impacts the final results.
Likewise, if trainees like a training program, but do not learn anything from it, it is unlikely
that their on-the-job performance will change or that the bottom line results will be impacted.
If trainees like a program and learn the information they were intended to learn but do not
transfer that information to theii on-the-job performance because, for example, the job setting
does not support the newly learned behavior, then it is not likely that the bottom line results
will be impacted. One can see that all four levels yield information that is useful in determining
the effectiveness of a training program.

At this point, much of the U.S. work in the training area has focussed
evaluation efforts on levels one and two. In both of these areas, results suggest that the
training has been effective. Trainee ratings of programs conducted based on support provided
by the U.S. are typically high (in the range of 4 and 5 across a variety of questions on 5-point
scales with 5 indicating high satisfaction and 1 indicating low satisfaction). In addition, pre-
and post-framing tests are typically given to trainees. When pre- and post-training test results
are compared, indication is that the classroom training successfully raises the level of student
knowledge of the subject matter. As one example, in a pilot implementation of Control Room
Reactor Operator training program at the Khmelnytskyy Nuclear Power Plant in Ukraine, pre-
training test results on the subject matter to be taught in the course yielded a mean score of 64
percent correct among the three program participants. The post-training test result for the
same three participants was 91 percent correct.

Less emphasis has been put on evaluation at levels three and four. The
reasons for this are many and for level three include the fact that there has been limited
opportunity as part of the training program efforts to conduct the kind of long-term follow-up
studies of changes in on-the-job performance that are typically required to assess training
effectiveness at this level. Assessment of level four is even more troublesome, not only in the
training efforts at SDRs, but for many in the U.S. and elsewhere who attempt measurement at
this level. There is not always agreement of what bottom-line results training will or should
impact. And when safety performance is a variable of interest, the problem encountered
becomes one of low sample size such that the number of safety significant events are not
typically numerous enough for significant variations to be noted due to performance
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improvements based on training. In addition, some specific issues associated with the training
work conducted at SDKs have confounded assessment at this level. For example:

• Typical training program evaluation measures related to the final
results that are used in U.S. nuclear power plants and elsewhere have
not been readily available or consistently collected by the SDKs.

• Numerous ongoing activities being conducted by the U.S. and other
countries to upgrade operational performance at SDKs in a variety of
areas impact many of the same bottom line measures one might
expect improved training to impact.

While the issues cited above make evaluation at levels three and four
difficult they do not make it impossible. It is hoped that as our work continues at SDKs, we
will have access to additional data and means to assess the impact of improved training
programs on safety performance.

4.2 EFFECTIVENESS OF THE TRANSFER OF THE SAT METHODOLOGY

As noted earlier in this paper, program effectiveness evaluation efforts were focused
not only on the effectiveness of a particular training program, but also the effectiveness of the
transfer of the SAT teaming technology methodology to the SDR facilities. Results in this
area have indicated that the program has generally been a success, although areas for
improvement still exist. Some of the key indicators of program success include:

• Over 6000 plant personnel at SDR sites have participated in training
programs that were developed using the SAT methodology.

• Plant teaming center staff and resources allocated to training program
efforts have increased dramatically. As one example, the Khmemytskyy
NPP has increased its training center instructional staff from 3 to
approximately 30 personnel.

• Training center staffs have gained greater respect and recognition than
was traditionally accorded to individuals in their positions. The Balakovo
NPP recently promoted their training center head to a deputy station
manager position.

• U.S. training activities, initially focussed on two training centers, one
within Russia and one within Ukraine, have expanded to every training
center and NPP in Russia and Ukraine, as well as to other countries with
SDRs,

• Acceptance of the teaming methodology has been demonstrated by in-
country development of additional training programs using the SAT
methodology without additional support from the U.S.

• Both Russia and Ukraine have undertaken activities at high government
levels to develop national documents that focus on the use of the SAT
methodology to ensure successful teaming program development at the
NPP level.

Despite the overall success of the program as indicated by the results
described above, additional work is still needed at many of the SDR facilities to ensure that
SAT is successfully integrated into the operating philosophy of the facilities. The success of
the SAT activities at any single facility is often ensured or undermined by the level of plant
management commitment provided to the training organizations. Some facilities have
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provided top management support through active participation in training program activities
and efforts taken to understand the SAT process. These same SDKs often provide some of
their best facility personnel to support training activities. Other facilities have provided little
to no management support from any level of the organization and this has been reflected in the
training programs developed. The success of training activities at a facility is also influenced
by the personnel dedicated to the training development efforts and their familiarity and
experience with the SAT process. Some facilities have ensured a high degree of personnel
continuity over a number of training programs developed, while other facilities do not even
ensure the same individuals will work on a single program over the course of it's development.
For some facilities, a position in the training organization is considered to be a collateral duty.
In these facilities, individuals who work on training program development and implementation
also have other job duties within the organization that they are required to perform (e.g., a
maintenance trainer may also have a job within the maintenance department as a technician).
At other facilities, individuals have dedicated positions within the training organization with no
collateral job duty demands. A final example of facility differences that can impact training
involves the salary earned by an individual who works in the training organization. Some
facilities pay individuals in the training organization substantially lower than what they could
earn in an equivalent functional position in the plant Other facilities pay training organization
personnel a similar salary to that which they would earn in the plant. The difference in
philosophies between facilities toward the training function certainly impacts the success of the
training technology transfer efforts.

5. SUMMARY

The success of U.S. efforts to improve training program effectiveness at
SDR facilities through the transfer of the SAT methodology can be demonstrated by
evaluation efforts associated with the implementation of facility specific training programs. In
addition, an overall programmatic evaluation effort looking at the adoption of the SAT
methodology by the SDR facilities where this work has been conducted is also essential. It is
important to recognize that evaluation efforts, while difficult, are an essential ingredient to
effective training program development and maintenance. Evaluation efforts need to be
ongoing and updated as work continues using the SAT methodology. It is also important to
realize that essential information can be gained not only from successful programs, but also
from less successful SAT implementation efforts. It is only through the implementation of
regular and thoughtful evaluation processes that the work begun in the training areas at SDRs
can successfully continue. Despite the difficulties cited in this paper with regard to collecting
information for evaluation efforts, it is hoped that future work at SDRs can focus on new
means of collecting data relevant to the training evaluation process, particularly at evaluation
levels three and four. Such an effort would require close coordination with our counterparts
at SDRs and would include placing greater emphasis on the evaluation process, the
importance of evaluation on training program improvement, and the evaluation of training
effectiveness on plant operational safety.
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Russian Federation
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IAEA

Summary

Discussion provided below in the text and on the presentation transparencies is based on
hands-on experience of SAT projects' implementation which have been or being conducted in
several countries, and intended to develop or upgrade NPP personnel training.

We will "risk" to say that no comprehensive system, training system in particular, can
work without feedback. A powerful tool to establish a controllability of a training process is to
measure (using certain criteria) trainees' performance., training process, employees'
qualification, on-job human performance, overall plant performance, and then (using certain
algorithms) to provide feedback control to training and the whole organization with clear
understanding and grading whether we deal with training-related root causes or not. In this
way a training effectiveness may be considered as a feature that shows to what extent training
is producing a desired result (e.g. developing needed skills, knowledge and attitudes,
enhancing quality, safety and productivity, establishing cost-effective training, etc.).

In order to design a training system with the features of feedback control, the SAT
projects are implemented. In this respect SAT is more "systems" rather than "systematic"
approach. Obviously, the criteria to evaluate a training system should be established.

SAT implementation may be considered as a corrective action to fix the problems
associated with the deficiencies in personnel competence or ineffectiveness of training system.
But each corrective action or initiative related to a training system development should be
generated and justified through normal process of evaluation and systematic needs analysis.

The effectiveness of a training development project shall be evaluated against the overall
goal and specific objectives of a project. The ultimate overall goal of SAT project
implementation is to develop or upgrade NPP personnel training programmes and the whole
training system in order to provide reliable and effective NPP personnel training and
qualification. In reality, the objectives of SAT implementation at many NPPs have been more
specific and pragmatic, mostly derived from the features of SAT as a management tool. If we
will consider an "effective" project in meaning of producing a desired effect or influence, then
we ultimately need to clearly state what positive influence or impact on plant performance,
production, engineering, organization, business conduct, personnel qualification, or training
process quality do we expect from SAT project introduction. Criteria to evaluate SAT project
implementation should be established.

A set of methodological, technical and organizational measures should be taken in order
to successfully achieve the objectives of SAT project implementation, and therefore to
positively impact on personnel training and the whole organization. These measures include a
development of standards and criteria, use of job aids and procedures, training of personnel
involved, identification of the role of managers and development of their attitudes, etc.

The following examples and actual practices are discussed in the presentation:
systematic needs analysis, criteria to evaluate training system, specific objectives of SAT
projects, and examples of the criteria to evaluate SAT project.
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SAT Projects1 Effectfveness:
Managerial Aspects

A. Yu. Kazenrfov/VNIIAES (RF)
A, to. KQssUov/lA£A
A, B. ZIokazov/VMAES (RF)

Presentation Outline

4- Role of evaluation and what we are
evaluating

+ Needs Analysis
4- SAT as a corrective measure
+ Evaluation activities and practices
+ Key considerations

A. K*zennov SAT Projects' Effectivensss
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Role of Evaluation
Can not be overemphasized!
+ Allows to decide whether the training

have been achieved
4- Whether a training programme been conducted

meets the training needs
«• Provides the feediĵ ck control of training to ensure

that training improves performance on the job
4- Provides 3 basis for incorporation of operating

experience into training programmes, etc., etc,, etc.
Finally, evaluation of training is an integral part

of the whole process to manage a NPP in a
safe, reliable and effective manner!

A. K»zem0v SAT Projects' Effectiveness

A. Kizennov

What we are evaluating ?
•»• Trainees' performance ?
4 Trainees' behavior ?
4- Training session *?
4- Training programme ?
* Former trainees * performance ?
+ The whole training system ?
* Trainingdtevelopment projects ?
* Impact of Waining on the whole

organization ?

In broad mejjjhig, an evaluation is
measuring the outcomes against the

expected results.
SAT Projects' Effectiveness
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Needs Analysis
Each initiative related to a training system
development should be generated and justified
through normal process of evaluation and
systematic needs analysis I
• Deficiencies / Fields for Improvement&Development
• Jobs and tasks affected
«• Estimation of: impact on plant safely, frequency, personnel

encouragement, personnel past success to perform an activity/task
• identification of root cause
• Identification of the barriers
• Classification {iralning/non-training solution)
• Statement of & problem and development of the recommeftdatfons
• Evaluation of eriticality, urgency, and attainability
«• Implementation of the accepted recommendations, tracking and

configuration management
SAT Projects' Effectiveness 5A. Kazermov

Practices of the first-run
systematic needs analysis

+ Package of needs analysis
procedures and job aids

4- 8-12 instructors, plant managers

A.K»zeimov

4 Trained, coached and facilitated
by 2-3 external consultants

*• 2-3 weeW
4- Document analyses, interviews,

observations, 80-150
recommendations

4 Pilot Training Review Committee
SAT Projects' Effectiveness 6
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Summary of actual Needs Analysis

ff»

1

2
3

4

5

6

-

Deficient
documents

CKwA itfthefrJ&em ct&se

Deficiencies in regulations (including: those for training)
Job description deficiencies

Deficiencies in procedures and other technical documentation
Total for deficient documentation::
Deficiencies itt plant systems and equipment
Deficiencies W<2na£ty Assurance and CeBjiifirbT : ••>:
Deficiencies m administrative policies, expectations for subordinates,
organizational structure, or human resources management

Deficiencies in Human Performance Evaluation System, Root Cause
Analysis, or plant problem identification '

Insufficient level of personnel qualification

Kt&tejfyfrtfft
ttttttitast-af

pfrttat&fftt
pervert)

6%
6%

17%
29%
10%

:.;;:,* 'V

28%

11% ::
60%

A. Kazemicrv SAT Projects' Effectiveness

Summary of actual Needs Analysis
(continued)

fib.

i

2
3

4
5
6
7

, ^$4?fwtotm%s»w*

Lack of knowledge and skills in management and
supervision
Deficiencies in operating skills
Lack of knowledge and skills in repair and maintenance
activities
Deficiencies ia teamwork and diagnostics
Lack of kfiovrtedge of plant systems and (heir relationships
Lack of knowledge of plant procedures
Attitudes,- professional ethics, knowledge of and adherence
to safety culture principles

gtifrrta&etatat
lumtetvf&n&tem- - • mn%

12%
9%

8%
y%
5%
7%

A. Kazetmov SAT Projects' Effectiveness
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SAT as a corrective action
to fix the poblems associated with:
(examples)
+ Unreliable or not performance-oriented training
• Vast exams resulted in loss of time and money
+ Insufficient control of training
«• Poor QA/QC in training area
4- Deficient configuration management of training
«• Ill-considered resource planning and evaluation

Why SAT is highly recommended ?
• Without an evaluation (integral part and the most

importantJ|AT activity) plant would never realfze Its
training-r|pted actual problems

+ Long-ternpstrategic investment to establish plant TQM

A. Kizennov SAT Projects' Effectiveness 9

Evaluation activities
; the object or process of evaluation ?

Establishment of evaluation objectives and criteria
What resuits/outcomes/indicators to monitor and measure?
Selection of evaluation types and methods

*• Collection and processing of "raw data" (using necessary
information and screening "triggering events")

• Matching data collected
• Identification and resotvJng the conflicts
• Application of the evaluation criteria
• Producing and approving; an evaluation report
Judging the effectiveness is one of the evaluation
intents. l

Critic^! element - evaluators' qualification!
A. Kizennov SAT Projects' Effectiveness 10
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Evaluating training development
projects

The effectiveness of a training
development project shall be

evaluated against the overall
goal a/jrf specific objectives
of a project!

4- "Effective" project - in meaning producing a desired effect
«• "Effect" - in meaning of the influence

What positive influence or impact on plant
performance, production, engineering, organization
and busin ess con duct do we expect
from SAT project introduction?

A.Kazemov SAT Projects' Effectiveness 11

The ultimate overall goal of a SAT project is to
develop or uprgade NPP personnel training

programme(s) or the whole training system in
order to enhance plant safety and efficiency by

means of reliable personnel training and
qualification

A. Kazemov SAT Projects' Effectiveness n
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In reality, the objectives of SAT implementation at many
NPPs have been more specific and pragmatic, mostly

derived from the features of SAT as a management tool:
Link training with actual plant needs
Increase an accountability of training
Establish reliable and standardized assessment of the
trainees
Get a mechanism for training system evaluation to allocate
the resources in reasonable manner
Incorporate QA features in personnel training management
Obtain clear administrative and Implementation procedures
Establish qualification of training staff
Justify and receive from various sorces the resources for
training system JH
Develop and reinforce the attitudes towards training, plant
managers' at the first place
Establish a common and rather standardized basis to
effectively communicate within the plant families and with
various external organizations

A.Kazenaov SAT Projects'Effectiveness 13

Job aids to evaluate comprehensive
SAT projects

+ Special evaluation form
• Based on Russia's and

international experience
+ Totally -127 hierarchical

evaluation criteria
• In-process and project final

evaluation f
The objectives and criteria should f
be established from the beginning
but not at the end of a project I
A. Kizennov SAT Projects' Effectiveness 14
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Example 1 of actual SAT project evaluation

+ Objective-criterion cross-reference: 1-11
• Criterion:
Responsibilities for training and qualification are clearly defined for

the following personnel: Plant Manager, Plaint Department
Managers, Plant Training Manager, Outside training Contractors

*• Current Status:
Responsibilities clearly defined except for outside training contractors

4- Evaluation: Y-N
W- Qualification of training contractors is not subject to the overall

quality policies* QAP for training itself needs improvement
S - New job position (Deputy Plant Manager for training) has been

established. Positive step increasing Training Center status and
towards delegating tasks

A. Ktzomov SAT Projects' Effectiveness 15

Example 2 of actual SAT project evaluation

+ Objective-criterion cross-reference: 2-25
+ Criterion:
Specific and customized SAT model Is defined and proved its

usability

<» Current Status:
SAT model (based on JCA)|>ropose<l by the Contractor is in place

• Evaluation; N
W- Many problems have been identified with this model. The model

proposed is more Knowledge based and should be more
performance based

A. K»zcrmcrv SAT Projects' Effectiveness 16
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Example 3 of actual SAT project evaluation

+ Objective-criterion cross-reference: 4-29.3
+ Criterion:
Training Objectives (TOs) derived from analysis data and the

traceability is established

4- Current Status:
Analysis phase and TO development have been finished formally

+ Evaluation: M I
W - Traceability i& very poor :!lll I

A-Kazemov SAT Projects'Effectiveness 17

Example 4 of actual SAT project evaluation

+ Objective-criterion cross-reference; 7-36
+ Criterion:
Non-training evaluation feedback has been provided to fclPPfor other

management initiatives

+ Current Status:
Feedback provided about plant documentation, QA, plant systems and

plant organization

+ Evaluation." Y
S - Provided very good feedback about plant technical documentation,

regulations, plant operating and maintenance procedures,
Technical Specification. The most critical ones have been
discussed at Training Review Committee meetings.

A-K»zejmov SAT Projects' Efiectiveness 18
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Evaluating a training system

Any project has its beginning and the
end. But... Evaluation of training
programme/system Is being conducted
continuously! SAT project must
establish a basis for tt

«• Job aid for self-assessment has been
developed:
- Sources: adopted from IAEA, WANO

and U.S. DOE documents + our own
experience

- 113 specific criteria applied to 8
high-level objectives

A- Kazenncrv SAT Projects' Effectiveness 19

Actual evaluations of NPP training systems have
convincingly shown that from 40 to 80 percents of
all problems in NPP personnel training are
associated with the administrative Issues,
management, training organization, and plant
managers' competencies including their attitudes
towards training !
4- Mechanism to evaluajp the management

and organization of trlintng in necessary
detail shall be established

* "Owners** of training programmes and
taining evaluation - ownership

* Self-assessment and self-correction
* Corresponding manager competencies

(QA/QC, RCA, CM, auditing, etc.)
A-Kizomov SAT Projects' Effectiveness 20
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Examples of specific criteria to evaluate
management and organization of training:

Criterion 1-5: Procedures to organize, develop, implement, evaluate
and revise training exist and based on SAT. Personnel training is
cottdttcted adhering to these procedures.

Criterion Ml: Plant managers personally participate in:

- training needs analysis

- development of the requirements for feMng programmes

- evaluation of training, auditing of training programmes, training materials,
training tools, at«J ttaMng session conduct, including regular observation Of
training sessions

- conduct of training as adjunct instructors

Criterion l-24t Full-time instructors' salaries are sufficient to
motivate these personnel and to involve high-qualified individuals.

A.K»zennov SAT Projects' Effectiveness 21

SA"[ procedures
Must be established for all SAT phases, incfucKng
Evaluation and Revision Phase
Shall be developed or customized with an involvement of
the procedure users
Should consist of two sets:
- Administrative SAT procedures
- Implementation SAT procedures

Project Team shall be trained and qualified in procedure use
Instructors, Trainees, Managers, and Evaluators shall be
adequately trained as well to properly conduct evaluation
activities (one of the most challenging issues)

A.Kazetmov SAT Projects' Effectiveness 22
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Key considerations
V Critical issues: Needs, Desire, Funds.

V Quality of training is manageable and applies to
all training activities as well as results.

V Analvsis and evaluation are the cornerstones
for the quality and efficiency of training.

Rule: 20/80
V Evaluation criteria as the whole SAT - make it

yours ! Adopt, adapt, cusjprnize, implement.

Outstanding role of all plant managers.

A. Kizcmov SAT Projects' Effectiveness 23
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THE ASSESSMENT OF TRAINING EFFICIENCY.
A MANAGEMENT TOOL IN Sta. Ma DE GARONA NPP.

FELIPE CARRETERO
Planning and Technical Services
Sta. Ma de Garona NPP, 09212 Sta. Ma de Garofia (Burgos) - Spain

FRANCISCO J. SANCHEZ ALVAREZ
Maintenance Training Centre
Tecnatom, Avda. Montes de Oca-1, 28709 S. Sebastian de los Reyes
(Madrid) - Spain

SANTIAGO LUCAS SORIANO
Nuclear Training Division
Tecnatom, Avda. Montes de Oca-1, 28709 S. Sebastian de los Reyes
(Madrid) - Spain

Abstract

Nowadays, one of the critical factors which determines the success of the
companies is their adaptability to changes and the development of key competencies
in a more global and competitive market.

The acquisition, maintenance and updating of those competencies is a
fundamental concern of the training managers. Training management implies also to
answer, as accurate as possible, questions as following:

• Which is the quality of the training activities?
• Are the taught knowledge, skills and attitudes fully assimilated?
• Are they transferred to j ob p osition?
• Is it possible to correlate training effort and company results?
• Which is the comprehensive cost of the training programme?, and finally,
• Is the cost reasonable according to the results?, in other words, has been the

training programme efficient enough?

The present paper introduces the experience in implementing an assessment
system of training efficiency, in Sta. M3 de Garona, as a training management tool for
decision making.

1. INTRODUCTION

The assessment system of training efficiency hi NUCLENOR (owner utility of Sta.
W de Garona NPP) is based on the measurement and tracking of several indicators engaged
to different levels of results achievement through the touting programmes carried out and
their associated budget.

Thus, the first objective of the system is the Training Efficacy assessment, in other
words, to assess the achievement of the foreseen training objectives. The Quality of the
delivered training.

A second objective is the calculation of the different costs of the training
programme.
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Efficacy versus Efficiency

Once the Training Efficacy and Cost have been estimated, it is possible to deduce
the Training Efficiency (Efficacy / Cost). This concept guarantee the appropriated application
of the training resources.

The assessment system of training efficiency can be applied to:
• A specific training action,
• A training supplier,
• A training programme, or
• A period of time, for instance the Annual Training Plan.

Topic number 5 includes other indicators to be used under specific situations, with
the objective to complement the assessment system.

2. TRAINING EFFICACY

With the aim to improve the training programmes, NUCLENOR assesses the Global
Training Efficacy as a combination of four Indicators corresponding to the four levels of
assessment defined by Kirkpatrick ("Evaluation of training") and reviewed by UNIPEDE in
1995 ("Evaluation of the effectiveness of NPP teaming"):

Quality of the Training Process (Ef)

The Efficacy is close related with the achievement of training objectives and the
Quality of the Training Programme in terms of "customer satisfaction", hi the understanding of
trainees as customers.

The variables to measure are the achievement of training objectives, the adequacy of
content, the quality of training materials and training tools, the classroom, the length of the
course and the pedagogical and technical competency of the instructor.

The Quality of the training Process is assessed through the so called "Happy Sheet".

Quality of the Acquired Competencies (Ec)

It is difficult to get training efficacy if the transmitted knowledge, skills and attitudes
through training have not been assimilated by trainees.

In this case the variable to measure is the result of the evaluations tests carried out
during training.

As an evaluation test, it is admitted anything which objectively value the level of
knowledge and/or skills achieved, individually or as a team, by the trainees, such as:
• Any type of written examination
• Evaluation scenarios
• Oral evaluation or presentation
• Practical exercises, etc.
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Transfer to Job Position (Et)

The next level, into the efficacy indicators, is the transfer of knowledge, skills and
attitudes to job position with the target of a better job performance.

This third level of assessment will be only established for relevant training actions.

It is considered higher efficacy in those training programmes that have demonstrated
the transfer to job position.

The variable to measure the transfer is the achievement of the Operating Objectives.

Note: Operating Objectives are those defined by the line management to be achieved
through training.

The tool to be used is the Transfer Report.

The value of the transfer indicator will be weighted by the number of courses
with transfer assessment.

Tuning with Plant Results (Er)

The more contribution to better plant results the higher efficacy in training is achieved.
Training is better if contributes to plant performance and safety improvements (achievement of
Impact Objectives directly related to plant results).

During those annual programmes without plant incidents, directly related to training
deficiencies, the efficacy in training will increase.

It is used the plant incident data base and the root cause analysis methodology, through
the Official Events Reports and the In-plant Event Analysis Report, to get the value of the
indicator, as a percentage of events with training deficiencies as root cause.

Global Efficacy (EG)

From the previous indicators and with the following weighted factors, according to the
relative importance regarding the NUCLENOR objectives:

Wi for: Quality of the Training Process
w2 for: Quality of the Acquired Competencies
Ws for: Transfer to Job Position
w4for: Tuning with Plant Results
The Global Training Efficacy: EG will be:

EG = WiEf + w2Ec + w3Et + w4(l-Er)

3. COST OF THE TRAINING PROGRAMME

The calculation of the training costs has the following objectives:
• To estimate how much the training programme will cost.
• To allow the calculation of training programme profit.
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To calculate the cost of the training programme all the direct and indirect costs are
added and the sum divided by the number of man-hour of delivered training:
• Trainees cost.
• Plant instructors cost.
• Administration and management costs.
• Subcontracted training.
• Travel and expenses.
• Training materials.
• General costs.
• Annual amortisation.

4. TRAINING EFFICIENCY
The value of training efficiency, understood as a relationship between efficacy

(objectives achievement) and its cost, is estimated through the Efficiency Matrix represented
here below.

In the Y axis it is represented the weighted value of efficacy indicators and in the X
axis the cost per man-hour of train ing.

It is possible to represent on the matrix all the training actions from the current annual
training plan and to compare between those more efficient and those which need improvement.

Efficacy

Medium
efficiency zone

Satisfactory
efficiency zone

Unacceptable
efficiency

Optimum
efficieny zone

Cost per man-hour
Fig 2. Efficiency Matrix.

5. COMPLEMENTARY INDICATORS

Feedback Indicator

The Feedback Indicator pretends to use tibie assessment result to re-design the training
programme and to analyse the adequacy of contents.
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This indicator is based on the comparison of the emphasis made on the different topics
and the training needs, in terms of training objectives.

A programme with many deficiencies or excess will be a programme with low efficacy
and hence it will be necessary to be re-designed.

Profitability Index

The Profitability Index is optionally used for very specific training projects in order to
know:

"̂  The training programme profitability taking into account the costs and the benefits.

•̂  The investment pay back.

The estimation of the Profitability Index is stabilised as:

Profitability (P) = Benefit (B) - Costs (C)

and, B = VP Cv

VP : Economical value of the expected performance, estimated by the line manager, in terms of
the annual money saved by the new job performance after the corresponding training.

C\-: Validity Coefficient as result of the product between the quality of the acquired
competencies and the level of transfer to job position: Cv = Ec Et

6. CONCLUSION

Controlling the training quality, monitoring if the promoted competencies are really
acquired, assessing the competencies transfer degree to job position, comparing training costs
and correlating with the company results, it is possible to estimate the effectiveness of the
training projects.

To determine the effectiveness of the 1998 Annual Training Programme NUCLENOR
has implemented the identification and the recording of the above group of indicators, with the
aim to guarantee the assessment of quality in the training process and to optimise the allocated
resources to training.
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Presentation transparencies
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*e -folding and training evaluations

* Ufa? Physics of Pheedback"

* Ron Bmno
Exiteeh Columbia Corporation

What is This All About???

First, a practical demonstration.
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, , »Now you understand "folding" HI

Human history can be divided into
three distinct phases ..*
<1800~ Small Human population,

low Iwel of energy consumption
very slow rates of change*

"Our age" - Continuous and spectacular
exponential growth*

Future - Steady state, slow rates o
UCLA,
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,,. Many times them are day-to-day
non-physical phenomena that can
be better understood using ANALOGS
from the world of Physics... We do it
all the time, and today I would like to me
thh idea to present some thoughts about
Training Evaluations

First, a simpler

A large population wilt usually
distribute according to the
"Normal Distribution " * * *

, * * Ms provides a large central
unified "force" that acts to
things Mequilibrmm"* . ,
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The physics of a pendulum or a
mass on a spring provide the
ANALOG here...

+,, When a force acts to restore
equilibrium, the resultant motion
will be an "oscillation ** about the
point of equilibrium* < +
* * £sata&C6laiftl&G«iBf«as

What do We Observe? * .

In politics, consumer trends, even
f amity life* and in many more instances^
Whenever a "restoring force9* exists . * .

' j * * * Equilibrium Exists . * * and
stable oscillations are the result I
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Other mamnl&$...\ •>> •*• " ^\
... Population Growth
. ,. Energy Resource Rate
* *. Number of Shopping MaUs
*., Growth of Electric Power
,, * Number of Autos on the Freeway
.»» Tuition at Your Favorite College
»*»Postage Rates
« , . Number of Xerox Machines
, *»Number of Personal Computers

Sooa&* * , What*$ the Point?

The point is that the Exponential
Function i$ a very common
occurrence in our lives.»,

, * * and there Is evidence that this
concept was well-understood long
ago *.. even before the mathematics
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The Power of the Exponential function
:4r / -<: ,f .-.

(nopun intended)
Did you know that by the year 2000

There will be & one billion byte chip
with the same power m several hundred
lop of the line computers,,,

Just one fiber optics cable will handle

Tfaepomtls that exponential growth
can be extremely powerful...

, *. Why shouldn *t we harness this
power and use its benefits in a
training application?

, » * First some review + * . things you
already fcn&w
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# * *
N0fe the slow start
And the mpM growth

I
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,. „ 80 ~20 rule
. < * Essentially 10&% after 5f#Mmg$

"y -^ ** tf ~^~< V-r

150 0 %

100.0% -
N

c n n % _

0 0 % -

N

E x p o n e n tia I B u ild -U p

5 - *

1 2 3 5 6

0.0% 63.2% J 8 6 . 5 % 98.2% 99.3%

Tim e

Now \s:A Postulate

The conditions that cause exponential
growth, must not be that difficult to
achieve.,,

* , * Otherwise* it would not
be so commonplace . * *
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In fact * « * the condition is remarkably
simple. + .

.u * the number in a generation to follow
if dependent on the number in the present
generation***

That's it* Simple * * * And profound!
17

1 believe that the effectiveness and
quality in the future is based on the
effectiveness and quality today

, * . therefore, the fundamental
conditions for growth are present

* > . and feedback provides the necessary
"environment" for it to occur. * *
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Reality , * .

What happens to a training program
that is allowed to remain unchanged
and unadaptive to the changing
conditions on the job... ?

DECAY
Exponential Decay

N
500%

N

v

V vl

j^. :\ . r - ..
1 2 3 5

100.0% 36.8% 13.5% 1.S

Time

6

% 0.7%

-iSsitecfc CiStomfeia' C?r|S8iato3rt
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What happens if feedback & used
to constantly improve a training
program.. *?

2J

GROWTH

Exponential Bulld-Up

100.0% •
N

N

" „ :

*" s :
v ;V-\ <- ;

1 2 3 5 6

0.0% 63-2% 86.5% 38.2% 99.3%

Time
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f f

Some final points , + ,
iff •' f ««v * ^ Af

, » Hrere & no free lunch in the universe

, . You can *t break even

+ + It ain 't over *titl its over

, , The truth resides in the trainee

£xite«tt Cofftfikbia Cetjfosif ton

. * * Simple m better

.. * Don *t sweat the small stuff

.»» Focm on constant improvement

.., Avoid "Knee-Jerking"

- 24 .
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»Know what you want to achieve

» You are the driving farce

. Need to not only achieve, but
also to maintain

, Desire
25

RememVer ttm . * *

matter how good or how bad your
Analysis* Design, Development, and
Implementation is, the long-term,
effectiveness of your training program
will be based on an unyielding dedication
to continued improvement * * * and
"pheedback** will tell you what to do / / /

2$
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PRO ACTIVELY EVALUATING TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS

Harry E. Fetterman
PP&L, Inc. - Susquehanna Steam Electric Station,
Berwick, Pennsylvania,
United States of America

Abstract

A common model of the five phase Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) displays
the fifth phase, evaluation, feeding back into the previous four phases: analysis, design,
development, and implementation. Evaluating training effectiveness in PP&L's Nuclear
Department is not simply the fifth phase of the SAT. PP&L has demonstrated a more effective
methodology is realized when evaluation is built into each of the other four phases. At PP&L,
evaluation is conducted formatively throughout the first four phases of the SAT process and
summatively after implementation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Of the many models available for instructional systems design, the Systematic
Approach to Training (SAT) has been widely adopted throughout the United States nuclear
power industry. A common representation of this model shows a linear flow of the first four
phases: Analysis, Design, Development, and Implementation leading up to Evaluation. Then
Evaluation feeds back into the first four phases as shown in Figure 1 below. When viewed in
this linear model, evaluation is summative.

Analysis

j

t

Design

> L

Development

j k

-" Implementation

j

Evaluation

V

Figure 1. Linear Model of the Systematic Approach to Training
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However, the benefits of the evaluation phase are increased if evaluation is also
performed during each phase of training formation and delivery. This is generally termed
formative evaluation. Figure 2 better illustrates the model used by PP&L, Inc.

Analysis

Implementation
4 w

Evaluation Design

Development

Figure 2. Proactive Model of the Systematic Approach to Training

2. ANALYSIS

Due to the maturity of PP&L's nuclear training programs, initial job analyses are not
often performed. The analysis phase hi PP&L's nuclear training programs includes a
requirement to periodically review and verify existing job analyses to ensure each job analysis
is current and accurate. This verification is conducted within four years of the last review.
The job analysis verification is performed by work group incumbents, supervisors, and training
personnel responsible for each training program.

hi the job analysis verification, several key questions are asked, including:
• Is the task still performed?
• Is training required for the task?
• Is retraining needed on this task? And if yes, at what frequency?

This last question is part of the on-going evaluation of the training program. To
answer this question, the incumbent participants assess tasks that they have been trained on,
and provide feedback on their continuing training needs for those tasks selected for retraining.
The output of the job analysis verification is one of the inputs used by the work group
curriculum committee to determine the continuing training program for the upcoming year(s).
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3. DESIGN

Work group subject matter experts (SMEs) and full-time training personnel work
together providing mutual benefits during the design, development, and implementation
phases. When training personnel design training material, work group SMEs are consulted to
verify that the tasks to be trained accurately reflect the scope of the job and to verify the
training needs. The work group may help determine the setting in which the trarning should be
given, whether it should be in the classroom, laboratory, or nuclear power plant. Work group
SMEs act as preliminary evaluators and consultants for the technical content of the learning
objectives.

Work groups frequently assign a SME to the training group to design, develop, and
teach specialized technical courses. In these cases roles are often reversed. The SME acts as
the writer and developer, and full-time training personnel act as mentors for the design phase.
The mentors provide educational soundness evaluations of the learning objectives.

4. DEVELOPMENT

The same mutual benefits between the SMEs and training personnel continue
throughout the development phase. The development of technical ttaining information and
supporting materials, audio-visual media, and activities relies heavily on the two-way
formative evaluation between the SME and full-time training personnel.

Before training material development is complete, the total training material package is
sent out to work group SME(s), supervision, and training personnel for review. The proper
selection of reviewers promotes a critical, thorough, and objective evaluation of technical
content and educational soundness. When this evaluation is complete, the training material
writer is responsible for incorporating appropriate comments. This process often requires input
from the SME to ensure quality and accuracy of the training material.

Frequently, new or revised courses are given a pilot teach to a selected audience of
SMEs and work group supervision. This technique is used to obtain valuable feedback the
first time through the course to ensure the content and delivery meet the expectations of the
work group and the training group. As a final step in formative evaluation, plant supervisory
personnel and subject matter experts approve training material prior to its being taught.

5. IMPLEMENTATION

As instructors prepare to teach a course, they are not only refreshing the material in
their own minds, but also ensuring that it is current and accurate. They check the referenced
nuclear power plant procedures and other references to verify the material is up-to-date.
Instructors also critique the training material format, continuously trying to enhance the
presentation to make it more effective for the students. Before the material is taught, the
instructors make appropriate changes to ensure the material is technically accurate, effective,
and efficient. These "just-in-time" changes are approved before the material is taught.

During the implementation phase evaluative information is gained through students'
immediate verbal feedback. The student population at PP&L for continuing training topics
includes many incumbent workers with several years of experience in the work place. The
experienced incumbents are a valuable resource during course delivery if the instructor draws
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upon the wisdom they have acquired while performing work in this environment. Supervisors
who sit in the class and managers who observe portions of the training provide immediate
evaluative feedback to the instructors to ensure the nuclear power plant philosophy and
expectations are being met by the instruction.

At any time during the course, generally near the end, students complete course
critiques on the training material content and delivery. During the delivery, instructional
supervisors periodically evaluate instructor performance and provide constructive criticism on
instructional methods. Using the results of the end of course written exams, instructors are
able to quickly deduce any points they may have missed hi the instruction, points that were
taught wrong, or any exam items that were not effective at evaluating the desired outcomes of
the course. Instructors are responsible for prompt response on examination discrepancies and
resolution of substantive items identified on student course critiques.

6. EVALUATION

Ideally, if the formative evaluation processes are completely successful, summative
training effectiveness evaluations should find no human performance deficiencies after training
has been given. Effective formative evaluation activities result hi a reduced reliance on
reactive, summative evaluations to correct conditions or situations after ttaining has been
delivered. In real application, PP&L practices both formative and summative evaluations to
ensure, in a comprehensive manner, that training has been effective and to make corrections or
enhancements as appropriate.

Each work group sponsors a curriculum committee with representatives from the
training group and all levels of the work group. The work group manager is the chair of the
committee. The curriculum committees routinely evaluate the effectiveness of training. They
provide examples of how training leads to improved worker performance and make
recommendations to enhance the content and delivery of future train ing The curriculum
committees use worker performance data and trends to help select continuing training topics
for their work group.

The Evaluation Program Coordinator conducts post-training evaluation through
interviews with previous students and their supervisors. The focus of the interviews is to
determine to what extent the training program prepares or enhances the workers' ability to
perform in the nuclear power plant.

During the first quarter of each year the Evaluation Program Coordinator also writes
an annual report summarizing all training evaluation activities from the previous year. The
data inputs for the annual report include all sources of training effectiveness evaluation, both
internally and externally provided. The report comprehensively assesses the status of the
nuclear power plant's training programs, and focuses on training successes and areas for
improvement. The summary report is addressed to senior nuclear department management
since they are ultimately responsible for evaluating the training programs' effectiveness at
preparing nuclear power plant workers to perform their jobs.
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7. SUMMARY

PP&L's training effectiveness evaluation program is continuous, comprehensive, critical,
and candid. The on-going efforts of instructors, instructional supervisors, training
management, and work group members promote open communication channels to maintain
and improve training programs. The evaluation phase at PP&L is integrated into all phases of
the Systematic Approach to Training, helping to ensure the desired outcomes of train ing
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1. INTRODUCTION

E.D.F. ambition today is to be among the best electricity producers in the world. To do
so, we have to take more responsibilities, to motivate and to give our employees a better level
of competence, and to make them more involved in the culture and the success of our
company.

In order to reach these objectives a deeper analysis of the NPP training needs must be
completed.

Our answer, named « Local Competencies Development System » (LCDS) consists in
implementing a large decentralisation of the competencies management, done by the EDF
Production Department in conjunction with the EDF Training Department.
It takes place in a logical approach bound up with the historical development of our nuclear
program.

In addition to this LCDS a new organisation of training centers instructors, in dedicated
training teams, has been implemented in order to co-ordinate the different actions directly with
the NPP.

The purpose of this presentation will take into account the LCDS on the operation
personnel training side, a similar organization has been implemented for the maintenance side.

2. A BIT OF HISTORY

During the beginning of the nuclear programme in France the main objective of EDF
was to give to the NPP personnel the initial training to start-up the different units. This was
done in the two main training centers of Bugey (South of France) and Paluel (North of
France). Consequently the objectives of the this training were fulfilled using the training
programmes defined jointly by the production and training departments of EDF at a corporate
level and approved by the regulatory body. As the turnover of the NPP personnel was high,
these training programmes were highly implemented and upgraded during the long phase of
the nuclear programme.

With the stabilization of the nuclear training programme the initial training programmes
were less and less implemented and the training of NPP personnel was more and more
oriented to refreshing training. Though training requirements were given by EDF at a
corporate level, each plant had its own particularities and the national training programmes
were not adapted to the local training needs. This system could no longer exist.
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It was decided jointly by the production and the training department in EDF at a
corporate level to create a system that could fulfil the training needs of each plant. The Local
Competencies Development System was put in place as well as a new working method for the
trainers. For this, and in addition to the two main training centers, several training centers
were created to reach the objectives of the LCDS these are Gravelines, Chinon, Fessenheim,
Chooz, Cattenom (see map) including instructors and simulators.

3. LOCAL COMPETENCIES DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

• A training action is efficient when the problems it has to solve are well studied and
expressed and its implementation well followed up and checked. That is not done only
under the 'pedagogy' area, it is more a sociological approach , including organization and
management studying, and problems solving.

It means that our trainers, at that time mainly 'Instructors', have to move promptly to
the status and abilities of local and recognized 'Consultant' in the competencies field,
becoming able to help the production managers to study and solve the effectiveness of their
team organization, including their management influence and all the socio-professionals
aspects in which the problem of competencies usually takes place.
As a result, the recruitment, selection, training and career management of these new trainers
have to be adapted to this upper level of professionalism.

• Quality also supposes to have a more formal approach of the process of the training, from
the training needs identification to the evaluation of the training effects. Thanks to the
S.A.T ( Systematic approach to Training), adapted witihin the E.D.F / S.F.P. inside the
Quality Manual, this process is going on more and more. One limit for that is certainly that
formalism should not kill reactivity and creativity...

• Quality supposes, to come to an end, that the different responsible persons involved along
the training process should know and fully assumes their own responsibilities.

(Sometime, the producer from the NPP side, in add to his job, becomes spontaneously also a
developer of training, a trainer, an assessor, making the quality system control confuse, due to
those function confusions and not being himself a professional of training.
And at times also, the trainer expert from the training Department side, becoming an 'oracle',
is going to lead the NPP manager in a solution that he supposes is the best for himself, but
that could be non- relevant and time/cost consuming , compared to the real problem
requirement.)

As a result, a clear share of the responsibilities in three phases was decided.

1- The management of the Human Resources belonging to the nuclear plant, their
production managers are fully responsible for all the competencies aspects. They should
analyse, define and design accurately by themselves their needs and wishes. (During this phase,
a local trainer expert could be on request used to help them in the analysis).

2- Starting from those written formal needs descriptions, the development and
implementation, including the objectives evaluation are under the full responsibility of the local
training branch.

3- The evaluation of the performance of the training under the real conditions, which
means the new expected competencies, belong to the production managers.
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As not all NPPs have a training center, the LCDS in the training centers deals with the
corresponding LCDS in several NPPs. This is shown in the transparency « Thermal Operation
Entity Organization ». Two exceptions are Gravelines which has his own simulator for 6 units
and Fessenheim, the first EDF NPP, which has a specific design and thus its own simulator.

The annex I shows the process that has been implemented in the Fessenheim NPP to
develop the LCDS.

4. DEDICATED TRAINING TEAMS FOR OPERATION

As most of the training centers deal with several NPPs the working organization of the
instructors needed to be changed to answer to the specific needs of each NPP. This
organization is based on the geographical location of the NPPs and the training centers. In
each training center the instructors are grouped in teams dedicated to a specific NPP. For
example:

Paluel Training Center is dedicated to the following NPPs:

• Paluel (4 units)
• Penly (2 units)
• Flamanville (2 units)
• Belleville 2 units)

and is organized as followed:

• One classroom training team in charge of the classroom training for initial and
continuing training for the NPPs located in north part of France and the specific
training for the Paluel dedicated NPPs.

• For simulator teams in charge of the simulator training (initial and continuing)

• Paluel team: 9 instructors
• Penly team: 5 instructors
• Flamanville team: 4 instructors
• Belleville team: 4 instructors

Each team includes instructors and a co-ordinator.

• The instructors are in charge of assisting the NPPs in the identification of the training
needs, developing and implementing the training.

• The co-ordinator has also an instructor role (50 % of his working time) and is the link
between the NPP and the team. His main responsibilities are:

• Relation with the NPP
• The production of training for the dedicated NPP
• Human resources
• Pedagogy
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Relation with the NPP

• He is the interface with the NPP operation department
• Study the demands and organize the development and implementation within

the team
• Inform the LCDS responsible persons (from the NPP and the Training

center) manager of these demands.
• Plans periodical meetings with the NPP operation department.

The production of training for the dedicated NPP

• Analyses aE the problems concerning the production of training and takes
the relevant decisions.

• Is in charge with the other co-ordinators of the simulator schedule for the
year

• Distributes the simulator work load among the instructors of his team
• Gathers and communicates all the modifications concerning the production

of training (new simulator tracks, external training...).

Human resources

• Propose to the training center LCDS responsible promotion and bonuses for
the instructors of his team.

• Is involved in the design of the LCDS business plan and help the LCDS
responsible to keep the objectives.

• Is in charge of the human resources changes inside the team.
• Provides, with other co-ordinators, feedback on the LCDS organisation and

functioning and propose improvements.

Pedagogy

• Is in charge of the individual training plan for the instructors of the team
• Deals with failures during a trainee evaluation.
• Is responsible of upgrading the training materials according to the NPP

experience feedback and share this feedback with the other teams.
• Take part in the synthesis at the end of the training courses.

5. CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the decentralization, amplified by a cost decreasing will and quality
improvement, the quantity of national training actions are decreasing to be replaced by local
developments. It is too early to have reliable measures on the competencies effects, but it
seems possible to estimate that we are on the right way .
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Nevertheless, having locally a strong and professional structure of training specialists
shows, beyond the competence approach, the necessity for the NPP to develop at the same
time a more structured human resources policy.
The improvement of competencies touches its natural limits if the local human resources
political and strategical management level is not performing enough. That is why the local
NPP has decided to develop a strong L.C.D.S. project, as a part of the local strategical
management program, in order to anticipate better all the factors which are interacting with
the competence problems ( Recruitment, professionalism appreciation, career development,
evolution of the organization and their effect on the present and future jobs and so on...).

LCDS has only been implemented a few years ago but the main results we have is that
the amount of specific training given to an NPP is increasing and the people of the operation
departments are more and more involved in the definition of the training needs: shift managers
involved in the content of the simulator sessions, training responsible personnel within the
operation department communicate more often with the co-ordinators (phone, meetings, E--
mail).

These facts allow us to think that we are on the way of better understanding of « which
training is necessary » and thus to give a more effective training to the NPPs.
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ANNEXI

The FESSENHEIM NPP 'Local Competencies Development System'

1995

• Decision to implement its own ' L.C.D.S'

Clarification of the training responsibilities

* The operational departments of the plant are responsible for the competencies
and training of their personnel

* Decision of the creation of a local common Training Structure, working in a
partnership contract, as follow:

• NPP Side: Vocation to help the operational departments in their
needs analysis and solution design,

• Training Department side: Belonging to the National Vocational
Training Department.; it is hi charge of the global help to implement
the L.C.D.S hi a SAT approach and of the implementation of all the
process training courses with a devoted team and training centre,
rncluding a new generation full-scope simulator.

1996

• Setting up of the local Training Centre, including the new full-scope simulator
• Building of the common training structure, training of the future trainers, who are

becoming at the same time classroom and simulators instructors, plus tasks and
competencies analysts. It is new rn France!

1997/1998

All the initial and continuous training of the production staff are ensured by the
Fessenheim T.C. For example, we could list:

* The 'national and catalogue train ing actions' are more and more adapted to
the local needs,
* The time spent on the simulator is adjusted to the local constrains (less at
each time but more often..),
* The initial training for the Operators is re-oriented according to their local
wishes and the plant design particularities,
* The qualified Operators assessment method is re-designed jointly by
Operators and Instructors in a common working group and spirit,
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* The production department is studying and designing all its competencies
needs thanks to a working group composed of one member of each, job
position, and leaded by a shift supervisor,
* One instructor of the training team is devoted to each shift,
* La a shift, the competencies discrepancies are noticed and followed by the
shift supervisor, and also analysed by an independent instructor,
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ANNEX

Presentation transparencies
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Local Competencies Development System

EFFICIENCY OF TRAINING

EXPRESS THE PROBLEMS

CHECK AND FOLLOW THE IMPLEMENTATION

Local Competencies Development System

INSTRUCTORS

BECOME

SPECIALISTS
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Local Competencies Development System

RESPONSIBILITIES

•^MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES

•f DEVELOPMENT & IMPLEMENTATION

+EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE

PRODUCTION MANAGER

TRAINING BRANCH

PRODUCTION MANAGER

Local Competencies Development System

DEDICATED TRAINING TEAMS TO NPPs

CLASSROOM TRAINING

+ONE TEAM

+17 INSTRUCTORS
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Local Competencies Development System

DEDICATED TRAINING TEAMS TO NPPs

SIM U LA TOR TRAINING

+FOUR TEAM

+22 INSTRUCTORS

Local Competencies Development System

DEDICATED TRAINING TEAMS TO NPPs

PALUEL
4 UNITS

9 INSTRUCTORS

FLAMANVILLE
2 UNITS

4 INSTRUCTORS

PENLY
2 UNITS

5 INStRUCTORS

BELLEVILLE
2 UNITS

4 INSTRUCTORS
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Local Competencies Development System

DEDICATED TRAINING TEAMS TO NPPs

ATEAM

+1 CO-ORDINATOR

+SEVERAL INSTRUCTORS

Local Competencies Development System

DEDICATED TRAINING TEAMS TO NPPs

MAIN ROLES OF THE CO-ORDINATOR

^RELATION WITH THE NPP

^PRODUCTION OF TRAINING

+HUMAN RESOURCES

+PEDAGOGY
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Abstract

The Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) has become the internationally accepted
standard of identification, organization, development, and delivery of performance-based
training. Through use of the SAT process the industry is provided with a consistent
methodology to determine the level of knowledge and skills that are required to perform job
related tasks at a nuclear power plant (NPP). However, due to the complexity of each NPP
job position an enormous volume of data is required to develop, deliver, and maintain a
performance based training program. The burden of managing this data has fallen upon the
NPP training department. Proficient information management is essential to ensure all aspects
of job performance are incorporated into the individual training programs. In addition,
training program effectiveness can be increased through the relational tracking of analysis
materials, which result in an efficient training setting delivery of learning objectives. The
desire to increase training effectiveness and decrease the data management burden has driven
NPP training department personnel to seek a SAT based information management system, in
the form of a relational database. The desired database product will act as a tool to track and
manage all aspects of the material used during development and conduct of training. There
are several third party training management database products available in today's
marketplace. Each provides solutions to specific needs in specialized training environments
such as training of NPP Licensed Operators, and technical vocational training of electricians,
mechanics, and crane operators. Each training area has its own unique training requirements,
whether dictated by regulatory agencies, or mandated by in-house management decisions.
This paper will offer a single relational database solution that is intended to support all aspects
of NPP training requirements. This product is TEAMSpro™.

1. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The fundamental design objectives of TEAMSpro™ provides a relational database
management system that fully supports the SAT methodology as defined by the IAEA
(International Atomic Energy Agency) and INPO (Institute of Nuclear Power Organization),
while implementing flexibility that will take into account requirements of non-nuclear training
environments. In addition, the product provides a user-friendly graphical interface to all
information while providing tracking and auditing reports that are based on defined analysis
and evaluation criteria. The database provides a rigid structure that dictates entry of
information in a systematic and progressive manner to ensure complete data entry and SAT
compliance. Finally, the system supports a Multi-Database and Operating System platform
environment (MS-ACCESS® and ORACLE®, Windows® 95, 98, NT).
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As a tool, TEAMSpro™ fully supports the five (5) phases of SAT: Analysis, Design,
Development, Implementation, and Evaluation.
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The major features provided in each phase are listed below.

3.1 Analysis
4 Job Analysis data
5 Task Analysis data
6 Approved NPP reference materials
7 Task to site-specific knowledge, skills, and abilities matrix
8 Definition of configurable components
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8.1 Design
9 Learning objectives (terminal and enabling)
10 Instructional setting matrix
11 Training programs
12 Curriculum outlines
13 Job Performance Measures (JPM) development
14 On the Job Training (OJT) matrix
15 Test item development (Question & Answer Bank)
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15.1 Development
16 Approved media definitions and training material list
17 Instructor material list
18 OJT checklist
19 Course / lesson development
20 Test / exam development and generation
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20.1 Implementation
21

22 Trainee requirements / registration
23 Instructor list
24 Qualification matrix
25 Class definitions and schedule
26 Class roster
27 Class test / exam setup
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27.1 Evaluation
28 Automatic test / exam grading (ScanTron™)
29 JPM generation
30 OJT matrix
31 Identify & analyze discrepancies
32 Identify & analyze new requirements
33 Analyze trainee performance
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2. HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

2.1. Server Hardware

TEAMSpro ™ is designed to perform most efficiently as a Client-Server application. The
server hardware architecture is defined by the database platform of choice. ORACLE® will
require a configuration that allows database scalability in order to support the file growth that
will occur during normal usage.

2.2. Client Hardware
The client workstation architecture should be at a minimum 200 MHz Processor (400

MHz Pentium desirable), 32 MB Memory (64 MB desirable), Windows® 95, 98, or NT, CD-
ROM, and access to a printer. Video resolution needs to be at least 800x600 (for optimum
resolution, a screen resolution of 1024x768 is required)

2.3 Automatic Test Grading (option)
If the Automatic Test Grading option is desired, the ScanTron model #8200 (or

equivalent) is required.

3. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

TEAMSpro ™ was developed using Microsoft's Visual Basic® 5.0 with Service Pack 3.
The report development environment is ActiveReports® (by Data Dynamics, Ltd.). These two
(2) development environments offer the flexibility and performance necessary to provide
efficient data entry, tracking, analysis, and evaluation reporting for an application of this
magnitude.

Database connectivity is performed utilizing standard ODBC (Open Data Base
Connectivity) technology. This technology has been field proven and provides an easy and
consistent method to establish connections to any database platform being used. For an
ORACLE® data structure, additional ORACLE® utilities are required, along with the ODBC
Driver for ORACLE®, in order to establish database connections. (Typically, these will be
provided by the ORACLE® Database Administrator.)

Data Security is established in two (2) ways. The database platform provides login
restrictions that protect against unauthorized access to the data structure and information.
This access security is established at the Database Administration level. TEAMSpro
™provides additional data access security at the user level. This security is setup during the
User Access registration within the TEAMSpro ™ environment.

4. CAPABILITIES

Each data entry and access screen within the application is arranged in accordance with
the corresponding procedure that governs that particular process. All information and data
gathering requirements are provided with the user interface in mind. This straightforward
approach allows instructors more time to evaluate their assigned training areas for
completeness and accuracy.
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TEAMSpro ™ was designed with a user friendly Graphical Interface. Each screen
contains menu items that allow users, with proper security access, to view and modify training
items. Search engines are provided, where appropriate, to allow the user an easy method of
gathering pertinent information. An on-line help feature will be provided to assist the user. In
addition, this help feature will include the SAT procedures that were used during the
development and implementation of TEAMSpro ™.

Each display screen will have the ability to print the data that resides on the displayed
screen. The user can fine-tune their visible data by using the search engine to generate a report
that contains only requested data. An additional report screen is provided to allow a more
detailed report mechanism, primarily for Management Summaries

When a Training Discrepancy is generated, it can be analyzed against the current set of
training material (i.e. Courses, classes, tasks, etc.). All data is considered for possible review.
An on-line search screen provides the user with every occurrence of training material (task,
KSAs, learning Objectives, Test Items, etc.) that requires evaluation as a result of the
Discrepancy. New requirements may be evaluated and implemented in a similar manner.

TEAMSpro ™ has been successfully implemented with ORACLE® 8i (8.1.5), 7.3.3,
and MS-ACCESS® 97 (MS-ACCESS® 97 is not required to be installed in order to run
TEAMSpro ™). Any ODBC compliant database platform may be used provided an ODBC
Driver exists to make the connection. The ODBC data source provides the interface between
the application and the database platform. The data structure, internal table, query, and field
names must be consistent with the application. For an ORACLE® platform, scripts are
provided that will create the necessary data structure. For MS-ACCESS®, a password
protected database file is provided.

5. SUMMARY

TEAMSpro ™ has proven to be an indispensable tool for instructors and training
management. For the instructor, TEAMSpro ™ provides instant access to vital training
materials, class rosters, student records, and an approved exam bank. Training management
can review commitments, curriculum, student records, or a number of other special reports.
The product provides the capability to simultaneously track and manage all aspects of the
materials used during the development and conduct of multiple SAT based training programs
(i.e., Operations, Instrument & Control, Mechanical, Engineering, etc.).

TEAMSpro ™ is currently in use at several NPPs in the United States and Canada.
The interested reader may contact Exitech Corporation at www.exitech.com to arrange for a
demonstration or request further information.
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Abstract

In the Advanced Thermal Reactor ( ATR ) of the JNC, "FUGEN", a symptom based
Emergency Operating Procedure ( EOF ) was introduced in order to operate Fugen more safely
and it became necessary for the plant operators to master the EOF. However it took a lot of time
for the instructor to teach the EOP to operators and to train them. Thus, we have developed a
Computer Aided Instruction ( CAI ) and Training System for the EOP, by which the operators
can learn the EOP and can be trained. This system has two major functions, i.e., CAI and
training. In the CAI function, there are three learning courses, namely, the EOP procedure, the
simulation with guidance and Q&A, and the free simulation. In the training function, all of
necessary control instruments ( indicators, switches, annunciators and so forth) and physics
models for the EOP training are simulated so that the trainees can be trained for all of the EOPs.
In addition, 50 kinds of malfunction models are installed in order to perform appropriate
accident scenarios for the EOP. The training of the EOP covers the range from AOO
(Anticipated Operational Occurrence ) to Over-DBAs ( Design Based Accidents ). This system
is built in three personal computers that are connected by the computer network. One of the
computers is expected to be used for the instructor and the other two are for the trainees. The
EOP is composed of eight guidelines, such as "Reactor Control" and "Depression and Cooling",
and the operation screens which are corresponded to the guidelines are respectively provided.
According to the trial, we have estimated that the efficiency of the learning and the training
would be improved about 30% for the trainee and about 75% for the instructor in the actual
learning and training.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Japan, with the accident at Three Mile Island - 2 as a turning point, a symptom based
Emergency Procedure Guideline (EPG) was developed in order to take measures to meet a
multiple failure accident. On the other hand, it cannot be completely neglected that the accident,
which is severer than the Design Based Accident (DBA), e.g. a reactor core damaged,
happensDeven in Fugen. Therefore an EOP has been developed based on the EPG in order to
prevent the progress of such an accident and to mitigate the damage by the accident, and the
EOP has been disposed as well in Fugen.

However, the technologies, which compose of the EOP, are very high and the plant
behavior of Fugen during the above mentioned accident is very complicated. Therefore, it
becomes necessary for the plant operators to learn the plant behavior and the relationship
between the event and the corresponded plant operations in advance, because they have to
operate the plant appropriately according to the EOP when such an accident happens. In
addition, it is necessary for the operators to handle the plant quickly and appropriately according
to the EOP, and they have to be trained, e.g. by using an operation-training simulator for the
EOP.
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On the other hand, in Fugen, a training simulator for Fugen, "FATRAS" ( Fugen ATR
Advanced Simulator ) was developed and the training started in 1990 as described in the
reference [1]. However, the FATRAS was designed only for training the normal reactor start up
and shutdown, and the DBAs. Therefore FATRAS is not applicable for the above mentioned
accidents where the core is damaged, and it is difficult for the trainee to be trained for the EOF.

In Japan, there are some training facilities for the EOF of BWR (Boiling Water Reactor)
and PWR (Pressurized Water Reactor), but the system construction and the character of the
reactor of Fugen is very different from those of BWR and PWR as shown in Table I. For
example, the moderator is not light water but heavy water in Fugen, and it is difficult for the
Fugen operators to learn the EOF of Fugen appropriately and to be trained satisfactory at such
facilities.

In consideration of the above mentioned background, we decided to develop a CAI and
training system so that Fugen operators can learn and be trained for the EOF which aims to
prevent a severe accident, such as the Over-DBA, and to mitigate the damage by the accident.

TABLE I. MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF ATR, FUGEN
JSWR (TYPICAL BWR-5) •PWR (TYPICAL)

UO2 uo.
28(COAXIAL) /BUNDLE 8x8 (LATTICE)/BUNDLE 17x17 (LATTICE) /BUNDLE

LIGHT WATER LIGHT WATER

LIGHT WATER

BOILING)

LIGHT WATER

(BOILING)

LIGHT WATER

(NON-BOILING)

1 (REACTOR-TURBINE) 1 (REACTOR-TURBINE) 2 (REACTOR-HX-TURBINE)

REACTOR:2

PLR LOOP: 2

MSL:2

REACTOR:!

PLR LOOP: 2

MSL:4

REACTOR:!

PLR LOOP: 4

MSL:4

CONTROL RODS

BORON

CONTROL RODS

CORE FLOW RATE

CONTROL RODS

BORON

CONTROL RODS

HEAVY WATER LEVEL

CONTROL RODS

BORON

CONTROL RODS

BORON

NOTE : PLR : Primary Loop Recirculation system

MSL: Main Steam Lines

HX: Heat eXchanger

2. SYSTEM REQUIREMENT

According to the above mentioned background and the results in the training by using
FATRAS, we examined the necessary functions and training range for the system and
determined its major specifications as below.
(1) FUNCTION OF THE SYSTEM

This system has the CAI function and the training function. In the CAI function, the trainee
can learn the EOF by themselves with a help of CAI, and three courses are provided, namely,
"EOF Procedure Learning Course", "Simulation Learning Course" and "Free Simulation
Course". In the EOF Procedure Learning Course, the trainee can learn the purpose and the
meaning of the operations in the EOF manual by taking Q&As. In the Simulation Learning
Course, the trainee can learn the EOF by operating the virtual plant in the accident scenario that
is previously provided by the administrator according to the EOF guidelines. In the Free
Simulation Course, the trainee can operate the virtual plant freely.

In the training function, it is expected that at least an instructor and a trainee use the
system.
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(2) SIMULATION RANGE OF THE SYSTEM
In the system, the simulation range of the plant status for the CAI and the training for the

EOF is same as one described in the EOF manual. Namely, the range is from the normal status to
the status of the over-DBA as shown in Fig. 1.

On the other hand, the trainee is trained by operating and monitoring control instruments
on the control panel which imitate the actual plant, such as switches, indicators, annunciators
and adjusters, in the training, and basically all of the instruments which are stated in the EOF
manual are simulated.
(3) EDUCATION MANAGEMENT FUNCTION OF THE SYSTEM

In this system, it is necessary for the administrator to manage the progress of the trainee's
learning and the system needs to have function to automatically control the record and the
education history of the trainee. In addition, the system needs to have function so that the
administrator and the instructor, who conduct the EOF training, can add and edit the accident
scenario, which is assumed in the training, and the Q&As.
(4) HARDWARE OF THE SYSTEM

The hardware of the system, such as the computer, has to be easily set up anywhere and to
be common so that it is easy to replace.

AOO

RCP Trip

L/RW/TB/P

Intermediate

Category

L/R W/0 B/P

DBA

LOCA

Over-DBA

CORE PCV
MOLTEN BROKEN

Accident

Operation

Manual

EOF

FATRAS

RATHER OUT OF SCOPE

CAI AND TRAI MING SYSTEM

MAAP-

FORTHEEOP FOR FUGEN

FUGEN

FUTURE PLAN

NOTE: RCP : Re-Circulation Pump LOCA : Loss Of Coolant Accident
L/R W/T B/P : Load Rejection WiTh Bypass PCV : Primary Containment Vessel
L/R W/O B/P: Load Rejection WithOut Bypass AOO : Anticipated Operational Occurrence

Figure 1. RANGE OF THE EOF TRAINING

3. CAI AND TRAINING FUNCTIONS

(1) CAI FUNCTION
As stated above, the CAI function of the system composes of "EOF Procedure Learning

Course", "Simulation Learning Course" and "Free Simulation Course". On the other hand, the
specifications of those courses are determined according to the knowledge from the development
of the similar system for BWR as described in the reference [2] .

(a) EOF PROCEDURE LEARNING COURSE
DThe EOF of Fugen composes of eight kinds of operation guideline as shown in Fig.2 and
actual operations in each guideline are printed with flowcharts as shown in Fig.3. In addition,
the flowchart gives some additional explanations, such as substantial operation instruction,
special attention, supplemental figures and so forth. Therefore, the trainee is asked questions
about these things related to the step in the flowchart and answer in each step. Though the
questions were previously provided by the administrator, now the trainee can take such Q&As
interactively. Furthermore, when the question is displayed, the above mentioned additional
explanations are also displayed and the trainee can learn the guidelines by referring to the
explanations.
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Figure 2. GUIDELINES IN THE EOF OF FUGEN
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Figure 3. A FLOWCHART IN THE EOF OF FUGEN
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(b) SIMULATION LEARNING COURSE
In the Simulation Learning Course, the administrator provides some accident scenarios

and questions, and the trainee answers to the questions in the accident scenario during the
simulation. In addition, a trend graph of the major plant parameters is displayed on one of
three VDTs (Video Display Terminals), described in Chapters 6 and 7 in detail. The major
plant status, annunciators and operation instruments are displayed on another VDT, and the
trainee can monitor the plant status and operate the virtual plant.
(c) FREE SIMULATION COURSE
Din the Simulation Learning Course, a simulation is being performed and some Q&As are
being done as stated in the above (b). However, in the Free Simulation Course, the trainee
operates the virtual plant freely for his/herself. In addition, the trends of major parameters,
that reflect the operations by the trainee, are displayed on the trend graph screen over the
trends by the model operations based on the EOF. Therefore the trainee can learn the optimum
operations and their timings and check mis-operations by comparing his/her results on the
screen.

(2) EOF TRAINING FUNCTION
In the education function, it is expected that a trainee learns by his/herself, but, in the

training function, it is expected that plural number of users, such as an instructor and trainee(s)
use the system. Therefore, the major differences between the character of the training function
and the education function (free simulation course) are as follows.

(a) The overall system is controlled by the screen for the instructor. Therefore two VDTs are
used for the trainee(s) and one is for the instructor.
(b) It possible to change the accident scenario freely even during the simulation is being
performed. ( e.g. reset of the malfunction simulation which simulates the failure in the plant,
and start up of the malfunction simulation which is set during the simulation)
(c) The education function and the training function share the same accident scenarios, but it
is possible to perform the simulation without the scenarios in the training function. The
scenario can be referred in the screen for the instructor, and the malfunction simulation can be
selected individually.

4. PLANT SIMULATION FUNCTION

It is necessary to complete the simulation function for the EOF training so that the trainee
can be trained appropriately for the EOF. Actually, it is necessary, for the trainee to be able to
monitor all of the necessary indicators and annunciators, and to handle the operation
instruments. In addition, the simulation physics models have to cover the range of the plant
status assumed in the EOF. For instance, if the MSL (Main Steam Line) is broken by some
reason and high temperature coolant comes into the FCV (Primary Containment Vessel), the
pressure in the PCV has to rise physically appropriately in the simulation.

(1) INDICATORS AND OPERATION INSTRUMENTS TO BE MONITORED FOR THE
EOF TRAINING

As stated above, the simulation models of the system have to cover the above mentioned
range and the requirement are determined as below.

-The trainee can operate the actuators, e.g. pumps and valves, by operating the switches
and the adjusters, which are in the EOF manual.

-The trainee can monitor the plant parameters by the indicators and the plant status by the
annunciators, which are in the EOF manual.

(2) SIMULATION MODELS
In the EOF, alternative coolant injections are necessary because multiple failure is

assumed. For example, it is expected to use the water supply system for the RHR (Residual Heat
Removal) system alternatively for the LPCI (Low Pressure Coolant Injection) system if the
LPCI doesn't work due to some reasons. On the other hand, in Fugen, FATRAS has been used
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for the training and it has already confirmed that the simulation characters of FATRAS are good
enough for the training. However, the range of the simulation is assumed only from the normal
status to the DBA as shown in Fig.l and such alternative coolant injection models are not
installed.

On the other hand, a severe accident analysis code, "MAAP" has been applied for the
accident analyses for BWRs and PWRs, and a MAAP-FUGEN has been developed, which has
been modified based on MAAP for Fugen as described in reference [3]. However, MAAP-
FUGEN is an analysis code for the severe accidents and it concentrates more in the simulation of
the reactor core and the PCV than in any other systems, e.g. the feedwater system. Therefore, the
simulation models other than the rector core and the PCV are not always enough for the system.

Thus, as shown in Fig.4, the simulation models have been designed as below.
- The models transferred from FATRAS have been used for the simulation in the range from
the normal status to the DBA.
- Some models for the alternative water injection and so forth have been newly developed.
- The models transferred from MAAP-FUGEN have been used for the simulation in the range
over the DBAs, by switching from the models of FATRAS, when the reactor core is damaged.

The models of MAAP-FUGEN haven't installed into the system at present, but it is planed
to introduce the models in the near future.

SRHR-WS ALTERNATIVE
WATER

INJECTION PCV(FATRAS) OTHER
SYSTEM
MODELS

NOTE;
[ | : Model from FATRAS CAC: Containment Air Circulation system
^^ RCS : Reactor Cooling System
E%%% : Model from MAAP-FUGEN FW: Feed Water system

MSL: Main Steam lines
LPCI: Low Pressure Core Injection
PCV: Primary Containment Vessel
RHR-WS : Water Supply system for

: Water/Steam Flow only during Accident Residual Heat Removal system
Figure 4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SIMULATION MODELS

: New Model

Normal Water/Steam Flow

(3) MALFUNCTION MODELS
It is indispensable for the trainee to be trained with a malfunction simulation of the plant

and it is necessary for the system to have such a function to perform malfunctions and some
malfunction models are installed in FATRAS. However, these malfunction models can be used
only in the range from the normal status to the DBAs, and it became necessary to install new
models that can be used for the EOP training. On the other hand, FATRAS had some
malfunction models that are not used in the EOP training. Therefore, new malfunction models
have been added to that of FATRAS and unnecessary ones have been deleted from those of
FATRAS as shown in Table II. ( A 50 kinds of malfunction models are provided in the system.)
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TABLE II. ADDITION AND DELETION OF MALFUNCTION MODELS FOR
THE EOF TRAINING ( ONLY REPRESENTATIVE ONES )

NEWLY DEVELOPED
MALFUNCTION MODELS

MALFUNCTION.MODELS
NOT TRANSFERRED FROM
FATRAS
MALFUNCTION MODELS
TRANSFERRED FROM
FATRAS WITHOUT
MODIFICATION

• Disable to Insert the Control Rods
• Control Rod Position Immeasurable

etc.
Failure in Electricity Transmission System
CS pump trip
etc.

• Break in RCS loop
• All of MSIV closure

etc.

NOTE ; CS : Condensate System

5. MANAGEMENT FUNCTION OF THE EDUCATION SYSTEM

In the system, the administrator needs to manage the progress of the trainee, and the
administrator or the instructor needs to add and edit the Q&As and the accident scenarios which
are assumed in the training. Therefore, the following functions have been added according to the
learning in the training with FATRAS.
(1) EDUCATION RECORD MANAGEMENT FUNCTION

The education record management function automatically records the education of the
trainee. Now the records contain the progress of the guideline learning in each of the above
mentioned courses, the progress of the scenario learning in each course and their results.
(2) ACCIDENT SCENARIO MANAGEMENT FUNCTION

The accident scenario management function preserves the program of the accident
scenarios and the contents of the Q&As.
(3) Q&A MANAGEMENT FUNCTION

The Q&A management function preserves the contents of the Q&As, the hints and
explanations together with the operation guidelines in the EOF procedure learning course.
(4) ACCIDENT SCENARIO PRODUCTION FUNCTION

(a) PROGRAMMING FUNCTION
The administrator can program the accident scenarios by combining some malfunction
simulations in the programming function. In addition, one can add and delete the scenario
with the function.
(b) CONDITIONS FOR MALFUNCTION SIMULATION

In the CAI function, one can initiate the malfunction simulation, if the EOP related plant
parameter or the annunciation condition or time exceeds to the previously set value, and one
can set such initiation conditions. In addition, one can set a time at which the malfunction
simulation is cancelled.

(5) Q&A EDITING FUNCTION
(a) Q&A PRODUCTION FUNCTION
In the CAI function, there are two kinds of answering to the question, i.e., to select one
answer from among the previously provided answers displayed on the screen, and to operate
the instrument in the virtual plant. In the Q&A production function, one can set the kind of
answering, the content of the question, the hints, the contents of the explanation, and the
timing at which the display of these information starts.
(b) SET OF CONDITION FOR SIMULATION FREEZING

In the learning mode, the simulation is frozen and the question is displayed, if the EOP related
plant parameter or the annunciation condition or time exceeds to the previously set value, and
one can set such conditions.
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6. HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS

This system is built in three personal computers (PCs), whose the performance has been
remarkably improved in recent years. These PCs are connected by the computer network as
shown in Fig.5, and the role of each PC (CPU : Central Processing Unit) is distributed as the
simulation calculation for PC#1, the plant status display for PC#2 and the trend graph display for
PC#3. For the man-machine interface, a VDT is used for the display function and a keyboard
and a computer mouse are used for the plant operation function, and it becomes easy for trainee.

Among the three VDTs, one is expected to be used for an instructor and the other two are
for trainee(s). On the first VDT, screens for the control for the system and ones for watching the
training are displayed for the instructor. On the second VDT, a screen for the overall plant status
is displayed and the virtual plant is operated by using sub-windows that contain some operation
switches for the desired actuator, such as pumps and valves. On the third VDT, a trend graph of
the major plant parameters is displayed.

Table III shows the major specifications of the hardware and so forth of the system.

- CONTROL OF THE SYSTEM

-MONITOROF THE
QTRAINING AND LEARNING

INSTRUCTORKEYBOARD

COLOR PRINTER

MAIN BODY
(CPU)

COMPUTER NETWORK

-OVERALLPLANT
INFORMATION

- OPERATIONDSUB-WINDOWS
- ANNUNCIATORS

-TREND GRAPH

TKAINEE(S) PC #3 NOTE;
CPU: Central Processing

Unit

Figure 5. SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION OF THE SYSTEM
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TABLE III. MAJOR SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SYSTEM
Number of PC (CPU.VTD)
Clqck,Fre.quency. of the CPU
Capacity of the CPU Memory
Capacity of the Hard Disk
VDT (LCD)
Communication Type
Computer Network
Operating System
Programming Language

3
450MHz
384MB
14GB
1280x1 024 (true color), 18"
TCP/IP
100BaseT
WINDOWS NT ®
Visual Basic ® (for display)
Fortran (for numerical calculation)

NOTE ; LCD : Liquid Crystal Display
® : Registered Trademark of Microsoft Corporation, USA

7. SPECIFICATION OF THE MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE
7.1. Organization of displayed screens

This system has three major functions, namely, the CAI function, the training function and
the system administration. Therefore, we classified the screens as "CAI Mode Screens",
"Training Mode Screen" and "Administrator Screens".
(1) CAI MODE SCREENS

The CAI mode screens can be classified as "EOP Procedure Learning Course",
"Simulation Learning Course" and "Free Simulation Course".

(a) The screens for the EOP learning course are composed the EOP procedure learning screen
and the operation guideline display screen.
(b) The screens for the simulation learning course are composed of the plant status monitoring
screen and the trend graph display screen for evaluation. In addition, the following sub-
screens can be displayed in the plant status monitoring screen.

- ECCS Monitoring Screen (ECCS : Emergency Core Cooling System)
- Alternative Water Injection Monitoring Screen
- Depression and Cooling Monitoring Screen
- Core Status Monitoring Screen

Now, the actuators, such as the pumps and the valves, can be operated by using the sub-
windows of each sub-system of the plant by clicking the button with the computer mouse.
(c) The design of the screens for the free simulation course is basically same as that of the
simulation learning course, but doesn't have the screens for the selection Q&As.

(2) TRAINING MODE SCREENS
The training mode screens are composed of the following sub-screens.

- Monitoring screen for the progress of the scenario
- Plant Status Monitoring Screen
- Trend Graph Screen

(3) ADMINISTRATION SCREENS
The administration screens are composed of the following sub-screens.

- Guideline learning Selection Screen (for the administrator)
- Accident Scenario Selection Screen ( Q&A)
- Accident Scenario Selection Screen malfunction simulation
- Trainee ID codes Editing Screen

7.2. Actual design of the screen
Figures 6 to 9show the representative screens of the education mode screen, the training

mode screen and the screens for the administrator. Figure 8 shows the plant status screen with
the actuator selection sub-window and the actuator operation sub-window.
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Figure 6. EDUCATION MODE SCREEN

Figure 7. PLANT STATUS MONITORING SCREEN
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FIG.9 SCREEN FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR
(EDUCATION RECORD)
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8. IMPROVEMENT OF THE EOF TRAINING WITH THE SYSTEM

This system has been applied experimentally for Fugen and some training have been
performed. Through the training, we have confirmed that the trainees can understand the EOF
and also the plant behavior relevant to the EOF more easily with the system even if they are
beginners, because the trainee can experience the virtual operations with the system. In addition,
we have estimated that the efficiency of the learning and the training would be improved about
30% for the trainee and about 75% for the instructor in the actual learning and training according
to the trial as shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV. IMPROVEMENT OF THE EOF TRAINING WITH THE SYSTEM
' 4

* * +™

Necessary time
without the system
Necessary time
with the system
Improvement
( rate )

~ V'.v -.'. '/-TRAINEE. ,'"> • . "
ijmSBsmWj

144 hrs.

96hrs.

48 hrs.
( 33 % )

v'TRAlNmG:'-

160 hrs.

120 hrs.

40 hrs.
( 25 % )

INSTRUCTOR .
LEARNING

144 hrs.

30 hrs.

114 hrs.
(79%) .

TRAINING

160 hrs.

50 hrs.

40 hrs.
( 69 % )

9. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

(1) INSTALLATION OF THE SEVERE ACCIDENT ANALYSIS CODE, MAAP-FUGEN
The simulation models of this system are based on the ones of the existing FATRAS at

present. However, in the future, it is planed to introduce the models of the MAAP-FUGEN that
has been developed for the severe accident analysis for FUGEN.

(2) EVALUATION AND VERIFICATION OF THE SYSTEM
We have already confirmed that the system has the above mentioned functions, and intend

to verify the simulation results of the system as the next action. However, the simulations in this
system are stressed on the range of the EOF and such an accident, as DBA hasn't happened in
Fugen. Therefore it is impossible to verify the simulation result by comparing to the data from
the actual plant.

Thus, we intend to verify the results by comparing to one by the analysis code which has
been used for the establishment permission with nominal data. (Usually conservative data are
used.)

(3) DETAILED EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE EOF TRAINING
This time, we have estimated the effectiveness of the EOF training with the system.

However it is based on the brief trial and it is not always accurate. Therefore we intend to
evaluate it in detail with sufficient data to be obtained in the actual training.

10. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have developed a CAI and Training System for the EOF. The system has two major
functions, i.e., CAI and training. In the CAI function, there are three learning courses, namely,
the EOF procedure, the simulation with guidance and Q&A, and the free simulation. In the
training function, all of necessary interfaces and physics models for the EOF training are
simulated so that the trainees can be trained for all of the EOPs. In addition, 50 kinds of
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malfunction models are installed in order to perform appropriate accident scenarios for the EOF.
The training of the EOF covers the range from AGO to the Over-DBAs.

We have built this system in three personal computers, which are common and easy to
operate and, thus, the plant operators become able to learn the EOF by themselves and be
trained.

According to the trial, we have estimated that the efficiency of the learning and the training
would be improved about 30% for the trainee and about 75% for the instructor in the actual
learning and training.
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REGULATORY ACTIVITIES IN GAINING ASSURANCE
OF TRAINING PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS IN CANADA

Michele Legare
Training Program Evaluation Section,
Personnel Qualification Assessment Division,
Atomic Energy Control Board
Ottawa, Ontario
CANADA

I will be presenting a regulator's point of view on evaluating training program
effectiveness First, I will give you a bit of background on the Canadian Nuclear Industry, then
on how we regulate to verify Nuclear Power Plant personnel performance. Secondly, I will
propose ideas and practices to consider when drafting the IAEA guideline on the evaluation of
training program effectiveness.

First, I promised the big picture. The federal agency responsible for the regulation of the
nuclear industry in Canada is the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB). The AECB is soon
to be called the CNSC (Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission). Its mission is to provide
assurance that the use of nuclear energy in Canada will not cause undue risk to health, safety,
security or the environment. Canada possesses 22 CANDU type reactors, most of them located
in the province of Ontario. The head office is in Ottawa, the capital, but there are 8 small site
offices with "resident" inspectors or project officers. The AECB includes a whole division
who looks after assessing personnel qualification. Here is how it operates. (I know you may
be tired to look at conventional organizational charts with boxes, so I tried to innovate and use
triangles instead!) The largest section, Examination and Certification, administers direct
examination of the control room operators and shift supervisors. The Methodology and
Standards Section establishes the standards, policies and procedures on which to base our
activities. (Some of you may know Mr. Piero Pianarosa, and I promise I will give him your
salutations). Finally, the Training Program Evaluation Section, where I belong, performs
audits of Nuclear Power Plants training programs. This section is comprised of 7 staff
members, all possessing training program evaluation expertise coupled with a subject matter
expertise relating to the operations and safety of Nuclear Power Plants.

The mission of the Training Program Evaluation Section is to "Obtain and document
assurance that the training of Nuclear Generating Station operations personnel is effective hi
providing them with the knowledge and skills needed to become and remain competent".
Please note that we assess both initial and continuing training.
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Our audits used documented (Systematic Approach to Training) SAT-based objectives
and criteria. I do not have to convince this audience that SAT provides assurance that the
programs are effective and meet the needs of the workers. I am happy to report that all
utilities have now endorsed SAT. One utility has initiated self-assessments.

The procedure we use to perform the audits is as follows:

Identify the program to evaluate (based on issues such as importance on safety,
significant event reports, requests from the project office, or re-licensing needs).
Identify and check the adequacy of utility Requirements/Guidance for training
programs,
Review the supporting training documentation,
Determine if training is implemented in accordance with the documented process. The
first two steps are completed at the AECB office. The last one is performed at site and
involves interviews with staff and management and observation of training delivery. I
believe it is critical to observe the training in all settings, classroom, laboratory and on-
the-job. Basically, we go where the trainees go.

Since the audit usually lasts one week and the training program may be longer, we look
at various cross-sections, slices, of the program. As an example, for a typical course, a few
tasks would be chosen for which the learning objectives, training material, lesson plans, course
notes, facilities, delivery and practice sessions, feedback, as well as the associated areas of the
written and field tests for this task would be reviewed.

The last element of the training process is follow up. It is essential to track the actions
requested of the utilities. To this end, I designed a data base to allow us to accurately and
timely follow up on our training program evaluations findings.

Let's now have a look at possible performance indicators. As you know, various
performance indicators were mentioned during the week, and many speakers realized the
difficulties associated with their use. This applies as well at the AECB. A working group was
formed to derived performance indicators that could be used as first indication of possible
training program deficiencies. Although agreement was reached for performance indicators in
other areas of plant operations, no consensus as yet been reached for training. The following is
a list of current performance indicators under discussion, for you consideration:

number of courses planned vs completed;
percentage of certification completed;
percentage of actual attendance vs percentage of scheduled attendance;
number of hours of training delivered vs number of hours of training planned;

number of "significant Event reports" with human factors based root causes, with skills
or knowledge deficiencies;

number of examination failed.
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I would now like to go to the second part of my presentation where I present ideas and
re-emphasize basic principles of training. I have observed, from many years of auditing and
attending training sessions, that the importance of the use of participant-centered (adult
learning principles) in training and delivery is underrated. Adult learning principles require the
application of the "Experiential Learning Cycle" (fig.l). Basically, this means a training
session on a specific topic must start by an activity involving the learner, in which the trainee
can relate to a previous experience or perform an activity which will form the basis of the
training material to follow. Theory or practice of the new knowledge or skill are then
facilitated. To close the cycle, an exercise must follow in which the trainee can apply the
newly learned skills or knowledge.

Figure 1. Experiential Learning Cycle

An example on how to apply tinis concept is the law of exponential decay, as presented
by Mr. Ron Bruno earlier this week. The "activity" was 'estimating the number of times one
could fold a piece of 8 x 11 paper and then verifying the estimate by folding the paper'. A
discussion of the law of exponential decay than followed, ending with a discussion on how this
law can be applied to training, to complete the cycle. Also important to remember is that adult
learners come with their own significant amount of experience which can be referred to in the
activities.

The second adult learning principle critical to ensure that learning occurs is the relevance
of the training. To make this point, a picture of a radio antenna, tuned to the station WEHFM
is used. This stands for "What's In It For Me". The point to be made here is that training
directed to adults needs to be very specific and relevant to their needs or they will "tune out",
become disinterested in the material being presented and no significant learning will occur.
Therefore, it is necessary to involve the trainee in the needs assessment.

The last slides raises the question: "Can addition of nice to know material vs need to
know material be impeding effectiveness?". My answer is definitely yes. A training program
including too much indirectly relevant material in fear of missing some information will focus
the learner away from the true objectives of the course. To avoid this common pitfall, one
needs to ensure that the needs assessment is focussed on the job performance requirements.

This concludes my presentation. Thank you for your attention and participation.
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REGULATORY ACTIVITIES IN GAINING ASSURANCE OF
TRAINING PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS IN CANADA
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IAEA Specialists Meeting on "Evaluating the Effectiveness of Training for Nuclear
Facility Personnel", June 22-25,1999: Richland, Washington, USA

Michele LegarS
Training Program Evaluation Section

Personnel Qualification and Assessment Division
Atomic Energy Control Board, CANADA
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THE REGULATOR APPROACH

TPES: Mission Statement

"To obtain and document assurance that the training of NGS operations personnel is effective in
providing them with the knowledge and skills needed to become and remain competent"

1. Audits used'SAT-based Objectives and Criteria.

2. SAT provides assurance that the programs are effective,

. 3. All utilities have now endorsed SAT.

4. One utility has initiated self-assessment (first indication of an observed training effectiveness
problem).

5. Interviews, Documentation Review (SERs, policies, procedures, training material).
Observation of Training Delivery (all settings) and Work.

6. Importance of Tracking



PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

to
o

# of courses planned vs completed;

% of certification completed;

% of actual attendance vs % scheduled attendance;

# of hours training delivered vs # hours training planned;

# of SERs with human factors based root causes with skills or knowledge deficiency;

# of examinations failed.



OBSERVATIONS FROM YEARS OF AUDITING
AND ATTENDING TRAINING SESSIONS

Importance of the use of participant-centered (adult learning principles) in training design and
delivery is underrated.

to



Radio Station WII-FM:
What's In It For Me?

Copyright 19® and 1994, Resources for OtganbatJons, Inc. Robert ifc Pike, CSP, Used by pennlsslon.



CONCLUSION

Other question: can addition of nice to know vs need to know material
be impeding effectiveness?
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EVALUATION OF TRAINING ACTIVITIES IN ARGENTINA

Alejandro D. SANDA
ATUCHANPP
ARGENTINA

I came from Argentina. Do you know where Argentina is? Argentina is in South
America, below Brazil. The area of the country is around 1.082.000 miles2 (2.800.000 km2),
and we have 35.000.000 inhabitants.

We have two Nuclear Plants in operation, and one under construction. The first one is
Atucha I, of 357 Mw. It's being operated since 1974. It is the first NPP in Latin America.
The Plant was built for Siemens - KWU (Germany).

The other station, called EMBALSE, has a CANDU Reactor. It's sited in the Province
of Cordoba, hi the center of the country. It was built by AECL (Canada), and it is a 648 MW
unit. It's being operated since 1984.

Very close to Atucha I, Atucha n NPP (projected for 745 MW) is placed, which is still
under construction. Actually, the construction is stopped. The government of Argentina
initiated a process of privatization of Nuclear Power Plants. So, one of the main tasks of the
new owner will be the completion and start-up of this Plant (Atucha II NPP).

Atucha I and Atucha n are PHWRs. This is Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors.
Therefore we use Heavy Water as coolant and moderator, and Natural Uranium as fuel.
Actually, we are in a process to incorporate slightly enriched uranium fuels, with U235 content
of 0.85 %. The fuel elements are fully assembled in Argentina: from the uranium mineral
process to the assembler of the fuel bundle. Besides, we have a Heavy Water Plant and an
Uranium Enrichment Plant also.

I am the responsible of Training in Atucha I Plant. We have around 400 employees.

My goal in this meeting is to hear about your experience hi Evaluating the Effectiveness
of Training, since our experience about it is very weak. I know that in a teaching-learning
process the last stage is to evaluate how it was. Do we need to improve something? Is effective
the way we conduct training? How can we measure this?

When the Plant began its operation, in 1974, Germans trained the initial crew.
Afterwards, when we had to work alone (without any local German support) we didn't suffer
big technical problems, because we had a new Plant!!. We didn't realized that a continuous
Training Program was necessary.

As time went by, technical problems start arising and it was necessary to develop a
training program. The point here was that this program did not have been up-dated along the
time.

Since 1994, and with a new management, we realized that we were "frozen" in the time.
Therefore we began a conversion process to up-date our Training tools.
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We began using a Full Scope Simulator, placed in Brazil, to train operations personnel
(Actually, we began in 1987, by since 1994 we change our training target for the simulator)
We developed an Interactive Graphic Simulator and a Systematic Approach to Training (SAT)
program, with the support of TECNATOM (Spain). Finally we recycled our Training facilities
to have a more comfortable environment for the students.

But the missing point here was to establish a program to "measure" training
effectiveness.

We began to appreciate how effective is our training in areas such us maintenance,
paying attention to dose reduction. But only for some specific task. Let's see some examples:

1) During the task of changing the seal of our Main Pumps, the collective dose rate was: In
1996 231.35 mSv man. In 1998, 177.63 mSv man. The last change was during this year
and the collective dose rose to 176.46 mSv man.

Reduction 1996- 1998 : 23 %
Reduction 1998-1999 : 1%

2) Reactor vessel inspection: In 1994, for only 2 inspections, our collective dose was 46.15
mSv man. In 1996, 4 inspections, it was 26.7 mSv man. For 5 inspections, in 1998 the
collective dose was 25.55 mSv man.

Reduction 1994-1996 : 42.15 %
Reduction 1996 - 1998 : 4.29 %

3) Our refueling is on-service. That's why we have 2 refueling Machines. One is in service,
meanwhile the other is in maintenance. Here the task is to replace the on duty refueling
machine by the other: In 1992, for this task our collective dose was 241.15 mSv man. In
1995, it was 134.15 mSv man. The last replacement, in 1997, demanded a collective dose
of 103.33 mSv man.

Reduction 1992-1995 : 37.35 %
Reduction 1995 - 1997 : 23 %

4) In our reactor the fuel is inside a channel, called "coolant channel". We have 252 of these
position channels. We cannot have the same coolant channel along the reactor life.
Therefore, we have to sequentially replace these "coolant channels". In 1994, this task
required a collective dose of 47.4 mSv man (for 11 channels). In 1996, it was 27 mSv man
(for 69 channels).

Reduction 1994 - 1996 : 43 %
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In general, we believe that we'll be able to appreciate the global effectiveness of our
training, looking at parameters like (but for long period of time):

* Less number of non-planned shutdowns due to human errors.
* Less number of correctives works in the equipment, when preventive tasks

were performed on them.
*• Less dose to perform equipment maintenance.
* Less time to perform equipment maintenance.
* Shorter outages, with less dose.
* Less number of personnel accidents.
* ... and so on.

But, I have to admit that It isn't easy to measure the relationship between this
parameters and the Training. Now, here, I am learning how you are doing this task.
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ARGENTINA

EMBALSE NPP
(648 MW)

ATUCHAI NPP
(357 MW)

ATUCHA II NPP
(745 MW)
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ARGENTINA

Installed Gross Power

MAY 19

THEUMAL
49,51%

(160 Plants)

NUCLEAR
5,24%

(2 Plants)

NUCLEAR

THERMAL

HYDRAULIC

Total

1005 MW

9810 MW

9188 MW

20003 MW

HYDRAULIC
45,24%

(80 Plants)

Produced Gross Energy

THERMAL
57%

NUCLEAR

THERMAL

HYDRAULIC

Total

713.3 MWe

3013.IMWe

1972.4 MWe

5702.8 MWe

NUCLEAR
13%

HYDRAU1
29%
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SINCE 1994 :

CO

Full Scope Simulator for operations personnel

Interactive Graphic Simulator

Systematic Approach to Training Program

Recycled of Training facilities



CHANGE OF MAIN PUMPS SEAL

250

DOSE REDUCTION
1996 - 1998:23,22%

- 1999: 1 %

1996 1998 1999



IN SERVICE INSPECTIONS
REACTOR VESSEL

DOSE REDUCTION
1994 - 1996:42,15%
1996 - 1998: 4,29%

1994 1996 1998



REPLACEMENT OF REFUELING MACHINE

to

250 -,

0

DOSE REDUCTION
1992 - 1995:37,35%

1995 - 1997:23%

1992 1995 1997



CHANGE OF COOLANT CHANNELS

11 CHANNELS

DOSE REDUCTION : 43 %

1994 1996



00

How can we measure the

"Effectiveness of Training" ?

Parameters to look after:

> Less number of non-planed shutdowns due to human
errors

• Less number of correctives works in the equipment, when
preventive tasks were performed on them

• Less dose / time to perform equipment maintenance

•Shorter outages, with less dose

• Less number of personnel accidents

• and so on



Argentina

Brazil

Canada

Czech Republic

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Mr. Alejandro Damian SANDA
Nucleoelectrica Argentina S.A.
Atocha I Nuclear Power Plant
Casilla de Correo No20
(2806) Lima Buenos Aires
ARGENTINA
Tel: +54 3487 480677
Fax: +54 3487 480677 (ext.4234)
E-mail: atucha@deltanet.com.ar

Mr. Haroldo BARROSO JUNIOR
Training Manager
Eletrobras Termonuclear S.A.
Eletronuclear S.A
Training Department
Rua Juiz de Fora
s/no - Vila Residencial de Mambucada
23908.000 Angra dos Reis - RJ
BRAZIL
Tel: +55 24 362 3261
Fax: +55 24 362 3453; +55 24 362 3443
E-mail: ctas@abeunet.com.br

Ms. Michele LEGARE
Atomic Energy Control Board of Canada
P.O. Box 1046, Station "B"
280 Slater Street
Ottawa, Ontario KIP 5S9
CANADA
Tel.: (613) 943-1002
FAX: (613) 995-5086
E-Mail: legare.m@atomcon.gc.ca

Mr. Bohuslav SVEJDA
Senior Training Engineer
NTC/CEZ a.s.
CEZ a.s. - HS
SKVS
Ibsenova la
63800 BRNO
CZECH REPUBLIC
Tel:+420 5 4553 3340
Fax:+420 5 4553 3336
E-mail: svejda_bornislav@mail. cez.cz

Mr. Jaroslav KOPECNY
Senior Training Engineer
NTC/CEZ, a.s.
SKVS (Nuclear Training Centre)
Ibsenova la
63800 Brno
CZECH REPUBLIC
Tel: +420545533347
Fax: +420545533336
E-mail: kopecnyjaroslav@mail.cez.cz
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France Mr. Jean-Christophe HAZET
Project Manager
EDF-SFP
Pole Conduitte Thermique-Site de PALUEL
Route du Belvedere-BP 36
76450 Cany Barville
FRANCE
Tel. +33 235 57 86 56 or 86 00
Fax: +33235578605
E-mail: jean-christophe.hazet@edfgdf.fr

Germany Mr. Klaus GUTTNER
Training Manager
Manager Training Concepts
SIEMENS, NDSU
Siemens AG, KWU
Berliner Str. 295
3/30512
Offenbach D - 63067
GERMANY
Voice: +49 69 807 2180
Fax: +49 (69) 807 2062
E-mail: Klaus. Guettner@off 1. Siemens. de

Japan Mr. Noumi HQDEKI
Senior Instructor
Nuclear Power Training, LTD.
129-1-1 Kutsumi
Tsuruga City Fukui Pref
914-823
JAPAN
Tel: 0770-23-9090
Fax: 0770-22-5662
E-mail: noumi@jntc.jp

Mr. Noriyasu IYO
Managing Director
Nuclear Power Training Center, LTD
129-1-1 Kutsumi Tsuruga City
Fukui Pref.
JAPAN
Tel: 0770 23 5531
Fax: 0770 22 5662
iyo@jntc.co.jp

Mr. Shimji NAKAMURA
Assistant Shift Supervisor
FUGEN Nuclear Power Station
Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute
3 Myojin-cho, Tsuruga-shi
Fukui-ken
914-8510
JAPAN
Tel. +81 77026 1221
Fax: +81 770 26 1552
E-mail: snakamura@fugen.t-hq.jnc.go.jp
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Kazakhstan

Russian Federation

Spain

Mr. Tatsuro KOZAKI
Senior Engineer
Hitachi Engineering Co. Ltd.
3-2-1, Saiwai-cho, Hitachi-shi
Ibaraki-ken 317-0073
JAPAN
Tel. +81 29423 5387
Fax: +81 294 23 6617
E-mail: kozaki@hitachi.hitachi.co.jp

Mr. Kouichi MAEDA
Assistant Senior Engineer
FUGEN Nuclear Power Station
Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute
3 Myojin-cho, Tsuruga-shi
Fukui-ken914-8510
JAPAN
Tel. +81 77026 1221
Fax: +81 77026 1552
E-mail: maeda@fugen.t-hq.jnc.go.jp

Ms. Marzhan IDRISSOVA
Nuclear Safely Division
Kazakhstan Atomic Energy Agency (KAEA)
L. Chaikina St., 4
480020 ALMATY
KAZAKHSTAN
Tel: +7 3272 637613
Fax: +7 3272 633356
E-mail: mara@atom.almaty.kz

Mr. Alexei KAZENNOV
VNIIAES
Ferganskaya str. 25
109507 Moscow
RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Tel: +7(095)1729225
Fax: +7 (095) 377 0224
E-mail: simdpt@cea.ru

Mr. Antonio Santiago LUCAS
TECNATOM,S.A
Avda. Montes de Oca, 1
San Sebastian de los Reyes.
28709 Madrid
SPAIN
Phone: + 34 91 6598712 (direct), Fax: + 34 91 6598677
E-mail: slucas@tecnatom.es

Mr. Enrique PASTOR
Training Manager
Cofrentes Nuclear Power Plant
IBERDROLA
Hermosilla 3
28001 Madrid
SPAIN
Tel: 3491 577 6500
Fax: 3491 578 20 94
E-mail:enrique.pastor@iberdrola.es
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Mr. Rodolfo ISASIA GONZALEZ
Operating Experience and Training
Nuclear Safety Council of Spain
c/Justo Dorado 11
Madrid 28040
SPAIN
Tel: +34 91 3460 212
Fax: +34 91 3460 588
E-mail: rig@csn.es

Sweden Dr. Hakan ANDERSSON
Senior Specialist
KSU Nuclear Training & Safety Centre
Box 1039, S-61129 Nykoping
SWEDEN
tel: +46 155 263505
fax: + 46 155 263074
E-mail han@ksu.se

USA Mr. John ALMON
Dresden Generating Station
Commonwealth Edison
6500 N. Dresden Rd.
Morris, EL 60450-9765, USA
Tel: (815)9422920x3748
Fax: (815)9417121

Mr. Mike ARMISTEAD
Senior Consultant
EXTTECH Corporation
102 East Broadway
Maryville, Tennessee 32804, USA
Tel: 423-983-9101
Fax: 423-983-9336
E-mail: marmist@exitech.com

Mr. Alberrus BERRY
Senior Engineering Consultant
Duke Engineering & Services
4132 West Van Giesen # 9
West Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel: 509-967-9331

Ms. April BRICE
Training Specialist
EXITECH Columbia Corporation
1802 Terminal Drive
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel: 509-373-2339
E-mail: ajbrice@excol.com

Mr. Derek BRICE
Engineer
Siemens Power Corporation
731 N. Pittsburgh Street
Kennewick, WA 99336, USA
Tel: 509-735-3202
E-mail: Derek_Brice@orst.edu
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Mr. Don BROCK
Senior Training Specialist
HAMMER
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel: 509-372-3910

Dr. Ron BRUNO
President
EXITECH Columbia Corporation
1835 Terminal Drive, Suite 145
Richland, Washington 99352, USA
Tel: (509) 946-2573
Fax: (509)946-5120
Email: rbruno@exitech.com

Ms. Lori CONKERS
Senior Training Instructor
EXTTECH Columbia Corporation
1802 Terminal Drive
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel:509-373-2339

Mr. Skye DORSETT
Radiation Safety Instructor Trainee
EXITECH Columbia Corporation
1802 Terminal Drive
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel: 509-373-2339

Dr. Richard Philippe COE
Associate Professor - Business Studies
The Richard Stockton College of New Jersey
118 East Wilmont Avenue
Somers Point NJ 00244, USA
Tel.: 609 927 3559
Fax: 609 728 2696
E-mail: rpcoe@worldnet.att.net

Ms. Cheryl BECK
Supervisor Training Services
Fort Calhoun Station
P. O. Box 399
Fort Calhoun, NE 68023, USA
Tel: (402)533-6035
Fax: (402)533-6115

Mr. Robert E. DAY-PHALEN
Training Manager
Fluor Daniel Hartford, Inc.
Post Office Box 1000, G6-57
Richland, Washington 99352, USA
Work Phone: (509)372-3120
e-mail address: robert_e_day-phalen@rl.gov
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Mr. Patrick GARDNER
Principal Engineer/Analyst
Fluor Daniel Hanford
MS G6-73
Fluor Daniel Hanford
P. O. Box 1000
Richland, WA. 99352, USA
Tel: 509-372-2530
E-mail: Patrick_R_Gardner@rl.gov

Mr. Gerald L. EATON
Training Manager
DE&S Hanford, Inc.
Post Office Box, X3-86
Richland, Washington 99352, USA
Work Phone: (509) 376-6580
e-mail address: gerald_l_eaton@rl.gov

Dr. Harry FETTERMAN
Evaluation Program Coordinator
PP&L, Inc. - Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
P.O. Box 467 - NUCNT
Berwick, PA 18603
USA
Tel: (570) 542 3860, Fax: (570/717) 542 3855
E-mail: hefetterman@papl.com

Mr. Jim GAMIN
Training Director
Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc.
Post Office Box 1000, G6-57
Richland, Washington 99352, USA

Dr. Sonja HABER
Persident
Human Performance Analysis Corporation
180 Riverside Boulevard
Suite 16K
New York, NY 10023
Tel.: (212)8746520
Fax: (212)8746297
E-mail: sbhaber@erols.com

Mr. J.Doug HALL
U.S. Department of Energy Contractor
Idaho National Engineering & Environmental Laboratory
Lockheed Martin Idaho Co.
P.O. Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83415, USA
Tel: (208)526 1981
Fax: (208)5268363
E-mail: dou@inel.gov
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Mr. GregHAYWARD
Manager, Training Integration
Fluor Daniel Hanford
P. O. Box 1000
MSIN G6-73
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel: 509-376-5004
E-mail: Gregory_B_Hayward@rl.gov

Mr. Clinard HELL
Senior Training Specialist
EXTTECH Columbia Corporation
1802 Terminal Drive
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel: 509-373-2339
E-mail: chill@excol.com

Mrs. Sharon HUTCHISON
EXTTECH Columbia Corporation
1802 Terminal Drive
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel: 509-946-2573
Fax: 509-946-5120
E-mail: shutchison@excol.com

Ms. Anna KANE
Staff Assistant
Congressman Doc Hastings
442 Greenbrook Place
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel: 509-628-1921

Mr. James A. KANE
Staff Consultant
EXTTECH Columbia Corporation
442 Greenbrook Place
Richland,WA 99352, USA
Tel: 509-628-1921
Fax: 509-628-2353
E-mail: bluewtr@cris.com

Ms. Bobbi KEEN
Owner
Keen Consulting
1615 W. 7th Ave.
Kennewick, WA 99336, USA

Mr. Loran MAIER
Manager, Maintenance Training and Qualification
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
1300 W. T. Harris Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28262
P.O. Box 217097 28221
USA
Tel: (704) 547 6152, Fax: (704) 547 6168
E-mail: lmaier@epri.com
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Mr. Richard MILLER
Senior Evaluator
INPO
700 Galeria Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-5957
USA
Tel. (770)6448761
Fax: (770)6448549
E-mail: millerrc@inpo.org

Mr. Roger MOERMAN
Hammer Training and Education Center
Manager, QTRC
2890 Horn Radips, Rd.
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel: (509) 373-6217
Email: roger_d_moerman@rl.gov
Fax:(509)376-7418

Mr. Carl RUNION
Senior Engineer
EXITECH Corporation
923 Glenspring Drive
Knoxville,TN 37922, USA
Tel: 423-983-9101
Fax: 423-983-9336
E-mail: crunion@exitech.com

Mr. Tony WOODCOCK
Senior Training Specialist
EXITECH Columbia Corporation
1802 Terminal Drive
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel: 509-946-2573
Fax: 509-946-5120
E-mail: twoodcock@excol.com

Mrs. Colleen MEYERS
Technical Training Specialist
DOE-RL Office of Training
1802 Terminal Dr. #64
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel: 509-373-7831
Fax: 509-376-1466
E-mail: C_A_Meyers@rl.gov

Mr. R.P. SAGET
U.S. Department of Energy
Director, Office of Training
Richland Operations Office
P.O. Box 550, MS G6-52
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel: (509) 376-1466
Fax: (509) 376-1466
Email: rjp_pierre_saget@rl.gov
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Mr. Lloyd PBPER
Deputy Manager Richland
US Department of Energy
DOE-RL
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel: 509-376-6278

Ms. Gail RICHARDSON
Workforce Training Center
Columbia Basin College
2600 N. 20th Ave.
Pasco,WA 99301, USA
Tel: 509-547-0511
Fax: 509-544-8793

Mr. William E. SARACENO
Vice President, Administration
Columbia Basin College
2600 N. 20th Ave.
Pasco, WA 99301, USA
Tel: 509-547-0511

Ms. Mary Lou SAWYER
Senior Training Specialist
EXTTECH Columbia Corporation
1950 W. 23rd

Kennewick, WA 99337, USA
Tel: 509-586-0554
E-mail: msawyer@excol.com

Mr. Tom SEELY
EXTTECH Columbia Corporation
Senior Training Instructor
1835 Terminal Drive, Suite 145
Richland, Washington 99352, USA
Tel: (509) 946-2573
Fax: (509) 946-5120
Email: tseeley@excol.com

Mr. William D. SHAEFFER
Manager, Nuclear Training
Energy Northwest
P.O. Box 968
Richland, Washington. 99352-0968
USA
Tel: 509 377 8266
Fax: 509 377 8030
E-mail: wshafe@wnp2.org

Mr. Don WILSON
Senior Technical Instructor
EXTTECH Columbia Corporation
1802 Terminal Drive
Richland, WA 99352, USA
Tel: 509-946-2573
Fax: 509-946-5120
E-mail: dwilson@excol.com
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Mr. Kerry SLAPE
EXTTECH Columbia Corporation
Senior Training Instructor
1802 Terminal Drive
Richland, Washington 99352, USA
Tel: (509) 946-2573, Fax: (509) 946-5120
Email: kslape@excol.com

Ms. Cynthia WILLIAMS
EXTTECH Columbia Corporation
Deputy Project Manager/Training Manager
1802 Terminal Drive
Richland, Washington 99352, USA
Tel: (509) 946-2573, Fax: (509) 946-5120
Email: cwilliams@excol.com

Mr. David WOHLWEND
Nuclear Chemical Operator
Fluor Daniel Hanford
P. O. Box 426
Benton City, WA 99320, USA
Tel: 509-588-4240

Mrs. Linda WOHLWEND
Administrative Assistant Human Resources
EXTTECH Columbia Corporation
P.O.Box 426
Benton City, WA 99320, USA
Tel: 509-588-4240
Fax: 509-946-5120
E-mail: lwohlwend@excol.com

IAEA Dr. Andrei KOSSILOV
International Atomic Energy Agency
Wagramerstrasse 5, P.O. Box 100
A-1400 Vienna, AUSTRIA
Tel: +43 1 2600 22802
Fax: + 43 1 20607 or +43 1 2600 29598
E-mail: A.Kossilov@iaea.org
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